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II 
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III 
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Тарау 1. Arrivals.   

 

      

 

    

1 Hotel check-in. Етістіктің жіктелуі I’m, 

you’re 

1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 

2 Airport arrivals. To be етістігінің 

жіктелуі: he/ she/ it. Nice to meet you. 

Questions Where are you from? 

1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 

 Тарау 2. My life.              

3 My family. Possessive adjectives. 

Who…? my 

1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

4 What’s your phone number? Questions.  

Email friends. Articles a/an., his, her 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 3. Travel.             

5 We’re in Istanbul. To be: we/ they 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

6 What’s in your suitcase? To be – 

negative. 

 Tourist information. Yes/no questions 

with to be. 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 4. In town.             

7 Can I have an espresso, please? 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

8 Portobello market. Demonstrative 

pronouns. 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

9 Around town. Possessive’s. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 5. Places.             

10 Cornwall. There is/ there are. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

11 In a new town. There isn’t/ there aren’t 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

12 Can she cook? Modal verb: can/ can’t. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

13 Test 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 6. People.             

14 The 60-second interview. Present 

simple: I/you 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

15 Making friends. Present Simple: we/they 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

16 Daily routines. Present Simple: he/she/it 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

II 

ку

рс 

IV 

Тарау 7. Work.             
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сем 

17 A new teacher. Imperatives. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  

18 Do you give presentation? Adverbs of 

frequency. 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

19 Would you like a coffee? Verb: would 

like… 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 8. Leisure.             

20 I don’t like walking. Verb patterns. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

21 We’ve got a small garden. Verb: have 

got. 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

22 Eating out. Question words. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 9. The past.             

23 20
th
 century icons. Past of the verb to 

be: affirmative 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

24 My first, my last. Past of the verb to be: 

negatives and questions 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

25 How was your day? Can/Could you…? 

Can/Could I…? 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

26 Test 2. 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

27 Қайталау сабақ 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 - - - - 

 2 курс бойынша барлығы:             

III  

ку

рс 

V 

сем 

Тарау 1. Your life.             

28 People and places. Subject pronouns 

plus positive forms of to be 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

29 Family ties. Work on the web. 

Possessive adjectives 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 2. Activities.              

30 Fun Club. Present Simple/I, you,we 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

31 A very special job. The car boot sale. 

Present Simple/he, she,it 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 3. Free time.             

32 Drive time. Present Simple/negative 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

33 Skateboard style. Can/can’t 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

34 Phone fun. Making suggestions 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

35 

 

Test 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 

III  

ку

рс 

VI 

сем 

Тарау 4. Food.             

36 Shoppning lists. Countable and 

uncountable nouns 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

37 Trash tales. a/an, some/any 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

38 Ready to order? Object pronouns 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

39 Қайталау сабақ.  - - - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 - - 

 3 курс бойынша барлығы:             

IV 

ку

рс 

VII 

сем 

Тарау 1. Home.             

40 Sail away …there is/there are 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

41 To have and have not. Have got 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
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42 World class. Modifiers  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

43 Қайталау сабақ. 2 2   - - - - - - - - 

44 Тарау 2. City life. Changes. Past of to 

be, Past Simple of regular verbs 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

45 Missing. Past Simple/ questions and 

short answers 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

46 Getting around. Past Simple/ negatives 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  

47 Test 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 3. People.             

48 The girl from …one/ones 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

49 Birthday puzzle. Possessive pronouns 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

50 Finders keepers! Past Simple/irregular 

verbs 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 4. Day to day.             

51 Clothes for all seasons. Present Simple/ 

adverbs of frequency 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

52 We're watching you! Present 

Continuous 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

53 Under the weather. Present Simple and 

Present Continuous 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 5. Culture.             

54 Making news. Comparison of adjectives 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

55 Movie magic. Superlative adjectives 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

56 Is it art? Prefer +noun/-ing form 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

57 Test 3. 2 2 2 2 2 2   2 2 2 2 

 Тарау 6. Journeys.             

58 Experiences. Present Perfect/I, you, we, 

they 

- - 2 2 - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 

59 Holiday heaven. Present Perfect / he, 

she, it 

- - 2 2 - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 

60 Cycle city. –ing form as a noun - - - - - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 

61 Test 4 - - - - - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 

62 Қайталау сабақ.  - - - - 1 1 - - 2 2 2 2 

  

4 курс бойынша барлығы: 

            

  

Курс бойынша барлық сағат саны:  

 

107 

 

107 

 

116 

 

116 

 

117 

 

117 

 

 

119 

 

119 

 

118 

 

118 

 

118 

 

118 
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Тарау1 Arrivals  

Сабақ 1                   Hotel Check-in 

 

- Good morning. I’m Mateo Alvares. 

- Good morning, Mr Alvares. You are in room 121. 

 

- Hello. Wellcome to Hotel Lux.  

- Thank you. I’m Britney Black. 

- You’re in room 820, Ms Black. 

 

- Good morning. I’m Mi Lei Ling. 

- I’m Walter Mann. Nice to meet you. 

 

- Hello, Ms West. You’re in room 320. 

- Thank you. 

 

Grammar: to be – I / you 

     I am 

     You are  

“To be” етістігі  Present Simple шағында 

+ ? - 

I am 

He is 

She is 

It is 

We are 

You are 

They are 

Am I? 

Is he? 

Is she? 

Is it? 

Are we? 

Are you? 

Are they? 

I am not 

He is not 

She is not 

It is not 

We are not 

You are not 

They are not 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары: 

1. То be етістігі 

2. Етістіктің болымды түрі 

 

Сабақ 2                       Airport arrivals 

 

“To be” етістігі  Present Simple шағында 

+ ? - 

I am 

He is 

She is 

It is 

We are 

You are 

They are 

Am I? 

Is he? 

Is she? 

Is it? 

Are we? 

Are you? 

Are they? 

I am not 

He is not 

She is not 

It is not 

We are not 

You are not 

They are not 

 

 

Airport arrivals. 

- Good morning! 

- Good morning! 

- Welcome to Plaza Hotel! You’re in room 257. 

- Thank you! 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары: 
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1. To be етістігі 

2. Етістіктің болымды, сұраулы, болымсыз түрлері. 

 

Nice to meet you 

 

“To be” етістігі  Present Simple шағында 

+ ? - 

I am 

He is 

She is 

It is 

We are 

You are 

They are 

Am I? 

Is he? 

Is she? 

Is it? 

Are we? 

Are you? 

Are they? 

I am not 

He is not 

She is not 

It is not 

We are not 

You are not 

They are not 

 

Nice to meet you! 

- Hello. I’m Tom! 

- Hi! I’m Andy. 

- Nice to meet you! 

- Nice to meet you, too. 

- Where are you from? 

- I’m from England. Where are you from? 

- I’m from Russia. 

-  

 

1. Hotel: Hotel Kelem. 

2. Where: Istanbul, Turkey 

3. Phone number: 00 902 129 6347 

 

4. Hotel: Hotel Marianne 

5. Where: Madrid, Spain 

6. Phone number: 00 34 91 366 2119 

 

7. Hotel: Hotel Parkside 

8. Where: Shanghai, China 

9. Phone number: 00 86 21 503 299 

 

Module Test 1  Variant  A / B 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары: Arrivals (Келу) 

 

1. Verb to be: I/you. Make up the dialogue “Check in to a hotel”. 

2. Verb to be: he/ she/ it. Make up a dialogue “Greeting someone at an airport”. 

3. Questions with be. Make up a dialogue “Nice to meet you”. 

4. Make up a dialogue “What is the number of the hotel”. 

 

 

Тарау 2   My Life   

Сабақ 3               My Family 

1. Ағылшын тілінде тәуелдік есімдіктер заттың тәуелділігін білдіреді.: 

My 

Your 

His 

Her                              

Its 

Our 

Your 

Their 
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My family is large. 

 

2. Write questions for Sabrina’s answers: 

Who’s Marek?    He’s my father.  

Who’s- --------?   He’s my brother.  

Who’s ---------?   She’s my mother.  

Who’s ---------?   She’s my sister. 

Who’s ---------?   He’s my son.  

Who’s ---------?   He’s my husband.  

Who’s ---------?   She’s my daughter. 

Бақылау сұрақтары:  

1. Topic “My family”. 

2. Possessive adjectives. 

3.The indefinite article a/an.  

4. Write a short personal profile 

 

 

Сабақ 4                What’s your phone number? 

                             E= mail friends 

 

1. Ағылшын тілінде тәуелдік есімдіктер заттың тәуелділігін білдіреді.: 

My 

Your 

His 

Her                              

Its 

Our 

Your 

Their 

 

My family is large. 

 

2. - What’s your phone number? 

    - It’s 0441 85 263. 

    - What’s your address? 

    - 81 Plaxton Road, New Park.  

    - mobile phone number? 

    - My mobile phone number is 0170 8910104. 

    - What’s your name? 

    - Stephanie Brown. 

    - How do you spell that? 

    - S-T-E-P-H-A-N-I-E    B-R-O-W-N. 

 

Email Friends 

 

1. Ағылшын тілінде тәуелдік есімдіктер заттың тәуелділігін білдіреді.

My 

Your 

His 

Her                              

Its 

Our 

Your 

Their 

 

My family is large. 

 

Белгісіз артикль a/an 
Белгісіз артикль а(an) one «бір» сан есімінен шыққан — және сондықтан тек саналатын 

жекеше түрде тұратын зат есімдермен қолданылады. Белгісіз артикльдің екі түрі бар: 1) а, 
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дауыссыз дыбыстан басталатын зат есімнің алдында тұрады. Мысалы:  a book - кітап, a big 

apple – үлкен алма; 2) an, дауысты дыбыстан басталатын зат есімдердің алдында тұрады. 

Мысалы: an egg - жұмыртқа, an old man – кәрі кісі. 

My family 

My name is Alex. I have a family. My family is not large. My family consists of four people: 

a father, a mother, a sister and me. 

 My father’s name is Oleg. He is 40. He is a doctor. He works at the hospital. My father likes 

football. We often go to football matches.  

My mother’s name is Irina.  She is 38. My mother is an accountant. She works in the bank. 

My mother likes cooking and playing tennis.  

I have a sister. Her name is Olga. She is 19. She is a student. My sister likes swimming. 

Our family is very friendly. I love my family very much.  

 

My favourite singer is … 
 

Module Test 2   

Бақылау сұрақтары: My Life   
1. Topic “My family”. 

2. Possessive adjectives. 

3.The indefinite article a/an.  

4. Write a short personal profile. 

 

Тарау 3  Travel   

 

Сабақ 5              We’re in Istanbul 

“To be” етістігі  Present Simple шағында 

 

+ ? - 

I am 

He is 

She is 

It is 

We are 

You are 

They are 

Am I? 

Is he? 

Is she? 

Is it? 

Are we? 

Are you? 

Are they? 

I am not 

He is not 

She is not 

It is not 

We are not 

You are not 

They are not 

Reading: 

Hi Mum and Dad 

How are you? Steven and I are fine. We’re in Istanbul in The Pera Palace Hotel. It’s great! 

Istanbul is big. 

Magda and Zarek are in The Pera Palace Hotel/ too. They are our friends. They’re from 

Poland. The attachment is a photo of Magda and Zarek. They are in their car. It’s a Mercedes. 

It’s beautiful! Its colour is great.  

Love Rebecca. 

 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары: Travel   
1.Verb to be: we/they.  

2.Write a simple holiday e-mail. 

2.Verb to be: negative.   

4. Write topic “What is in your suitcase when you go on holiday”. 

5.Yes/no questions with to be.  
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Сабақ 6                              What’s in your suitcase? 

“To be” етістігі  Present Simple шағында 

 

+ ? - 

I am  

He is 

She is 

 It is  

We are  

You are 

They are 

Am I? 

Is he? 

Is she? 

Is it? 

Are we? 

Are you? 

Are they? 

I am not 

He is not 

She is not 

It is not 

We are not 

You are not 

They are not 

Travel 

- Good morning. I’m Mr. Smith! What’d your name? 

- Good morning! I’m Jane Parker. 

- What’s in your suitcase, Miss Parker? 

- Let me see. A camera, two maps, a pair of shoes, two tops, three books and a pair of 

trousers. 

    Tourist Information 

Reading: 

Text: Harrods 

Harrods is a department store in London. It’s open from Monday to Saturday but it isn’t open 

on Sunday. Harrods is big and old. It’s beautiful department store and entrance is free. 

Vocabulary: days of the week 

 

         Communication: See you on Friday 

 

Louis: Hello. 

Sara: Hi, Louis. It’s Sara. 

Louis: Hi, Sara. How are you and Paul? 

Sara: We’re fine, Thanks. And you? 

Louis: Fine, thanks. Where are you? 

Sara: We’re in Morocco. 

Louis: Are you in Casablanca? 

Sara: No, we aren’t. We’re in Marakesh. 

Louis: Is it beautiful? 

Sara: Yes, it is. It’s very beautiful. 

 Louis: Is it hot? 

Sara: Yes, it is. It’s very hot. 

Louis: Is your hotel nice? 

Sara: No, it isn’t. It’s very small and very old. 

Louis: Oh dear! Is the food nice? 

Sara: Yes, it’s very nice. Are Mum and Dad OK? 

Louis: Yes, they are. They’re fine. 

Sara: OK, see you on Friday. 

Louis: See you on Friday. Bye. 

Sara: Bye. 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары: Travel   
1.Verb to be: we/they.  

2.Write a simple holiday e-mail. 

2.Verb to be: negative.   

4. Write topic “What is in your suitcase when you go on holiday”. 
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5.Yes/no questions with to be.  

 

Тарау 4  In Town   

Сабақ 7              Can I have an espresso, please? 

 

Grammar: Can I have …? 

Use Can I have …? To ask for things in shops/ cafes/ train stations, etc. 

  - Can I have a cappuccino (a piece of cake/ an espresso/ an orange juice/ a return ticket to 

Paris/two mineral waters), please? – Certainly./ Sure. 

 

Vocabulary: food and drink 

-     Good morning! 

- Good morning! Can I help you? 

- Yes, please. Can I have a chicken salad, please? 

- Sure. Anything else? 

- Yes. Can I have a large mineral water, please? 

- Of course. That’s four pounds ten please. 

- Бақылау сұрақтары: In Town   

- 1.Can I have..? Make up a dialogue “In a cafe”. 

- 2.Demonstrative pronouns this/that, these/those.  

- 3.Possessive case.  

- 4. Make up a dialogue “Where are you?” 

- 5. Make up a dialogue “At the chemist’s” 

 

Сабақ 8                 Portobello Market 

 

1. Grammar: this, that, these, those 

 

 near far 

Singular this that 

Plural these those 

How much are those shirts? 

Are these books free?  

That hat is great! 

This jumper is beautiful. 

 

2. Vocabulary: clothes and colours 

Complete the questions with this, that, these, those. 

1. How much are … white shirts?  

2. How much are … orange shirts? 

3. How much are … dresses? 

4. How much are … bags? 

5. How much is … blue hat?  

6. How much is … black hat? 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары: In Town   

1.Can I have..? Make up a dialogue “In a cafe”. 

2.Demonstrative pronouns this/that, these/those.  

3.Possessive case.  

4. Make up a dialogue “Where are you?” 

5. Make up a dialogue “At the chemist’s” 
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Сабақ 9               Around Town 

 

Grammar:  Possessive ’s (Зат есімнің тәуелді септігі) 

Ағылшын тілінде зат есімдердің екі септігі бар: ілік септігі мен атау септігінен басқа 

барлық септіктер немесе тәуелді септік. Жекеше түрде  тәуелді септіктегі зат есімдер 

апостроф және "-s" жұрнағының қосылуы арқылы жасалады, мысалы: 

My sister’s car – менің әпкемнің машинасы  

Kanat’s pen –  Қанаттың қаламы 

Көпше түрде зат есім тек қана апострофтың қосылуы арқылы қолданылады.  

My parents’ house –  Менің ата-анамның үйі  

 

Plural nouns (Зат есімнің көпше түрі) 

 

Ағылшын тілінде зат есімдер жекеше түрден  "-s (-es)" жалғаулары арқылы құрылады, 

мысалы: 

a book - books  кітап-кітаптар 

a table - tables  үстел-үстелдер 

a bridge - bridges  көпір-көпірлер 

a boy - boys  ұл-ұлдар 

 

Ережеге бағынбайтын сөздер. 

a man – men 

a woman – women 

a goose – geese 

a tooth – teeth 

a foot – feet 

a child – children 

an ox - oxen  

 

Reading and Listening: 
1.    -    Can I have three tickets to Bristol, please. Two adults and one child. 

- Single or return? 

- Return, please.   

- That’s forty-two thirty, please. … Thank you. … Here you are. 

2.     -    Can I help you? 

- Yes, please. Can I have a packet of aspirin, please. 

- Twenty-four or twenty-eight? 

- Twenty-four,p please. 

- That’s one forty-nine, please. … Thank you. 

3.   -    Can I have two tickets for ChickenMan Return, please. 

      -    That’s fifteen pounds ninety, please. 

      -    Can I pay by credit card? 

      -    Sure… Sign here, please … Thank you … Here you are. 

 

 

Excuse me, where is the …? 
 

– Excuse me. Where is the gallery? 

-  Err … Ah, yes, it’s next to the market on Mercer Street. 

– Great. Thank you. 

- You’re welcome. 
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- Excuse me. Where is the train station? 

- I’m sorry. I don’t know. 

- OK. Never mind. Thank you. (Asking someone else) Excuse me, where is the train station? 

- The train station? It’s on Palace Street, opposite the White Café. 

- Great. Thank you. 

- You’re welcome. 

      -     Excuse me, where is the nearest supermarket? 

- The nearest supermarket is opposite the car park, on King Street. 

- Great. Thank you. 

- You’re welcome. 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары: In Town   

1.Can I have..? Make up a dialogue “In a cafe”. 

2.Demonstrative pronouns this/that, these/those.  

3.Possessive case.  

4. Make up a dialogue “Where are you?” 

5. Make up a dialogue “At the chemist’s” 

 

Тарау 5  Places   

Сабақ 10                           Cornwall 

“There is/are” айналымдары (positive) 

There is (there are) айналымы «бар», «осы жерде бар» деген мағыналарда 

қолданылады.  
Орыс тіліне аударғанда there is (there are) тіркесін орын пысықтауышынан бастап 

аударған жөн: 

There is a bus in the street.               Көшеде автобус бар. 

There is a book on the table.     Стөлдің үстінде кітап бар.  

There are two pens on the desk.             Партаның үстінде екі қаламсап бар. 

                                                                                              
Text: Cornwall 

My favourite place for a holiday is Cornwall. Cornwall is in the south-west of England. The 

coast and countryside are very beautiful and the beaches are great.  

There are two famous castles in Cornwall. Tintagel Castle is in the north of Cornwall and 

Pendennis Castle in the south.  

There is great art gallery in the west of Cornwall. It’s called Tate St Ives.  

 There is a new tourist attraction in south-east  Cornwall. It’s called The Eden Project. It’s 

near Bodmin. There are plants from all over the world.  

There is a beautiful outdoor theatre in the wesr of Cornwall. It’s called the Minack Theatre.  

 

Сабақ 11                            In a New Town 

 

Grammar:    “There is/are” айналымдары (negative, question) 

There is (there are) айналымы «бар», «осы жерде бар» деген мағыналарда 

қолданылады.  
Сұраулы сөйлемде  to be етістігі there қыстырма сөзінің алдына қойылады: 

Is there a pencil in your bag?  Сенің сөмкеңде қарындаш бар ма? 

Are there any cars in the street?            Көшеде машиналар бар ма? 

Сұраулы  формасын құру үшін there is (there are) айналымынан кейін  not 

болымсыздық белгісі қойылады: 

There isn’t a book on the table.  Стөлдің үстінде кітаптар жоқ. 

There aren’t any buses in the street.          Көшеде автобустар жоқ. 
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Vocabulary: prepositions of place – under, opposite, in, on, in front of, near, next to, 

behind. 

What? Yes / No Where? 

Restaurant Yes (2) 1= next to the gallery 

2= next to the bank 

Market   

Bookshop   

Tourist information office   

Coffee shop   

Train station bank   

Chemist   

 

Сабақ 12                          3    Can she cook? 

 

Grammar: 

Модальді етістіктер 

Модальді етістіктер іс әрекетті емес, айтқан адамның іс әрекетке қатынасын немесе 

құбылысын білдіреді. Бұл топ етістіктеріне келесілер жатады: can, may, must, shall, 

should, will, would, ought to. 
Ағылшын тілінде келесі модальді етістіктер бар, олар: can, may, must және т.б.  

 can (бір нәрсені орындай алуды білдіреді) 

Present Past Future 

can could will be able to 

  can модальді етістіктер физикалық немесе ақыл ой қабылетінің орындалуын 

білдіреді.  

I can swim.  

He can dance.   

She can sing.   

 Сұраулы сөйлемдерде  can модальды етістігі бастауыштың алдында қойылады.  

Can she sing? 

Can you speak English? 

 Болымсыз формасы – can’t. 

I can’t swim. 

We can’t ski. 

 

Vocabulary: abilities, telling the time 

 

Patricia: Hi, James. How are you? 

James: Fine, thanks, Patricia. And you? 

Patricia: I’m OK. What’s that? 

James: It’s a brochure for Harefield College. 

Patricia: Harefield College? Is that the Language School in the centre of town? 

James: That’s right.The Language plus courses are very popular. 

Patricia: Language plus? But your English is fine. 

James: It’s not for me. It’s for my cousin, Vanda. She’s from Augsburg in Germany. 

Patricia: Augsburg? 

James: It’s near Munich. Vanda’s Level is A1. 

 

Patricia: Can she drive? 

James: Yes, she can. 

Patricia: OK. So course 175 is not good for Vanda. Can she swim? 
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James: No, she can’t. 

Patricia: Aha! So perhaps course 174. Can she play golf? 

James: No, she can’t.But she can use a computer. 

Patricia: So course 178 is not good for Vanda. Can she dance? 

James: Yes, she can. And she can sing. She is very good. 

Patricia: Oh … I can’t dance and I can’t sing. 

James: Never mind. 

Patricia: But I can play the piano. 

James: Vanda can’t play the piano. So course 173 is OK. But it’s not a morning course. 

Patricia: So? 

James: She’s a waitress in a restaurant in the afternoon and evening. 

Patricia: Oh, I see. 

 

A Bed and Breakfast 

 

T=Teresa           N=Nick            B=Brenda 

T: Welcome to my B&B. I’m Teresa. Nice to meet you. 

N: Nice to meet you, too. 

T: Where are you from? 

N: Croydon. It’s in south London 

T: Oh, yes. Great. OK.Come with me, please. This is your bedroom. There’s an ensuite 

bathroom with shower. There is a double bed and there are some towels on the bed. 

B: Is there an extra blanket?  

T: Yes. There is a blanket on the bed, next to the towels.  

B: Great. 

T: There’s a kettle on the table. 

N: Is there a fridge? 

T: Yes, there is. It’s under the table. 

B: What time is breakfast? 

T: It’s half pasr seven to half past ten. 

N: And what’s the checkout time?  

T: Checkout time is quarter to twelve. 

N/B: Great. 

B: It’s very nice.  

N: Yes, beautiful.  

T: Any questions, just ask. 

N: Thanks. Bye. 

N: This room is awful! 

B: I know – awful! 

 

Writing Bank   A Description. 

My favourite place for a holiday is London. It’s the capital of the UK. And it’s in the south-

east of England. There are a lot of museums, shops, restaurants and other tourist attractions. 

London’s parks are great. Hide Park is in the centre of London. It’s very big and in summer 

there are concerts in the park. Hampstead Heath is beautiful, too. It’s a big park in the north of 

London. 

The British Museum is very popular. It’s very big and the building is quite old. But I think 

The Science Museum Is London’s top attraction. It’s in south Kensington, near the centre of 

London. The exhibitions are great! The London Eye is a new tourist attraction. It’s a big wheel. 

It’s on the river Thames, near Big Ben. It’s expensive but the views of London are amazing. 
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Сабақ 13             Test   

Circle the correct sentence, a or b. (a) Hi. I'm Susanna, b Hi. I Susanna. 

1 a Hello. What's your name? b Hello. What your name? 

2 a She is Polish? b Is she Polish? 

3 a Where he's from? b Where's he from? 

4 a They isn't English, b They aren't English. 

5 a 'Are you from Paris?' 'Yes, I'm.' b 'Are you from Paris?' 'Yes, I am.' 

6 a She's Spanish. Her name's Ana. b She's Spanish. His name's Ana. 

7 a We're Italian. Your surname is Tozzi. b We're Italian. Our surname is Tozzi. 

8 a What are these? b What are this? 

9 a It's an umbrella, b It's a umbrella. 

10   a  They're watchs. 

       b They're watches.  

 

a  prepositions 

Complete with at, from, in, off, to. Go JQ_ page 74. 

1 I'm . ___ lapan. 

2 Nice ____ meet you. 

3 What's bonjour __ English? 

4 Look ___ the board. 

5 Please turn ___ your mobile phone. 

b verb phrases 

Match the verbs and phrases. Close_ your books. 

Answer       Listen to       Open       Read       Work 

-the text. _ in pairs. _ the CD. _ the door. the questions. 

 

 

Тарау 6  People   

Сабақ 14                             The 60-second interview 

 

                        Grammar:    The Present Simple Tense  (Жай осы шақ) 

Құрылуы 

The Present Simple Tense - to шылауынсыз етістіктің бастапқы формасы болып 

табылады. Үшінші жақ жекеше түрде негізгі етістікке -s немесе –es жалғаулары 

жалғанады. 

 

 

 

Болымды сөйлем Болымсыз сөйлем 

I work 

He (she, it) works 

We work 

You work 

They work 

I do not work 

He (she, it) does not work 

We do not work 

You do not work 

They do not work 

Сұраулы сөйлем Сұраулы-болымсыз сөйлем 

Do I work? 

Does he (she, it) work? 

Do we work?  

Do you work? 

Do I not work? 

Does he (she, it) not work? 

Do we not work? 

Do you not work? 
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Do they work? Do they not work? 

Сұраулы және болымсыз түрлері do көмекші етістігі арқылы жасалады, ал 3-ші жақ 

жекеше түрде  does [drz] көмекші етістігі мен и негізгі етістік арқылы жасалады.  

Сұраулы сөйлемде көмекші етістік бастауыштың алдына қойылады:  

□ Do you live in Moscow? — Сен Мәскеуде тұрасың ба?  

□ Does he live in Moscow? — Ол Мәскеуде тұрады ма?  

Болымсыз формада not көмекші етістіктен кейін қойылады: 

□ I do not live in St. Petersburg. — Мен  Санкт-Петербургте тұрмаймын. 

□ Не does not live in St. Petersburg. — Ол  Санкт-Петербургте тұрмайды. 

Қолданылуы 

Present Simple ардайым,  үнемі, қайталанатын іс-әрекетті  көрсетеді.  

□ I live in Moscow. — Мен Мәскеуде тұрамын.   

□ My brother studies at the Institute. — Менің ағам институтта оқиды.  

□ My friend speaks English well. — Менің досым ағылшынша жақсы сөйлейді.  

Үнемі, қайталанатын іс –әрекет келесі үстеулермен байланысады, олар: usually әдетте, often 

жиі, seldom анда санда, always әрқашан, never ешқашан. 

Сөйлемде  олар бастауыш пен негізгі етістіктің арасына қойылады: 

□ I always get up at 7.00. — Мен әрқашан сағат 7 тұрамын.  

□ We sometimes go sailing at weekends. — Кейде біз демалыста теңізге барамыз.    

□ Do you often go to the cinema? — Сен киноға жиі барасың ба? 

Есіңде сақта!  to be етістігі үстеудің алдында қойылады : 

□ I am always late for school. — Мен үнемі мектепке кешігіп келемін.  

□ He's never at home when I call. — Мен оған қоңырау шалғанда, ол үнемі үйінде 

болмайды. 

 

Атау септігінен басқа барлық септіктеріндегі жіктік есімдіктер.  

 Ағылшын тілінде жіктік есімдіктер септеледі. Сөйлемде егер олар бастауыш 

қызметін атқарса , онда атау септігінде тұрады. Егер толықтауыш қызметін атқарса, онда 

атау септігінен басқа барлық септіктерінде тұрады.   

Атау септігі 
Атау септігінен басқа барлық 

септіктеріндегі жіктік есімдіктер. 

I (я) мен 
Me (мне, меня) маған, мені 

 

You (ты) сен You (тебе,тебя) саған, сені 

He (он) ол 

She (она) ол 

It (он, она, оно) ол 

Him (ему, его) оған, оны 

Her (ей, её) оған, оны 

It (ей, её) оған, оны 

We (мы)біз Us (нам, нас) бізге, бізді 

You (вы) Сіздер You (вам, вас) сіздерге,  сіздерді 

They (они) олар Them (им, их) оларға, оларды 

For example: 

Do you like me? He likes her. I like you. We like it. 

 Listening: 

DJ: Now it’s time for our 60-second interview. Today Cynthia Castro is in the studio. 

Welcome to Radio Dublin Cynthia. 

CC: Thank you. 

DJ: Cynthia…your 60-second interview starts…now. What’s your job. 
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CC: I’m a singer. 

DJ: Where are you from? 

CC: I’m from Rio but Dublin is my home now. My husband is Irish. 

DJ: Do you like Dublin? 

CC: Yes, I do. 

DJ: Do you like Irish music? 

CC: No, I don’t. I like Brazilian music. 

DJ: What’s your favorite time of day? 

CC: 8.30. It’s time for my coffee. 

DJ: Do you like football? 

CC: Of course! I’m Brazilian. 

DJ: Do you like American food? 

CC: No, I don’t. I like Indian food. 

DJ: What are your favorite things in life? 

CC: I like Brazilian music, German cars, Italian fashion… 

DJ: Ah, time is up. Thank you Cynthia Castrol. 

CC: You are welcome. 

 

 

Сабақ 15                            Making Friends 

 

                        Grammar:    The Present Simple Tense  (Жай осы шақ) 

Құрылуы 

The Present Simple Tense - to шылауынсыз етістіктің бастапқы формасы болып 

табылады. Үшінші жақ жекеше түрде негізгі етістікке -s немесе –es жалғаулары 

жалғанады. 

Болымды сөйлем Болымсыз сөйлем 

I work 

He (she, it) works 

We work 

You work 

They work 

I do not work 

He (she, it) does not work 

We do not work 

You do not work 

They do not work 

Сұраулы сөйлем Сұраулы-болымсыз сөйлем 

Do I work? 

Does he (she, it) work? 

Do we work?  

Do you work? 

Do they work? 

Do I not work? 

Does he (she, it) not work? 

Do we not work? 

Do you not work? 

Do they not work? 

Сұраулы және болымсыз түрлері do көмекші етістігі арқылы жасалады, ал 3-ші жақ 

жекеше түрде  does [drz] көмекші етістігі мен и негізгі етістік арқылы жасалады.  

Сұраулы сөйлемде көмекші етістік бастауыштың алдына қойылады:  

□ Do you live in Moscow? — Сен Мәскеуде тұрасың ба?  

□ Does he live in Moscow? — Ол Мәскеуде тұрады ма?  

Болымсыз формада not көмекші етістіктен кейін қойылады: 

□ I do not live in St. Petersburg. — Мен  Санкт-Петербургте тұрмаймын. 

□ Не does not live in St. Petersburg. — Ол  Санкт-Петербургте тұрмайды. 

 

Vocabulary: jobs and activities 

- What do architects do? 
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- They design buildings, for exsample houses and shops. 

- What do sales reps. do? 

- They sell things, for example computers and books. 

- What do designers do?  

- They design things, for example clothes and shoes. 

- What do reportes do? 

- They write articles, for example newspaper articles. 

- What do chefs do? 

- They cook food, for example Chinese food and Italian food.  

- What do builders do? 

- They build builders buildings, for example houses and shops. 

 

Сабақ 16                            Daily Routines 

 

The Present Simple Tense  (Жай осы шақ) 

Құрылуы 

The Present Simple Tense - to шылауынсыз етістіктің бастапқы формасы болып 

табылады. Үшінші жақ жекеше түрде негізгі етістікке -s немесе –es жалғаулары 

жалғанады. 

Болымды сөйлем Болымсыз сөйлем 

I work 

He (she, it) works 

We work 

You work 

They work 

I do not work 

He (she, it) does not work 

We do not work 

You do not work 

They do not work 

Сұраулы сөйлем Сұраулы-болымсыз сөйлем 

Do I work? 

Does he (she, it) work? 

Do we work?  

Do you work? 

Do they work? 

Do I not work? 

Does he (she, it) not work? 

Do we not work? 

Do you not work? 

Do they not work? 

Сұраулы және болымсыз түрлері do көмекші етістігі арқылы жасалады, ал 3-ші жақ 

жекеше түрде  does [drz] көмекші етістігі мен и негізгі етістік арқылы жасалады.  

Сұраулы сөйлемде көмекші етістік бастауыштың алдына қойылады:  

□ Do you live in Moscow? — Сен Мәскеуде тұрасың ба?  

□ Does he live in Moscow? — Ол Мәскеуде тұрады ма?  

Болымсыз формада not көмекші етістіктен кейін қойылады: 

□ I do not live in St. Petersburg. — Мен  Санкт-Петербургте тұрмаймын. 

□ Не does not live in St. Petersburg. — Ол  Санкт-Петербургте тұрмайды. 

    

Vocabulary: verbs of routine 

1. I start work at half past seven in the morning. 

2. I don’t have a shower every day. 

3. I eat salad every day. 

4. I get up at eleven o’clock. 

5. I don’t watch TV. 

6. I eat fast food for breakfast. 

7. I finish work at nine o’clock. 

8. I don’t go to bed early. 
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The Present Simple Tense  (Жай осы шақ) 

Құрылуы 

The Present Simple Tense - to шылауынсыз етістіктің бастапқы формасы болып 

табылады. Үшінші жақ жекеше түрде негізгі етістікке -s немесе –es жалғаулары 

жалғанады. 

Болымды сөйлем Болымсыз сөйлем 

I work 

He (she, it) works 

We work 

You work 

They work 

I do not work 

He (she, it) does not work 

We do not work 

You do not work 

They do not work 

Сұраулы сөйлем Сұраулы-болымсыз сөйлем 

Do I work? 

Does he (she, it) work? 

Do we work?  

Do you work? 

Do they work? 

Do I not work? 

Does he (she, it) not work? 

Do we not work? 

Do you not work? 

Do they not work? 

Dialogue: 

Josef: Oh dear! 

Nadine: What’ the problem, Josef? 

Josef: I can’t find a present for Nisha. 

Nadine: Who’s Nisha? 

Josef: She’s my friend. It’s her birthday on Thirsday. 

Nadine: Do you know  

Josef: No. What is it? 

Nadine: It’s a great website. It finds presents for you. Look. This is the website. 

Josef: Is it free? 

Nadine: Yes, it is. 

 

Josef: Is it free? 

Nadine: Yes, it is. OK, there are some questions about Nisha. How old is she? 

 Josef: She is twenty-nine. 

Nadine: What does she do? 

Josef: She’s a reporter. 

Nadine: Who does she work for? 

Josef: Newstime Magazine. 

Nadine: So does she work long hours? 

Josef: Yes, she does. 

Nadine: Is she married? 

 Josef: No, she isn’t. 

Nadine: Does she have any children? 

Josef: No, she doesn’t. 

Nadine: Does she travel a lot? 

Josef: Yes, she does. She travels all over the world. 

Nadine: Can she cook? 

 Josef: No, she can’t. 

Nadine: Does she watch a lot of films? 

Josef: No, she doesn’t. 
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Nadine: Does she listen to a lot of music? 

Josef: Yes, she does. 

Nadine: OK – there are three presents. 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары:  

1.Present simple  

2. My daily routine 

Module test   

 

 

Тарау 7  Work   

Сабақ 17                          A New Teacher 

Grammar: imperatives 

                         sit down 

                         hold the line. 

(Please)            be quiet. 

                         turn off your mobile phone. 

                         listen to the conversation. 

                         sit down 

                         hold the line. 

(Please) don’t   be quiet. 

                         turn off your mobile phone. 

                         listen to the conversation. 
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Сабақ 18                            Do you give presentations? 

 

Grammar: Adverbs of frequency 

100% always 

75% usually 

50% often 

30% sometimes 

10% not often / not usually 

0% never 

Adverbs of frequency come after the verb to be. 

She’s always late. 

They’re never happy. 

Adverbs of frequency come before other verbs. 

I never answer the phone. 

He doesn’t often give presentations. 

 

Vocabulary: work phrases 

What’s your job? 

 Yes No 

Work from home   

Have meetings   

Give presentations   

Call customers   

Write reports   

Take work home   

Travel abroad   

Answer the phone   

Work outdoors   

Help people   

Бақылау сұрақтары: Work   

1. Imperatives.  

2. Adverbs of frequency.  

3. Topic “How often do you do something”. 

4. Verb would like.  

5. Make up a dialogue “In a café”. 

6. Welcome a visitor to your place of work. 

 

Сабақ19                           Would you like a coffee? 

 

                            Grammar: Ordinal numerals (реттік сан есімдер) 

Реттік сан есімдер (ORDINAL NUMERALS) 

1. Реттік сан есімдер, бірінші үш сан есімерді есептемегенде (first, second, third), 

есептік сан есімнен құрылады, оларға –th жұрнағы жалғанады, сонымен қатар реттік сан 

есімнің алдына белгілі артикль қойылады:   

four -(the) fourth төртінші  

seven -(the) seventh жетінші 

eighteen -(the) eighteenth он сегізінші 

Бұл ережеге бағынбайтын сан есімдер: one, two, three: 
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one -(the) first [fe:st] бірінші 

two -(the) second ['sekond] екінші 

three -(the) third үшінші 

Реттік сан есімді құру үшін five, eight, nine, twelve есептік сан есімдеріне –th жұрнағы 

жалғанғанда, түбір сан есім формасы өзгереді.  Мысалы:  

five -(the) fifth бесінші  

eight -(the) eighth сегізінші  

nine -(the) ninth тоғызыншы 

twelve -(the) twelfth он екінші  

-ty жұрнағына аяқталған есептік сан есім, реттік сан есімдерін  құрғанда соңғы -у  -ie 

жұрнағына өзгереді: 

twenty -(the) twentieth жиырмасыншы 

forty -(the) fortieth қырықыншы 

Күрделі сан есімдерде соңғы сөз реттік сан есімнің жұрнағын жалғайды.  

(the) forty-eighth  қырық сегізінші  

 (the) fifty-third   елу үшінші  

 

 

Grammar: would like 

Use would like to offer food / drink to guests. 

What would you like? 

What would you like to drink? 

Would you like a coffee? Yes, please./ No, thank you. 

Use I’d like …to say what you want. 

I’d like a cup of tea, please. 

I’d like a starter, please. 

 

Dialogue: 
M=Mishelle      R=Rogers         A=Aisha Khan 

M: Please, come in, sit down. What would you like to drink? Tea? Coffee? 

R: I’d like a coffee, please. 

K: I’d like a cup of tea, please. 

M: Would you like milk and sugar? 

No, thank you. 

K: Milk, no sugar, please. 

M: Would you like a biscuit? 

R: Yes, please. 

K: No, thank you. 

 

Take the lift to the third floor 

 

      -     Good morning. 

- Good morning. I’m here to see John Smith. 

- What’s your name, please? 

- Jane Black. 

- Jane…Black. Ok, Mrs. Black. Take the lift to the third floor. Turn right. Mr. Smith’s 

office is the second on the right. 

- Thank you. Where are the toilets, please? 

- There’s a toilet on the third floor, next to the lift. 

- Thank you. 
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Grammar: imperatives 

 

                         sit down 

                         hold the line. 

(Please)            be quiet. 

                         turn off your mobile phone. 

                         listen to the conversation. 

                         sit down 

                         hold the line. 

(Please) don’t   be quiet. 

                         turn off your mobile phone. 

    Use Please to make the imperative more polite. 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары: Work   

1. Imperatives.  

2. Adverbs of frequency.  

3. Topic “How often do you do something”. 

4. Verb would like.  

5. Make up a dialogue “In a café”. 

6. Welcome a visitor to your place of work. 

 

 

Тарау 8     

Leasure 

Сабақ 20                            I don’t like walking 

  Grammar: LIKE + -ING, WANT + INFINITIVE айналымы 

 Like (бір нәрсе істеуді ұнату) етістігінен кейін негізгі етістік герундийда 

қолданылады. I like watching TV. He likes swimming. 

 Want (бір нәрсе істеуді қалау) етістігінен кейін негізгі етістік to шылауымен 

қолданылады. . 

I want to go out. We want to play football.  

        Dialogue: 

-     Gary. 

- Yes? 

- Are you happy? 

- Yes, I’m happy. 

- I’m not. We never go out. We never go to the cinema, we never do exercise. We always 

watch TV. 

- But I like watching TV. 

- Gary!!!! Let’s go somewhere… 

- Ok. Where? 

- To the swimming-pool, for example. 

- But, dear, I can’t swim!!! 

- But you want to learn. 

- That’s true. OK. Let’s go. 

                         That’s great!!! 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары: Leasure    

1.Verb patterns.  

2.Verb: have got.  

3. Topic “My house – My flat”. 

4. Make up a dialogue “In a restaurant”. 
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Сабақ  21                          We’ve got a small garden 

 

Grammar: Have got / has got 

Have got means have.  

I’ve got a sport car. 

I have a sport car. 

Have got is very common in British English. It is not common in American English. 

 

Vocabulary: rooms and furniture (washing mashine, basin, coffee table, sofa, bicycle, bed, 

fridge, bath, armchair, lamp, cooker, wardrobe, toilet, sink, car, mirror) 

 

Text: I live with my wife in a small house. We’ve got a bedroom, a living-room, a kitchen 

and a bathroom.We’ve got a small garden – it’s beautiful. But we haven’t got a garage.  

My wife has got a car. She drives to work every day. I haven’t got a car. I can’t drive. But 

I’ve got a bicycle. 

 

      Бақылау сұрақтары: Leisure    

1.Verb patterns.  

2.Verb: have got.  

3. Topic “My house – My flat”. 

4. Make up a dialogue “In a restaurant”. 

 

Сабақ  22                         Eating out 

 

Grammar: question words 

Use where for places. 

Where are you from? 

Where do you live? 

Use who for people. 

Who are you? 

Who do you play tennis with? 

Who do you work for? 

Use what for things. 

What’s your name? 

What do you do? 

You can put a noun directly after what. 

What time do you get up? 

What musik do you like? 

Use which for things.When there’s a choice. 

Which dictionary have you got? 

Use how + adjective for amounts.  

How tall is he? 

How old are you? 

Note these questions: 

How much is it? (price) 

How many cars have you got? (quantity) 

How often do you go out? (frequency)  

    Grammar: Making suggestions 

Use What about … ? or How about …? + noun to make suggestions. 

What about the new restarant on Clerk Street? 

How about a holiday in Cornwall this summer? 

You can use What about … ? or How about …? + ing. 
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What about going for a walk this afternoon? 

How about eating out tonight? 

 

Communication: Addresses 

              

      Go cycling, go sightseeing, go swimming, go for a walk, do exercise, eat out, play tennis, 

read a book, play football, watch TV, play chess, go to the theatre 

Adjectives: 

Boring, exciting, difficult, easy, fun, interesting  

Rooms and furniture: 

 washing mashine, basin, coffee table, sofa, bicycle, bed, fridge, bath, armchair, lamp, cooker, 

wardrobe, toilet, sink, car, mirror 

Food: 

Seafood, fish, beef, lamb, pasta, rice, potatoes, chocolate, cheese, chicken 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары:  Leisure    

1.Verb patterns.  

2.Verb: have got.  

3. Topic “My house – My flat”. 

4. Make up a dialogue “In a restaurant”. 

 

 

        Тарау 9    The Past  

Сабақ  23                           20
th

 –century icons 

Grammar: Past form of to be 

to be етістігі өткен шақта жекеше және көпше түрде әр түрлі формада тұрады:  

 

I  was   You  were  He, she, it was          We were           You were            They were 

Сұраулы сөйлемде to be бастауыштын немесе есімдіктін алдына шығады.  

Was she at home?   Were they at school? 

 

Болымсыз сөйлемдерде to be етістіктерінен кейін болымсыз not демеулігі тұрады.  

We were not workers we were students. 

Past Simple of regular verbs. 

Past Simple белгілі бір уақытта өткен шақта болған іс – әрекетте қолданылады. 

Regular verbs: 

Affirmative 

form 

Negative 

form 

Interrogative 

Form 

Positive 

answer 

Negative 

answer 

I worked I did not 

work 

Did I work? Yes, I did No, I didn’t 

He worked He did 

not work 

Did he work? Yes, he  

did 

No, he 

didn’t 

She worked She did 

not work 

Did she work? Yes, she 

did 

No, she 

didn’t 

It worked It did not 

work 

Did it work? Yes, it did No, it didn’t 

We worked We did 

not work 

Did we work? Yes, we 

did  

No, we 

didn’t 

You worked You did 

not work 

Did you work? Yes, you 

did 

No, you 

didn’t 

They worked They did 

not work 

Did they work? Yes, they 

did 

No, they 

didn’t 
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Word order in special questions: 

1. Special word 2. Auxiliary verb (did)3.Subject 4. Verb in present form 5. Other members 

of the sentence.  

Example:                   What did he play yesterday? 

 

Сөйлемде өткен шақты көрсететін төмендегі уақыт пысықтауыштары арқылы  

қолданылады: 

last - (week, month, year, morning), the other day, yesterday.; (week, month, years) ago. 

 

 

Speaking: My favorite actor of past 

Bruce Lee was an actor and fighter. He was born on 27
th

 of November, 1940, in San 

Francisco. His parents were from Hong Kong. They weren’t rich. His father was a singer. His 

last film was “Enter the Dragon”. He was short and thin but he was very strong and very fast. 

Write down some sentences about your favorite person of past. (singer, writer, poet, 

actor, politician) 

 

Сабақ  24                          My first, my last … 

 

Grammar:  

Past form of to be 

to be етістігі өткен шақта жекеше және көпше түрде әр түрлі формада тұрады:  

 

I  was   You  were  He, she, it was          We were           You were            They were 

Сұраулы сөйлемде to be бастауыштын немесе есімдіктін алдына шығады.  

Was she at home?   Were they at school? 

 

Болымсыз сөйлемдерде to be етістіктерінен кейін болымсыз not демеулігі тұрады.  

We were not workers we were students. 

 

Past Simple of regular verbs. 

Past Simple белгілі бір уақытта өткен шақта болған іс – әрекетте қолданылады. 

Regular verbs: 

Affirmative 

form 

Negative 

form 

Interrogative 

Form 

Positive 

answer 

Negative 

answer 

I worked I did not 

work 

Did I work? Yes, I did No, I didn’t 

He worked He did 

not work 

Did he work? Yes, he  

did 

No, he 

didn’t 

She worked She did 

not work 

Did she work? Yes, she 

did 

No, she 

didn’t 

It worked It did not 

work 

Did it work? Yes, it did No, it didn’t 

We worked We did 

not work 

Did we work? Yes, we 

did  

No, we 

didn’t 

You worked You did 

not work 

Did you work? Yes, you 

did 

No, you 

didn’t 

They worked They did 

not work 

Did they work? Yes, they 

did 

No, they 

didn’t 

Word order in special questions: 

2. Special word 2. Auxiliary verb (did)3.Subject 4. Verb in present form 5. Other members 

of the sentence.  
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Example:                   What did he play yesterday? 

 

Сөйлемде өткен шақты көрсететін төмендегі уақыт пысықтауыштары арқылы  

қолданылады: 

last - (week, month, year, morning), the other day, yesterday.; (week, month, years) ago. 

 

Vocabulary: yesterday, last, ago 

Tell your partner: 

 Your first day at school 

 Your last meal in a restaurant 

 Your last film at the cinema 

 Your last flight  

 Your first job 

 Your first email 

 

Сабақ 25                           How was your day? 

 

Grammar: Can / Could I …?   Can / Could you … ? 

Asking permission 

Can I 

Could I 

call you this evening? 

speak to Mr Walsh, please? 

use your computer, please? 

ask a question, please? 

go home early, please? 

Yes, you can./ Sure. 

No, you can’t. / I’m sorry. You can’t. 

Use Can I and Could I to ask permission. Can I and Could I have the same meaning. Could I 

is a bit more polite. / formal. 

 

Making request  

Can you 

Could you 

call me this evening, please? 

answer the phone, please? 

Yes, of course. / Sure. 

No, I can’t. / I can’t. / I can’t, I’m afraid. 

 

Use Can you and Could you to make request. Can you and Could you have the same meaning 

but Could you is a bit more polite / formal 

 

Communication: School Days 

Listening: 

My school days 

School name: -------------- 

Where: ---------------------- 

Years: ------------------------- 

Good / bad school: --------- 

Good / bad student:- --------- 

Good at: ---------------------- 

Bad at: ---------------------------- 

Favourite lessons: --------- ---- 

Best friend: ------------------------ 
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Grammar: Can / Could I …?   Can / Could you … ? 

Asking permission 

Can I 

Could I 

call you this evening? 

speak to Mr Walsh, please? 

use your computer, please? 

ask a question, please? 

go home early, please? 

Yes, you can./ Sure. 

No, you can’t. / I’m sorry. You can’t. 

Use Can I and Could I to ask permission. Can I and Could I have the same meaning. Could I 

is a bit more polite. / formal. 

 

Making request  

Can you 

Could you 

call me this evening, please? 

answer the phone, please? 

Yes, of course. / Sure. 

No, I can’t. / I can’t. / I can’t, I’m afraid. 

Use Can you and Could you to make request. Can you and Could you have the same meaning 

but Could you is a bit more polite / formal. 

Key vocabulary: 

Adjectives and prepositions: born in (Paris), born on (31
st
 October), godd at (tennis / 

dancing), bad at (football), married to (Prince Charles), the President of (Russia), similar to (my 

brother), famous for (his books), friends with (the king) 

Housework: do the laundry, vacuum the house, cook dinner, clean the bathroom, wash the 

dishes, iron a shirt. 

 

Сабақ 26  Test  

  CAN YOU HEAR THE DIFFERENCE? 
i-38 Listen. Circle a or b. 

What's your name?      (a) 

1 a Where's he from? 

2 a He's from Italy. 

3 a She's French. 

4 a What's his name? 

5 a the credit card 

6 a page 13 

7 a Gate number 14 

8 a Mike@info.de 

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH? 
a   Can you...?   Yes (•) 

□ count from 1-20 

□ count from 20-100 (20, 30, etc.) 

count from 100-1,000 (100, 200, etc.) 

□ say the days of the week (Monday, Tuesday, etc.) 

□ spell your address 

□ say five things in your bag or pocket (some keys, etc.) 

b  Complete with How, What, or Where. In pairs, ask and answer. 

 __ 's your surname? 

 ___ do you spell it? 

 ___ are you from? 

 ___ 's your phone number? 

 ___ 's your address? 

mailto:Mike@info.de
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Сабақ 27 Қайталау сабақ.     

 

a     3.20   Listen. Circle a or b. 

la I'm very angry. 

2 a It's quarter to ten. 

3 a She gets home at five. 

4 a It's on the first of May. 

5 a   Today's September 12
th

 

b I'm very hungry.     

b It's quarter past ten. 

b She goes home at five, 

b It's on the third of May. 

b Today's September 20th. 

 

3.21    Listen. Circle a or b. 

1 a   It's red. 

2 a   Coffee and toast. 

3 a   In a restaurant. 

4 a   Twice a week. 

5 a   Wednesday. 

6 b It's a BMW. 

7 b At half past eight. 

8 b At one o'clock. 

9 b By car. 

10b March the 13th. 

 

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH? 
a  In English, can you...?  Yes (•/) 

□ say what the date is 

□ say what time it is 

□ say what you do on a typical Monday morning 

□ describe a person in your family (age and appearance) 

b Ask your partner five questions. 

get up 

go to the cinema have lunch 

listen to the radio go to bed 

drink champagne 

use the Internet 

eat meat 

 

 

3 курс 

Сабақ 28                                             Тарау 1. Your life 

People and places 

 

Лексикалық минимум  

Countries: Nationalities: 

The United States of  America American 

Australia Australian 

Britain British 

Brazil Brazilian 

China Chinese 

How 

often What 

time When 
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Finland Finnish 

France French 

Germany German 

Greece Greek 

Italy Italian 

Japan Japanese 

Poland Polish 

Russia Russian 

Spain Spanish 

Turkey Turkish 

Your life. People and places. 

 

Ex 1a Complete the dialogues. Use expressions from the box.  

 

 

 

 

1) A: Hi…………….Jana. ……………..      ……………..       …………………? 

      B:  …………….., Jana. ................. Dominik. 

2) A: ………………….., please?  

      B: …………… Patricia Perez. 

3) A: Hello. …………   ………… David Cooper. 

      B: ……… .  …………. Liza Smith. Nice to ………… you. 

 

     Ex 1b. Match the three dialogues to the three photos on the left.  

 

 

Ex 2a 1.2 Listen and repeat this phone number.  

020 651 347  

 

Ex 2b 1.3 Now listen and write the phone numbers.  

01452 946 713 

 

People and places. 

Ex 1 Find the countries on the map.  

United States of America          Australia              Britain   Brazil  China   

France    Germany           Greece                  Italy     Japan   Poland   

Spain           Russia Turkey               Finland 

 

 

Ex 4 Complete the table.  

Country Nationality Ending 

Australia 

2 ……………… 

Brazil 

Italy 

5 ……………… 

Russia 

1 Australian 

American 

3 …………….. 

4 …………….. 

German 

Russian 

(i)an 

6 …………….. 

Poland 

Britain 

Spanish 

7……………… 

8 ……………. 

ish 

My name’s     Hello     Hi    What’s your name    I’m       It’s       

meet 

A 
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9 …………….. 

Turkey 

Finnish 

Turkish 

China 

Japan 

10 ………………. 

Japanese 

ese 

11 ………………. 

Greece 

French 

Greek 

 

 

Ex 7a Complete the Active grammar box with am, is or are. 

Active grammar 

I ………….. (I’m) 

You are (you’re) 

He ……….. (he’s)                      from Russia. 

She …………… (she’s) 

It …………. (it’s) 

We ……………. (we’re) 

You ………….. (you’re) 

They …………. (they’re) 

 

Ex 7b. Complete the sentences. 

I am Brazilian. I am from Sao Paulo.  

1. Jennifer Lopez ………………. American. ……………….’s from New York.  

2. We’ ………………… Polish. …………………’re from Warsaw. 

3. A: Excuse me, where …………. you …………….?  

B: I’ ………. from Colombia. 

4. A: What is ………………..? B: It’ ……………… a dictionary. 

5. A: Who are ………………….? B: They’ ……………… students in my class. 

 

Жіктік есімдіктері. 

Ағылшын тілінде 8 өздік есімдіктері бар. Олардан кейін әдетте етістік қолданылады.  

I – мен              

You - сен 

He - ол 

She – ол       +  VERB 

It - ол 

We -біз 

You –сендер 

They –олар 

 

Белгісіз артикль a/an. 

a/an — белгісіз, біртектес заттар тобына жататын, әңгімелесушіге белгісіз затты 

анықтады. 

Aртикль а егер зат есім жекеше түрде және дауыссыз дыбыстан басталғанда қолданылады.  

He is a worker.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Aртикль аn егер зат есім жекеше түрде және дауысты дыбыстан басталғанда қолданылады.  

She is an architect.  

Белгісіз артикльді қолданудың 3 негізгі жағдайы:  

1. “to have” етістігінен кейін, толықтауыштын алдында.  

2. I have a book/ She has a dog. 

3.  “There is” айналымынан кейін, бастауыштын алдында.   There is a book on the table. 

4. He is a doctor. 

to be етістігі  (болымды түрі) 

I     am 
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You, we they  are 

He, she, it  is  

In informal English we use the contracted forms:’m=am, ‘s=is, ‘re=are 

We don’t use contracted forms in questions and short affirmative answers. 

Are you Russian?     Yes, I am 

 

Сабақ 29                                                  Family ties 

Relationships: Possessive ‘s  

Father and son father’s  or mother’s  sister-aunt 

Mother and daughter Mother and father’s house-parents’ house 

Brothers and sisters Julio is Enrique’s father 

Husband and wife Hillary Clinton is Bill’s wife 

Aunt and uncle Venus Williams is Serena’s sister 

Nephew  and niece Prince Harry is Prince William’s brother 

father-in law and mother-in-law Lourdes is Madonna’s daughter 

Grandparents and grandchildren  

Brother-in-law and sister-in-law  

Exercises 1. What are their relationships? Match 1-5 to the pictures (A-E). 
1. Father and son                       D (Spanish singers Julio and Enrique Iglesias) 

2. Mother and daughter             E  (American popstar Madonna and her daughter 

                                                    Lourdes) 

3. Brothers                                 C  (British Princes William and Harry) 

4. Sisters                                    A  (American tennis players Venus and Serena    

                                                    Williams) 

  

5. Husband and wife                  B  (former U.S. president Bill Clinton and his wifw 

Senator Hillary Clinton) 

 

Exercises 2.Match the sentences halves. 

1. Julio Iglesias is                        a Bill’s wife. 

2. Hillary Clinton is                     b Serena’s sister. 

3. Venus William is                     c Enrique’s father. 

4. Prince Harry is                         d Madonna’s daughter. 

5. Lourdes is                                e Prince William’s brother. 

 

Exercise 3. Choose the correct sentence. 

1. Bill is Hillary husband. 

2. Bill is Hillary’s husband. 

 

Exercise 4 b. Make eight sentences about the family. Use  ‘s. 
 

 

 

Exercise 5. Match the family words to the meanings. 

 

1. Mother and father                                           

2. Sons and daughters                                         

3. Father’s or mother’s brother                         

4. Father’s or mother’s sister                             

5. Mother’s or father’s mother                           

6. Mother’s or father’s father                             

Wife son husband mother sister father brother daughter 
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7. Brother’s or sister’s son                                  

8. Brother’s or sister’s daughter                         

 

 

Pronunciation  

Exercise 6a. Page 9. Recording 1.6 Listen to the underlined sound [r].  

Mother       brother  

Exercise 6b. Page 9. Recording 1.7 Listen and repeat these family words. Underline  the 

sound [r] in five words.  

 

1. Husband 

2. Father 

3. Grandmother 

4. Sister-in-law 

5. Daughter 

6. Cousin 

7. Uncle  

8. Nephew 

9. Grandson 

10. Niece 

 

Grammar          possessive adjectives 

Exercise 7. Read about the Bundy family. Complete the Active grammar box with the 

underlined words.  

Hi. Welcome to my crazy family – my husband Al and our children Bud and Kelly!  

Meet the Bundy family: Al Bundy is married to Peggy, his beautiful wife, and Bud and Kelly 

are their children. Kelly is sixteen and her little brother, Bud, is thirteen. They’re a crazy family!  

 

Active grammar 

Subject pronouns Possessive adjectives 
       I                                                                                       

You                                                                                your 

  He                                                                 

She                                                                        

We                                                                  

   You                                                                                    your 

They                                                                                

 

Exercise 8.  Page 9. Complete the gaps with possessive adjectives.  

Clare is our sister. (we) 

1. ……………..teacher is English. (I) 

2. Mr and Mrs  Schegel  are ………………..parents. (they) 

3. What is ………………homework? (we) 

4. How old is …………….best friend? (you) 

5. A: Are …………………grandparents from Madrid? (you) 

B: Yes, they are 

6. A: Are …………..sisters married? (she) 

B: No, they are single.  

7. A: Is …………….boyfriend American? (you) 

B: No, he’s Australian. 

8. A: Is Tomas ……………brother? (he) 

B: Yes, he is.  
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Grammar      to be (questions) 

 

Exercise 9. Look at sentences 5-8 in Ex. 8 again. Complete the Active grammar box with is 

or are.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listening  

Exercise 10a. Complete the questions and answers with she, he, my, your, is or are.  

1. She’s nice. Is she ……………….mother? 

2. She’s young! How old …………………she? 

3. Really? And this man, is ……………your uncle? 

4. Where ……………he from? 

5. The girls are beautiful. Are they ………………sisters?  

6. How old ………………they? 

a. No. Clare’s ………………sister and Liz ……………….her best friend.  

b. Well, she ……………….forty-eight. 

c. No, he’s …………….sister’s boyfriend?  

d. No, ……………….’s my mother-in-law, Jack’s mother. 

e. Clare …………eighteen and Liz ………….twenty-two. 

f. He ……………from Warsaw. 

 

Exercise 10 b. Recording 1.8  Listen and match 1-6 to a-f.  

 

Person to person 

Exercise 11. Write the names of five people in your family. Show them to your partner. Ask 

and answer. 

A: Who’s Elena? 

B: She’s my aunt. 

A: Is she your mother’s sister? 

B: No, she is my father’s sister. 

 

 Тәуелдік есімдіктері. 

Тәуелді есімдіктер зат есімдермен қолданылады.  

My - менің 

Your - сенің 

His - оның 

Her – оның         + NOUN 

Its - оның 

Our -біздің 

Your -сендердің 

Their –олардың 

Possessive adjectives and noun+ ‘s have the meaning belongs to(for things). With people they 

show relationships. 

This is John’s phone.       This is his phone. 

 

 

Active grammar 

                                 he                                                              he 

…………………    she                American?             Yes,       she                ……………………  .  

                                 it                                                                 it 

                                we                                                              we 

 ………………       you              American?             Yes,         you               …………………  . 

                                they                                                        they 
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Short dialogues: Application form questions: 

1.A is a secretary. How old are you? 

No, I think  she’s a journalist. What ‘s your (mobile) phone number? 

H  is unemployed. What’s your surname? 

Yes, that’s right. What’s you email address? 

2. Are you a taxi-driver? Where are you from? 

No, I am not a taxi driver.  What’s your job? 

3. Is your brother  a manager? What’s your first name/ 

No, he  isn’t.  He’s an account. What’s your address? 

 What’s your nationality? 

 

                           Work on the web 

Grammar a/an; negative forms of to be 

Can dounderstand and complete a simple form 

Vocabulary/ jobs 

1a Look at the photos and choose the correct words. Talk to a partner. 

An architect                             an artist 

A bank clerk                            a dentist     

A doctor                                  an electrician 

An engineer                             a teacher 

A journalist                              a judge 

A lawyer                                  a nurse 

A police officer 

A secretary 

A housewife/husband 

A shop assistant 

A student                                 a traffic warden 

A computer programmer 

Retired                                     unemployed    

 

A: A is a secretary. 

B: No, I think she is a journalist. 

A: H is unemployed. 

B: Yes, that is right. 

 

B Write the correct jobs. 

Grammar / a/an 

2 Look at the jobs in Ex.1a again. Complete the Active grammar box with a or an. 

Active grammar 

Use ……………………. before vowel sounds (a,e,etc.). She’s ………………… artist. 

Use …………………… before consonant sounds (b,h,w,etc.). He’s ……………………… 

lawyer. 

 

3. Write a or an.  

A mother. 

1. ……….answer 

2. ……….uncle 

3. ……….hamburger 

4. ……….taxi 

5. ……….aunt 

6. ……….number 
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7. ……….family 

8. ……….handbag 

 

Person to person 

4a guess other students’ job. Use a dictionary. 

A: Are you a taxi driver? 

B: No, I’m not a taxi driver. 

 

A: Are you a …………………… 

B: Yes, I am. / No, I’ m not a ………………. 

 

B Ask and answer about your partner’s family or friends.  

Brother       Mother          Father     Sister     Uncle         Best friend 

A: Is your brother a manager? 

B: No, he isn’t. He’s an accountant. 

 

Grammar / to be (negative)  

5 Complete the Active grammar box with ‘m not and isn’t.  

Active grammar 

I ………………      We aren’t 

He……………        You aren’t 

She…………….      They aren’t 

 

6 Complete the sentences with the correct negative form of to be.  

We aren’t from the United States.  

1. My sister …………….married. 

2. I ………………a shop assistant, I’m the manager! 

3. My cousins are sixteen but they ………………at school. 

4. Uncle John is old now but he …………….retired. 

5. You ……………..English. Where are you from? 

6. I………………..unemployed; I’m retired. 

 

Reading 

7 Look at the form on the website. Match the questions to the parts of the form. 

A How old are you?                          ………3………… 

B What’s your (mobile) phone number?   …………… 

C What’s your surname?             ………………… 

D What’s your email address?           ………………… 

E Where are you from?         …………………       

F What’s your job?          …………………      

G What’s your first name?         …………………  

H What’s your address?       ………………… 

I What’s your nationality?     ………………… 

 

1. First name:  Marta 

2. Surname:        ……………………………… 

3. Age:           ………………………………… 

4. Place of origin:   …….………………………… 

5. Nationality:          ………………………………….. 

6. Address:             ………………………………………. 

7. Email address:         ………………………………….. 

8. Telephone number:    ……………………………………… 
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(Home):    ……………………………………………… 

(Mobile):    ………………………………………………. 

9. Occupation:    ……………………………………………… 

 

Listening: 

8 a 1.9 Listen.  Who are Marta and Jake? 

8 b  Listen again and complete the form on the website. 

8 c  Check your answers with a partner.  

A: What’s her surname? 

B: Nowak. How old is he? 

A: She’s twenty-two. 

 

Speaking 

9 Copy the form in Ex.7. Ask your partner the questions to complete the form.  

10 Work in pairs. Complete the forms.  

Student A: Ask and answer  about the forms below. 

Student B: Look at page 125. 

A: Ok. Let’s start with Form A. Anne-what’s her surname? 

B: Simons- S-I- M-O-N-S. 

A: What’s her nationality? 

 

A  

First name: Anne 

Surname: 

Age: 34 

Place of origin: Vancouver   Canada 

Nationality: 

Address: 12  Hythe Street    London 

Email address: 

Telephone number (home): 0 2 0 8 1 4 2 9 0 5 5  

Telephone number (mobile): 

Occupation: Lawyer 

 

B 

First name: 

Surname: Marshall 

Age: 

Place of origin: 

Nationality: Australian 

Address: 

Email address: d. marshall@total. 

Telephone number (home): 

Telephone number (mobile): 0 7 9 5 4 0 0 6 8 9 3  

Occupation: 
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Тарау 2.  

Activities 

Сабақ 30 

                                                                 Fun club 

Phrases; Daily routine phrases: 

To have  fun To get up 

To organize parties To have breakfast 

To sell tickets To go to the hotels 

To meet clients To tell  clients about parties 

To play games To have lunch 

To help people To go to the office 

When  do you get up? To organize games  at the pool 

What do you do? To take clients to a restaurant 

What do you do in the afternoon? To go to a nightclub 

Do you work  in an office? To get home 

Reading  

1 Match the advertisements to the descriptions. 

Advertisement for a package holiday = …………………………………………… 

Advertisement for a job = ……………………………………………………………….. 

Vocabulary/ holidays 

2a Match the words to the pictures A-F. 

1. Restaurant ………………………………………………………… 

2. Swimming pool/games ………………………………………. 

3. Entertainment …………………………………………………… 

4. Beach ………………………………………………………………… 

5. Holiday rep and client …………………………………………… 

6. Nightclub ………………………………………………………………. 

2b Read the advertisements and match the verbs to the nouns. 

Verb Noun Advertisement 

1. Have 

2. Organize 

3. Sell 

4. Meet 

5. Play 

6. Help  

a. games 

b. people 

c. fun 

d. clients 

e. parties 

f. tickets 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

2c Now match each word pair to an advertisement. 

Listening 

3a 2.2 Jenny is a holiday rep. Listen and tick () the eight activities she mentions. 

1. Get up 

2. Have breakfast 

3. Go to the hotels 

4. Tell clients about parties 

5. Have lunch 

6. Go to the office 

7. Organize games at the pool 

8. Take clients to a restaurant 

9. Go to a nightclub 

10. Get home 

3b  Listen again. Write Jenny’s activities and the times in the correct place in her diary. 

Morning 

1. Get up- 10.00 
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2. ………………………………………… 

3. ………………………………………… 

Afternoon 

4. ……………………………………….. 

5. ……………………………………….. 

Evening 

6. …………………………………………… 

7. ……………………………………………. 

8. …………………………………………….. 

Grammar/ Present Simple: I/you/we 

 

4 Look at the tapescript on page 150 and complete the Active grammar box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

5 Match the questions and answers.  

1. Where do you work?                                     a I watch TV. 

2. What do you do?                                           B No, I don’t. 

3. When do you have lunch?                            C I work in a school. 

4. Do you have lunch in a restaurant?             d At half past one. 

5. What do you do in the evening?                 E I’ m a teacher. 

 

6a Read the interview. Complete the dialogue and write the job at the end. 

A: When (1)………………….you get up? 

B: At ten in the evening. 

A: (2) ……………………you work at night? 

B: Yes, I do. 

A: What (3)………………….you (4) …………………..in the afternoon? 

B: I sleep. 

A: (5) ………………………do you have dinner? 

B: I (6) …………………dinner at about eleven in the morning. 

A: Do (7) …………………….work in an office? 

B: No, I (8) …………………. . 

A: Where (9) …………………you work? 

B: I (10) …………………….in a hospital. 

A: So, what do you do? 

B: I’m a ………………….. .  

6b 2.3 Listen and check your answers. Then practice the dialogue with a partner. 

7 Look at Jenny’s diary in Ex.3b. Make a diary about your daily routines. 

How to talk about daily routine 

Ask about routines      What ………………..you ……………in the   afternoon?                                                          

Answer                  I sleep 

Ask about times      When ……………….you get up? 

Answer                  ……………………..ten in the evening. 

Ask about places     Where ………………….you work? 

Answer                   I …………………….in a hospital. 

Active grammar 

Sometimes we ……………………………….special parties. 

Yes/no questions                                   Do you eat with the clients? 

                                                                    …………………………the games? 

                                                                   Yes, I ……………………… .  

                                                                    No, I ……………………….. . 

Wh-questions                                          What do you do in the afternoon? 

                                                                   Where  ………………… for dinner? 
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8 Complete the How to box. Use the information from Ex.6. 

 

Person to person 

9 Interview a partner. 

What do you do in the morning? 

When do you go to work/school? 

Do you work in an office? 

 

I get up at 7 o’clock.  

I have breakfast at 7.15.  

I go to work at 7.30.  

I have dinner at 13o’clock.  

I leave work at 18 o’clock.  

Then I have supper at 18.30.  

I go to bed at 22 o’clock. 

 

Present Simple 

Present Simple ардайым, үнемі, қайталанатын іс-әрекетті көрсетеді.  

Үшінші жақ жекеше түрде негізгі етістікке –s,  немесе егер сөз –s, -ss, -sh, -ch, -x,-o 

аяқталса онда –es жалғаулары жалғанады. 

Affirmative 

form-

Болымды 

түрі 

Negative 

form- 

Болымсыз 

түрі 

Interrogative 

Form- Сұраулы 

түрі 

Positive 

answer-

қысқаша 

болымды 

жауап 

Negative answer- 

қысқаша 

болымсыз  жауап 

I work I do not work Do I work? Yes, I do No, I don’t 

He works He does not 

work 

Does he work? Yes, he  does No, he doesn’t 

She works She does not 

work 

Does she work? Yes, she does No, she doesn’t 

It works It does not 

work 

Does it work? Yes, it does No, it doesn’t 

We work We do not 

work 

Do we work? Yes, we do  No, we don’t 

You work You do not 

work 

Do you work? Yes, you do No, you don’t 

They work They do not 

work 

Do they work? Yes, they do No, they don’t 

Үнемі, қайталанатын іс –әрекет келесі үстеулермен байланысады, олар: usually, often, 

sometimes, always- сөйлемде бастауыштан кейін қолданылады.   

Бұл шақта қойылатын уақыт пысықтауыштары: every day (week, month, year, 

morning) 

Word order in special questions: 

1. Special word 2. Auxiliary verb (did)3.Subject 4. Verb  5. Other members of the sentence.  

Example: Where do you go every day? 

                  What does he play every week? 
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Сабақ 31 

A very special job 

 

Jo Kinsley has an interesting job. She’s a 

hairdresser-but  a very special hairdresser. Jo 

works  at Madame Tussaud’s –the wax model 

museum. She starts work at 7.30. In the 

morning she checks models for dirty hair and 

in the afternoon  she washes and dries their 

hair. 

Verbs:  

To clean 

To have 

To help 

To play 

To talk 

To wash 

To watch 

 

Reading 

Jo Kinsey  has an interesting job. She’s a hairdresser – but a very special hairdresser.  

Jo works at Madame Tussaud’s – the wax model museum. She starts work at 7.30. In the 

morning she checks the models for dirty hair and in the afternoon she washes and dries their hair.  

Jeanette Ewart is a cleaner, but in a very dangerous place. She cleans the shark tank in the zoo 

in her city. She swims under the water every day to clean the tank, and she feeds the sharks three 

times a week. She’s careful, but another diver waits by the tank and watches her. The visitors at 

the zoo watch her too.  

John Wardley is an inventor. He invents exciting rides for his theme park. He walks through 

the theme park and he listens to people when they talk about a ride. He invents new rides, and 

the engineers make the rides. John likes his work – his theme park is the best place to work! 

2 Write Jo, John or Jeanette. 

This person … 

Works under water. Jeanette 

1. works in a museum. 

2. Thinks a lot at work. 

3. starts work before eight o’clock. 

4. listens to other people. 

5. is very careful at work. 

Vocabulary   verbs 

Grammar    Present Simple: he/she/it 

1. Jo ……….(wash) and …………(dry) the models’ hair.  

2. Jeanette ………….(clean) the shark tank.  

3. Jo …………(have) an interesting job.  

4b. Complete the Active grammar box with has, -s, -es, or –ies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

My mother …………..our house. 

1. The teacher …….in English in class. 

Active grammar 

After he, she and it, add ………….., but:  

1 when the verb ends in o,s,sh,ch or x, add ……………..   . 

2 when the verbs ends in consonant +y, omit –y and add 

………..  . 

3 the form of have after he, she and it is ……………………    

.  

Clean           have       help        play        talk          wash           watch 
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2. Jake ………..his hair every morning. 

3. Matt ………….DVDs on his laptop computer. 

4. Allie …………..her little sister with her homework.  

5. My brothers ……….football every evening.  

6. They …………dangerous jobs. 

Pronunciation 

6a. Play recording 2.4. Listen to the endings of these three verbs. Are they all the same? 

/ s / walks / z /  listens / iz / organises 

   

the dialogue.  

 

A: Does Jeanette like her work?  

B: Yes, she does. She loves it.  

A: ………………she clean the tank every day? 

B: Yes, she ……..   .  

A: …………she feed the sharks every day?  

B: No. She …..them three times a week. 

A: ………….she work every day? 

B: No.She ………five days a week. 

7b. Play recording 2.6. Listen and check your answers.  

8 Cross out the incorrect words in the questions.  

1.  Does/Do the sharks eat/eats every day? 

2. Does/Do Jeanette clean/cleans the tank every day? 

3. Does/Do Jeanette like/likes her work? 

9 Complete the questions with the verbs in brackets.  

Do you work every day? (work) 

1. ……………Maria ……….her work? (Like) 

2. …………your parents …………DVDs? (watch) 

3. ………….John ………….computer games? (invent) 

4. ………….I ………..in my sleep? (talk) 

5. ………..Anna …………children? (have) 

 

Speaking 

10 Rob is a studio engineer. Ask and answer about his daily routine.  

Student A: look at the diary on page 125.  

Student B: look at the diary on page 129.  

Writing 

11 Write about part of Rob’s day.  

1. Choose morning, afternoon or evening. 

2. Underline the verbs in the diary for that part of the day.  

3. Write sentences with the verbs. Use and or or to join sentences.  

Rob gets up at eight o’clock and he has breakfast.  

 

The car boot sale 

 

Everyday objects: Colours: 

  A bag Black 

 A book Yellow 

 A watch Grey 

A DVD player Brown 

A laptop computer White 
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A picture Pink 

Shoes Red 

A lamp Orange 

A suitcase Blue 

A video camera 

 

Purple 

A printer green 

A fax machine silver 

dishes gold 

                                         The car boot sale 

1a Look at the photo. Where are the people? What do they do here? (Students look at the 

photo and answer the questions in pairs). 

1b 2.7 Now listen and check your answers. (Students check their answers). 

2a Label the things in the picture. (Students look at the picture and see if they know the 

names for any of the items. They then label the objects in pairs. Check answers). 

2b 2.8 Listen and tick () the things you hear. (Students listen to recording 2.8 and tick the 

items they hear. Check answers in pairs, then as a whole class).  

3 Find examples of the colours in the pictures. (Students find examples of the different 

colours in the pictures with a partner. The first one is done for them.) 

Grammar/ this, that, these, those 

4a 2.9 Listen and complete the dialogues. 

1. A: What’s this?               B: It’s a DVD player. 

2.  A: What’s that?              B: It’s a picture. 

3.  A: What are these?         B: They are mobile phones. 

4. A: What are those?          B: They are dishes. 

4b Correct the underlined words in the sentences. 

For example: What are this? What is this? 

These are a car. This is a car. 

1. What colour is those?  What colour is that/this?   

2. These is very beautiful. These are very beautiful. 

3. Are that your house? Is that your house? 

4. These isn’t very old. This isn’t very old. 

 

Pronunciation 

5a 2.10 Listen to the vowel sounds. Repeat.  

/I / this                            /i: / these 

 

5b 2.11 Listen and write these words in the table. 

/ i / this /i: / these 

Listen 

Pink 

Sister 

Think 

 

Green 

Niece 

Read 

Teacher 

 

 

Vocabulary/ adjectives 

6a Check these adjectives in a dictionary. Match the opposites. 

For example: bad-good 

Big-small 

Horrible-nice 

Modern-old-fashioned 
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Old-young 

Useful-useless 

 

6b Write sentences about you with six of the adjectives. 

For example: My house is big but my car is small. 

 

Listening 

7a 2.12 Listen. Where are the people? 

7b Listen again. Match the dialogues to the pictures below. 

7c. look at the tapescript on page 151. Find six more words for everyday objects. 

Grammar/ noun plurals 

8a Complete the Active grammar box. 

Active grammar 

One book, twenty books 

One lamp, ten lamps 

One phone, two phones 

To make the regular plural of a noun, add -s.  

 

8b Some nouns change their spelling in the plural, and others are irregular. Write the 

plurals of these words. 

Regular  Book  books, bag  bags, camera 

cameras, shoe shoes 

Word+-es Watch  watches, dish  dishes 

f -ves Scarf  scarves 

Consonant - -y  - ies Diary  diaries 

irregular Person  people 

 

Lifelong learning 

Irregular plurals  

Use a dictionary to find irregular plurals: 

Diary /jdaiәri / noun, plural diaries 

 

8c Find the plurals of these words and write them in the table in ex. 8b. 

Man- 

Woman- 

Child- 

Wife-  

Dictionary- 

Address- 

Family- 

Niece- 

Class- 

Bus- 

Speaking 

9 Play a guessing game. 

Student A: think of an object, e.g. my mobile phone 

Student B: ask yes/no questions. Guess the object. Use adjectives. 

B: Is it old-fashioned? 

 

Лексикалық минимумUnit2: 

Personal possessions Basic verbs/verb phrases 

Bag Eat 
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Book Work 

Camera Watch 

Car Sleep 

Chair Get up 

Desk Go to work/school/bed 

Diary Have breakfast/lunch/dinner 

Dish Leave home/work 

DVD player Start 

Handbag Finish 

Fax machine Wash 

Lamp clean 

Laptop computer Other verbs 

Magazine Check 

Mobile phone Dry 

Picture Feed 

Printer Help 

Scarf Invent 

Scissors Like 

Shoes Male 

Suitcase Meet 

Wallet Open 

watch Organize 

 play 

 repair 

 Sell 

 Swim 

 wait 

 walk 

Daily routine 

As a rule, I get up at half past six. I put on my dressing-gown, go into bathroom and turn on 

the bath taps. Good health is better than wealth, so I do my morning exercises. I get breakfast at 

seven-thirty and listen to the news over the radio. I like to begin the day well, so my breakfast is 

always a good one. For breakfast I usually have hard-boiled eggs or an omelette, bread and 

butter, tea or coffee; I read my newspaper with my last cup of coffee before I leave home. Then, 

I say «Good-bye» to my mother, take my school-bag and go to school. I don’t live far from my 

school, so it doesn’t take me long to get there. The lessons start at half past eight. Each lesson 

lasts for 45 minutes The classes are over at two o’clock. I come back home, have dinner, wash 

up and go shopping. I buy foodstuffs for the family. Coming back I begin to clean the house and 

get the vegetables ready for supper. We have supper at seven. 

I do my homework for the next day. t usually takes me several hours to prepare well for the 

lessons. In the evening, I always try to spend at least an hour at the piano. 

As a rule my parents and I sit and talk, watch a film on TV, read newspapers and magazines. 

Sometimes, we go to the cinema or to the theatre. Once or twice a month, I visit exhibitions in 

my home town. 

I go to bed at about eleven o’clock, but my parents like to sit up late and write letters or read. 

Questions:  

1.When do you get up as a rule? 

2.Why do you do your morning exercises? 

3.What do you have for breakfast? 

4.How long does each lesson last? 

5.Whendoyoubegintocleanthehouse? 
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Present Simple 

Present Simple ардайым, үнемі, қайталанатын іс-әрекетті көрсетеді.  

Үшінші жақ жекеше түрде негізгі етістікке –s,  немесе егер сөз –s, -ss, -sh, -ch, -x,-o 

аяқталса онда –es жалғаулары жалғанады. 

Affirmative 

form-

Болымды 

түрі 

Negative 

form- 

Болымсыз 

түрі 

Interrogative 

Form- Сұраулы 

түрі 

Positive 

answer-

қысқаша 

болымды 

жауап 

Negative answer- 

қысқаша 

болымсыз  жауап 

I work I do not work Do I work? Yes, I do No, I don’t 

He works He does not 

work 

Does he work? Yes, he  does No, he doesn’t 

She works She does not 

work 

Does she work? Yes, she does No, she doesn’t 

It works It does not 

work 

Does it work? Yes, it does No, it doesn’t 

We work We do not 

work 

Do we work? Yes, we do  No, we don’t 

You work You do not 

work 

Do you work? Yes, you do No, you don’t 

They work They do not 

work 

Do they work? Yes, they do No, they don’t 

Үнемі, қайталанатын іс –әрекет келесі үстеулермен байланысады, олар: usually, often, 

sometimes, always- сөйлемде бастауыштан кейін қолданылады.   

Бұл шақта қойылатын уақыт пысықтауыштары: every day (week, month, year, 

morning) 

Word order in special questions: 

2. Special word 2. Auxiliary verb (did)3.Subject 4. Verb  5. Other members of the sentence.  

Example: Where do you go every day? 

                  What does he play every week? 

Сілтеу есімдіктері  this, that, these, those 

This (мынау), that (анау) жекеше түрдегі зат есіммен қолданылады.  This book is 

interesting.That window is mine. 

These (мыналар), those (аналар)  көпше түрдегі зат есіммен қолданылады. These books 

are English. Those are my  students.   

 

Зат есімнің көпше түрі 

Ағылшын тілінде зат есімдер жекеше түрден көпше түрге "-s (-es)" жалғаулары арқылы 

құрылады, мысалы: 

 Cat — cats — мысық, мысықтар 

 Book — books — кітап, кітаптар 

Егер зат есім  – f/ -fe аяқталса, онда , – f/ -fe   –v  ауысады және  –es жалғауы 

жалғанады.  

 life — lives 

 shelf — shelves 

Бұл ережеге бағынбайтындар : 

 cheif — cheifs — бастықтар 

 handkerchief — handkerchiefs — орамалдар 

 roof — roofs — шатырлар 

 safe — safes — сейфтер 

Егер зат есім –s, -ss, -ch, -sh, -x, -o аяқталса, онда  –es жалғауы жалғанады. 
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 class — classes — класстар 

 box — boxes — қораптар 

 horse — horses — жылқылар 

 cago — cargoes — жүктер 

 tomato — tomatoes — қызанақтар 

(Ережеге бағынбайтындары: piano және photo. Pianos, photos) 

Егер зат есім дауысызға аяқталса + у,онда  y -  i әріпіне ауысады және – es жалғауы 

жалғанады:  

 city — cities — қалалар 

 army — armies — әскерлер 

Егер у әріпінің алдында дауысты тұрса, онда зат есімнің көпше түрінде у  i ға 

ауыспайды және s жалғауы жалғанады. 

 day — days — күндер 

 boy — boys — ұлдар 

Күрделі зат есімдердің көпше түрі 

Күрделі зат есімдердің көпше түрі соңғы сөзде өзгереді.  

 schoolboy — schoolboys — оқушылар 

 postman — postmen — хат тасушылар 

Күрделі зат есімдердің көпше түрі тек негізгі мағынасы бар сөзге жалғанады.  

 hotel-keeper — hotel-keepers — қонақ үйдің қожалары 

 passer-by — passers-by — өтушілер 

Тек жекеше түрде қолданылатын зат есімдер.  

Ағылшын тілінде заттық және деректі зат есімдер жекеше түрде қолданылады:  

 sugar — қант 

 iron — темір 

 love — махаббат 

 friendship — достық 

Келесі сөздер тек жекеше түрде қолданылады:  

 advice — кеңес, кеңестер 

 information — хабар, хабарлар 

 progress — жетістік, жетістіктер 

 knowledge — білім, білімдер 

Келесі сөздер көпше түрде тұрғанымен, олар жекеше мағынаны береді: 

 news — жаңалық, жаңалықтар (көпше түрде тұрғанымен, олар жекеше мағынаны 

береді.) 

 -ics жұрнағымен аяқталған ғылым атаулары (physics — физика) 

Vacation- демалыс  зат есімі орыс тілінде көпше түрде қолданса, ал ағылшын тілінде 

ол жекеше түрде қолданылады.  

Тек көпше түрде қолданылатын зат есімдер: 

 scissors — қайшылар 

 trousers — шалбар 

 spectacles — көзілдірік 

 scales — таразы 

 tongs — шымшуыр 

 goods — тауар 

 clothes — киім 

 stairs — баспалдақ 

 arms — қару 

 riches — байлық 
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Бақылау сқрақтары 

1. Күнделікті өмір туралы мәтін жазу 

2.  Жай осы шақ болымды сөйлем 

3. «My daily routine» диалогын құру. 

4. Сілтеу есімдіктері. Мысалдар келтіру. 

5. Зат есімнің көпше түрі. Мысалдар келтіру. 

 

Сабақ 32 

Drive time 

Phrases: Drive time quotes 

Traffic jam Traffic jams. We hate them, but what do we 

do in them:  

This is what some people say: 

Melanie: Traffic jams are OK. I think about 

work and plan my day. I write my diary. My 

daughter doesn’t like traffic jams-she calls her 

friends, but I don’t make phone calls in the car. 

It’s dangerous. 

To plan  a day 

Like/dislike traffic jams 

To shave 

To listen to the radio 

To have  a CD player 

To sing 

To play computer games 

 

3 Free time. 3.1 Drive time 

1a. Match the photos to verbs and verb phrases in the box.  

 

   

   

   

   

1b. Check the meanings of the verbs in the box with a partner.  

A: What does “cook” mean? 

B:  It means make food, for example, lunch or dinner.  

 

1c. Where do you do the activities in Ex. 1a? Write them in the table.  

At 

home 

In the 

park 

At the 

shops 

At a 

nightclub 

At a 

concert 

hall 

At a sports 

centre/swimming 

pool 

      

 

2a. Write two activities that you do, where you do them and when. 

2b. Ask your partner questions. 

What activity do you do? Where do you do it? When do you do it? 

2c. Tell the class about your partner.  

Mark plays the piano. He plays at home… 

 

Listening 

1 Look at the photo and answer the questions.  

1. When does it happen in your town/city? 

2. What do you do in traffic jams? 

2a. Play recording 3.1. Complete the quotes below. Compare your answers with 

a partner, then listen and check.  

“Traffic jams are OK. I think about work and plan my day. I (1) ……..my diary. 

My daughter doesn’t like traffic jams – she calls her friends, but I don’t make 

phone calls in the car. it’s dangerous.” (Melanie, 39)  

  

Cook   dance       gor for a walk             go shopping        go to a concert          go to 

the gym    Listen to music         meet friends             play football    play the guitar       

read a book or magazine         sunbathe       swim             watch TV or a video 
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“Well, in the mornings I shave and listen to the radio. I (2) ……..the news. I like music, but 

unfortunately my car doesn’t have a CD player.” (Nathan, 28) 

 

“I don’t do a lot, really. I (3) …….traffic jams – they’re so boring! I think about things or (4) 

………..the people in the other cars. Sometimes I sing”. (Simon, 35) 

 

“We (5) ……….computer games or (6) ……..friends on our mobiles. Or we just talk. We 

don’t like the radio”. (Lauren, 22 and Emily, 21) 

 

2b. Mark the sentences true (T) or false (F).  

Melanie makes phone calls in a traffic jam.     F 

1. Melanie’s daughter likes traffic jams.   ……………. 

2. Nathan listens to CDs.   ……………… 

3. Simon sings in his car. 

4. Lauren and Emily work on their computers.  ………………. 

5. Lauren and Emily think mobile phones in cars are dangerous.   ………….. 

 

Grammar   Present Simple: negative 

3a. Find the negative of the sentences below in the texts. Underline them.  

1. My daughter likes traffic jams.  

2. I make phone calls in the car. 

3. My car has a CD player. 

4. We like the radio. 

3b. Complete the Active grammar box with don’t or doesn’t. 

Active grammar 

 

I  ……………… 

He/She/It  ……………….               work. 

We/You/They      ……………. 

 

 

4a. Correct the false sentences in Ex.2b. Use the negative verb form. 

Melanie doesn’t make phone calls in a traffic jam.  

4b. What about you? Tick () the true sentences. Correct the false sentences.  

I like traffic jams. I don’t like traffic jams. 

1. I listen to the news on the radio.  

2. I write my diary every day.  

3. I play football at the weekend.  

4. I make phone calls in the car.  

5. I sleep for ten hours every night. 

 

Vocabulary days of the week 

5a. Play recording 3.2. Number the days of the week in the correct order. Then listen and 

check. 

………Friday      ……..Monday  ……..Saturday    1 Sunday  ……Thursday 

………Tuesday    …….Wednesday 

 

5b. Play recording 3.3. Listen to Alistair talking about his lunchtime activities. Write the days.  

 

Reading 

6a. Read the text about Alistair. Find three mistakes with the days and correct them. 
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What I do in my lunch break 

Today we talk to Alistair Standing. Alistair works in the city. He doesn’t go home at 

lunchtime, so how does he spend his time? 

“Well, I have an hour and I want to use that time. I do a lot of different things” says Alistair. 

He certainly does! On Mondays Alistair goes for a walk or he has a swim. On Tuesdays he 

sometimes meets friends and they have lunch in a restaurant. On Wednesdays he goes to the 

gym. On Thursdays he sometimes listens to a lunchtime concert. On Fridays he goes shopping. 

On Sundays he watches football on TV and sleeps! 

 

6b. Write positive or negative sentences about Alistair. Use the corrected text to help you.  

Mondays/play tennis. 

He doesn’t play tennis on Mondays.  

1. Thursdays/watch a film. 

2. Fridays/work 

3. Saturdays/play football 

4. Sundays/sleep 

 

Speaking 

7a. Read the questionnaire. Tick () the things you do, and write the day you do them, if 

possible. Then add two more.  

Activity You (When) Your partner (When) 

Talk to friends on the 

phone 

  

Watch TV   

Listen to music   

Play computer games   

Go for walks   

Play a sport   

Go to concerts  (Friday evenings)  

Go to the cinema   

Read books   

Go to the gym   

   

   

7b. Complete the questionnaire for your partner. 

A: Do you go to concerts? 

B:  Yes, I sometimes go to concerts on Friday evenings./ No, I don’t.  

 

Writing 

8a. What do you do in your free time? Make a list.  

1 Start your article with a short introduction.  

My name is … . I work in …., but I do a lot of things in my free time. On Mondays I … 

2 Write your notes into sentences. 

On Monday evenings I (sometimes) watch TV. 

 

3 Join some of the sentences with and, or or but. 

On Saturdays mornings I read the newspaper or I go shopping.  

 

4 Combine your introduction and sentences to write your article.  
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Free time 

Today we talk to Alistair Standing. Alistair works in the city. He doesn’t go home at 

lunchtime, so how does he spend his time? 

‘Well, I have an hour and I want to use that time. I do a lot of different things,’ says Alistair. 

He certainly does! On Mondays he goes for a walk or he has a swim. On Tuesdays he sometimes 

meets friends and they have lunch in a restaurant. On Wednesdays he goes to the gym. On 

Thursdays he sometimes listens to a lunchtime concert. On Fridays he goes shopping. On 

Sundays he watches football on TV and sleeps. 

 

In Britain people send 1.54 billion text messages every month. That’s more than 50 million 

messages a day or 2 million an hour! Mobile phone user sends about 8 messages a day. There is 

the Mobile Phone Olympics where 15 000 competitors enter the competition in London. At the 

competition they send an 80-character message as fast as they can. This year’s champion is 18-

year-old Natalie Johnson from Leeds. She can send a 30-word text message in just 138 seconds! 

 

Present Simple; negatives. 

Present Simple ардайым,  үнемі, қайталанатын іс-әрекетті  көрсетеді.  

The Present Simple Tense - to шылауынсыз етістіктің бастапқы формасы болып 

табылады. Үшінші жақ жекеше түрде негізгі етістікке -s немесе етістік  –s, -ss, -sh, -ch, -x,-

o әріптіркесіне аяқталса, онда етістікке  –es жалғаулары жалғанады. 

Affirmative 

form-

Болымды 

түрі 

Negative 

form- 

Болымсыз 

түрі 

Interrogative 

Form- Сұраулы 

түрі 

Positive 

answer-

қысқаша 

болымды 

жауап 

Negative answer- 

қысқаша 

болымсыз  жауап 

I work I do not work Do I work? Yes, I do No, I don’t 

He works He does not 

work 

Does he work? Yes, he  does No, he doesn’t 

She works She does not 

work 

Does she 

work? 

Yes, she does No, she doesn’t 

It works It does not 

work 

Does it work? Yes, it does No, it doesn’t 

We work We do not 

work 

Do we work? Yes, we do  No, we don’t 

You work You do not 

work 

Do you work? Yes, you do No, you don’t 

They work They do not 

work 

Do they work? Yes, they do No, they don’t 

Сабақ 33 

Skateboard style 

Do aerobics Play the guitar 

Do yoga Use a computer 

Do judo Play rock music 

Go running Ride a skateboard 

Go swimming To sing songs 

Go sailing To perform tricks 

Play football To speak French 

Play tennis To ride a bike 

Play computer games To drive a car 

Go skiing  

Vocabulary   sports and games 
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Exercise 1a. Match the words from the box to the activities. 

 

 

 

 

 
Exercise 1b. Write the activities in the table. Then check in the Reference on page 33. 

Do Go Play 

do aerobics 

 

go running 

 

play football 

 

Exercise 1c. Ask and answer.  
 A: Do you do yoga?  

B: Yes, I do.  

A: When? 

B: On Thursday evening. 

 

Reading 

Exercise 2 a.  Look at the photo. Answer the questions: 
1 Do you go skateboarding? 

2 What kind of people usually go skateboarding? (young/old) 

 

Read the introduction to the text above and answer the questions. 

 

 

Tony Hawk the man and the champion 

Tony Hawk is American. He's 34. He's He has three children. He's a businessman. And he's 

the skateboarding champion of the world.  

1 Where is Tony Hawk from? 

2 What does he do? 

3 Some people think he is unusual. Why? 

 

Exercise 3a. Look at the text (page 29) and find these things. 

1 Tony's age            2 his son's name and age                  3 the name of Tony's  book 

 

Tony has 73 prizes from skateboarding competitions. He's 34 but he can skateboard like a 

sixteen year old. He goes very fast and he does tricks on his skateboard. His four-year-old son, 

Spencer, can also ride a skateboard! 

Aerobics   computer games   football   running   judo   sailing     skiing     
swimming     tennis     yoga 
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But Tony isn't only a fantastic skateboarder - he can do other things too. Tony writes 

computer games and books. Lots of people buy his books. HAWK - Occupation: skateboarder is 

a bestseller in the United States. 

Tony also has a skateboarding and music show and he takes it all around the United States 

and Canada. Tony doesn't perform the music - he can't play the guitar or sing - but he and other 

skateboarders perform tricks, and their musicians play rock music. The show is very popular. 

Exercise 3b. Read the introduction and the text again answer the questions. Write 

sentences. How many children does Tony have? 

He has three children. 

1 How many prizes does he have? 

2 What does he do on his skateboard? 

3 What does his son ride? 

4 Where does Tony take his show? 

5 What do the people in the show do? 

Grammar  can/can't 

Exercise 4a . Tick () the things Tony can do. Cross (X) the things he can't do. 

play the guitar …………. (X)             ride a skateboard …………………. () 

use a computer ……………()          sing ……………….(X) 

play rock music …………..(X)           perform tricks ……………..() 

Exercise 4b. Complete the sentences and questions with can or can't. Then complete the 

Active grammar box. 

What can Tony Hawk do? 

1 He _ ride a skateboard. 

2 What _ his friends do? 

3 They _ play the guitar and sing. 

4 _ you ride a skateboard? 

5 No, I _, but I _ ride a bicycle. 

Can/can’t  

Can is a modal verb. We use modal verbs before the other verbs.  

The negative of can is cannot, but we usually use the short form can’t.  

I  

You  

He  

She                          can 

It                              can’t                                  sing 

We                          (cannot)   

You  

They 

 

Modal verbs do not change their form after he, she or it.  

He can play the piano.  

 

Use can and can’t to talk about ability. Use can to talk about things we are able to do, and 

can’t to talk about things that we are not able to do.  

I can sing but I can’t dance.  

Use can + you + infinitive to make requests – when we want someone else to do something.  

Can you take a message? 

 Jonny Susie 

play the guitar   

play the piano   

sing   

dance   
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play football   

play tennis   

ski   

speak French   

speak Spanish   

ride a bike   

drive a car   

Exercise 6a. Recording 3.5. We say can/can't in different ways. 

 Listen and repeat. 

            [ә]                    [u]                        [g:] 

 Can you dance? Yes, I can. No, I can't. 

 

Exercise 6b. Ask and answer. Use the table. 

 A: Can Susie speak French? 

B: Yes, she can. 

A: Can Jonny drive? 

B: No, he can't. 

 

Exercise 6c. Work with a partner. Ask and answer, using the activities in Ex. 5. 

A: Can you ski? 

B: No, I can't. Can you...? 

 

Speaking 

Exercise 7a. Work in groups. Find someone who... 

 

 

Can … 

 speak three languages 

 stand on their hand 

 write backwards 

 move their ears 

 play an unusual instrument 

 write computer programs 

 

Can’t … 

 cook 

 swim 

 write with their right hands 

 get up in the mornings 

 send a text message 

 use a video or DVD player 

 

Модальді етістіктер can, can’t.-істей аламын. can модальді етістіктер физикалық 

немесе ақыл ой қабылетінің орындалуын білдіреді: 

I can speak three foreign languages. He can play football. 

Can етістігі модальді етістіктер тобына жатады. Модальді етістіктер өзі ғана 

қолданылмайды, олар етістікпен қолданылады. Бұл модальді етістіктен кейін to демеулігі 

қолданылмайды. Жекеше түрдің 3-ші жағында сan модальді етістігіне –s жалғауы 

жалғанбайды.  
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Modal verbs 

Present Past  Future Negative form Examples 

Can (істей 

аламын) 

Could ------ Cannot(can’t) I can play the 

piano 

 

Сабақ 34 

Phone fun 

To see a film Phone messages: 

To have dinner at a restaurant Tony: This is 0548984567. Please leave a 

message after the tone. 

Jane: Hi tony, it’s Jane. Let’s meet outside 

the cinema at ten to eight. See you there, OK? 

Bye. 

To go to a football match 

To get a meal 

To go to the sports centre 

To go to a bar 

To go to a concert 

 

 

 

Listening 

Exercise 1. Do you use a mobile phone? Where? When? Who do you call? 

 

Exercise 2 a. Recording 3.6. Now you are going to listen to five different phone messages. 

First read the five names.  Listen. Match the messages to the names. 

Damian  

 Jane 1   

 Mary Wilde 

 Benson Cameras 

 Steve Henshaw  

 

Exercise 2b. Listen again and complete the messages with one word, a number or a time. 

1. Message for Mandy from Steve Henshaw. Please …………. him -068-919-

……………… 

 

2. Message for: Tony 

            From:………. 

           Message:  

           Meet outside the ……………. at7.50 

 

3. Message for Michael …………….. Carol at Benson Cameras- your new ………….. is 

there. Can you go and get it this ………………? Shop is open 8.55-………………... 

 

4. Why don’t we meet for ……………… this evening? 8.25 at the ………….. restaurant in 

Green Street? Call me in the ………….. Damian. 

 

5. Brandon  

Travel Agency 

 Message for:Renton  

 From. May Wilde 

  Number: 713 ………….. 8834  

 Message : Please …………. her 

 

Exercise 2c.  Listen to message five again. How do we say 88 in the phone number?  
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Exercise 3a . Recording 3.7.Now work in pairs. Number the sentences in the correct order. 

Then listen and check.  

OK. What's your number?  

Ok.Bye.                                                   

 She isn't here right now. Can I take a message?  

Hello.                                                         1 

Yes, please ask her to phone Jeffrey.  

It's 011 908 5561.  

Hello, can I speak to Laura, please?  

 

Exercise3b. Practise the dialogue with a partner. 

 

Exercise 4. Let’s practice making call phones in pairs. 

     Student A: turn to page 125. 

Student B: read the notes below. 

Call 1 Your name is Carla. Phone Student A: You want to speak to Jason. Your number is 990 

675 3551. 

Call 2 Answer the phone and start the conversation. (Sylvia isn't here today. Take a message 

for Sylvia.) 

 

Reading 

 

Exercise 5a.  You are going to read about the Mobile Phone Olympics. Read the text below 

quickly. Match the headings to paragraphs 1-3. 

a The Mobile Phone Olympics 

b The phone throwing competition 

c Texting in Britain 

 

Texting at the Mobile Phone Olympics 

1         In Britain people send 1 .54 billion text messages every month. That's more than 50 

million messages a day or 2 million an hour!In fact, the average mobile phone user sends 

about 8 messages a day. 

2       Now texting fans have the chance to show what they can do at the Mobile Phone 

Olympics. Every year about 15,000 competitors enter the competition in London. In the texting 

event competitors send an 80-character message as fast as they can. This year's champion is 18-

year-old Natalie Johnson from Leeds. She can send a 30-word text message in just 138 seconds! 

3       Of course, some people hate mobile phones. One event at the Olympics is just for them. 

This is the 'Mobile Phone Throwing' competition. In this event competitors throw their phones as 

far as they can. It's a lot of fun for mobile phone haters! 

 

 

Exercise 5b. Read the text again. Match the numbers to the information. 

1    1.54 billion                                           a words in Natalie's text message 

2    50 million                                             b Natalie's age 

3    2 million                                               c competitors 

4    8                                                d messages a month 

5    15,000                                                e messages an hour 

6    18                                                f messages a day for each user 

7    30                                                g messages a day 
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Exercise 6. Recording 3.8. How do we say these numbers? Choose from the words in the 

box. Then listen and check your answers.  

6 six 16      60         600      6,000       60,000      600,000       6,000,000        6,000,000,000 

six million six thousand sixty 

sixty thousand six billion six 

six hundred thousand six hundred sixteen 

 

 

Pronunciation 

 

Exercise 7a. Recording 3.9Listen. Underline the strong sounds. 

sixteen                    sixty                           fourteen                         forty 

 

Exercise 7b.  CD Listen and tick () the number you hear. 

1 fourteen …..       forty …………. 

2 eighteen …. eighty …………. 

3 seventeen ….. seventy …………. 

4 thirteen …….. thirty …………. 

5 nineteen ….. ninety …………… 

6 sixteen ……… sixty ………….. 

 

Exercise 7c. Test your partner. Student practice saying the weak and strong forms to each 

other. 

 

Exercise 8.  Look at page 152 and complete the How to box with examples from the 

dialogues in Ex. 2a. 

 

 

 

How to make suggestions and requests 

 

 Make suggestions Let's + infinitive 

 Let's meet outside the cinema at ten to eight. 

Why don't we + infinitive + ? 

 

How about + noun + ? 

 

Make requestsCan you + infinitive +? 

Making suggestions  

When we want to do something with another person we make suggestions.  

Let’s + infinitive 

Let’s meet outside the cinema at ten to eight. 

Why don’t we + infinitive + ?  

Why don’t we have dinner this evening? 

How about + noun + ?  

How about lunch on Friday? 

Exercise 9a. Find these times in the tapescript on page 152 and write them in words. 

7.50 ten to eiaht 

 1 3.20……………. 2 8.55…………………… 

 3 6.30……………… 4 8.25…………………….. 

 

Exercise 9b.  Complete these suggestions and requests. Write the times in words. 
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we meet - cinema – 7.00? 

Why don't we meet at the cinema at seven? 

1 have dinner - Chinese restaurant - 8-40 

Let's……………………………… 

2 you come - the office tomorrow - 9.55? 

Can ?................................................. 

3 3.10 - Greek cafe - Belmont Street? 

How ?............................................... 

4 we go - the bar - 1O.45? 

Why ?...................................................... 

 

Exercise 10a.  What can people do in your town in the evening? Tick () the activities and 

make notes about where and when you can do them. 

see a film ………. have dinner at a restaurant ………….. go to a football match …… 

go to a bar ………… go to a nightclub ……… go to a concert ……………….. 

get a takeaway meal ………………..go to the sports centre …………… 

 

Exercise 10b.Now your task is to practice making and responding to suggestions in pairs. 

You want to do something together tonight. Make suggestions. 

A:What can we do tonight? 

B:Let's... 

A:OK. Let's meet at half past nine./No, I don't like ... How about ...? 

 

Лексикалық минимум Unit 3: 

Activities 

Cook Listen to music/the news/the radio 

Dance Meet friends 

Do aerobics/judo/yoga Play computer games/football/tennis 

Drive a car Play the guitar/piano 

Get a takeaway meal Read a book/a magazine/ a newspaper 

Go for a walk Ride a bike 

Go 

running/sailing/shopping/skiing/swimming 

See a film 

Go to the cinema/concert/the gym/a 

nightclub/a football match/a bar 

Sing 

Have lunch/dinner ( at a restaurant) skateboard 

Swim sunbathe 

Watch a DVD/a video/the TV  

Present Simple; negatives. 

Present Simple ардайым,  үнемі, қайталанатын іс-әрекетті  көрсетеді.  

The Present Simple Tense - to шылауынсыз етістіктің бастапқы формасы болып 

табылады. Үшінші жақ жекеше түрде негізгі етістікке -s немесе етістік  –s, -ss, -sh, -ch, -x,-

o әріптіркесіне аяқталса, онда етістікке  –es жалғаулары жалғанады. 
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Affirmative 

form-

Болымды 

түрі 

Negative 

form- 

Болымсыз 

түрі 

Interrogative 

Form- Сұраулы 

түрі 

Positive 

answer-

қысқаша 

болымды 

жауап 

Negative answer- 

қысқаша 

болымсыз  жауап 

I work I do not work Do I work? Yes, I do No, I don’t 

He works He does not 

work 

Does he work? Yes, he  does No, he doesn’t 

She works She does not 

work 

Does she 

work? 

Yes, she does No, she doesn’t 

It works It does not 

work 

Does it work? Yes, it does No, it doesn’t 

We work We do not 

work 

Do we work? Yes, we do  No, we don’t 

You work You do not 

work 

Do you work? Yes, you do No, you don’t 

They work They do not 

work 

Do they work? Yes, they do No, they don’t 

Модальді етістіктер can, can’t.-істей аламын. can модальді етістіктер физикалық 

немесе ақыл ой қабылетінің орындалуын білдіреді: 

I can speak three foreign languages. He can play football. 

Can етістігі модальді етістіктер тобына жатады. Модальді етістіктер өзі ғана 

қолданылмайды, олар етістікпен қолданылады. Бұл модальді етістіктен кейін to демеулігі 

қолданылмайды. Жекеше түрдің 3-ші жағында сan модальді етістігіне –s жалғауы 

жалғанбайды.  

Modal verbs 

Present Past  Future Negative form Examples 

Can (істей 

аламын) 

Could ------ Cannot(can’t) I can play the 

piano 

Questions: 

General questions Special questions 

Can you play the piano? What can you do? 

How to make suggestions.- қалай ұсыныс жасау керек ( біреуге бір нәрсе жасауға 

ұсыныс білдіру) 

Біз біреумен бір нәрсе істегіміз келген жағдайда ұсыныс жасаймыз. Ұсыныс жасау үшін 

келесі құрылымды қолданамыз:  

1) Let’s + infinitive                              Let’s meet outside the cinema. 

2) Why don’t we + infinitive + ?         Why don’t we have dinner this evening?  

3) How about + noun + ?                     How about lunch on Friday? 

Өтініш жасағанда келесі құрылымды қолданамыз  Can you+inf.+? Can you help me?    

Explain when we use go, do, play with sports (play+games, usually do in teams; do + 

activities you can do alone; go + activities ending –ing) 

Play football, do yoga, go swimming. 

 

Бақылау сұрақтары 

1. can мен  can’t айырмашылығы 

2. «Менің бос уақытым» тақырыбына мәтін жазу. 

3. Жай осы шақ болымсыз сөйлем. 

4. «Can you do?» диалогын құру.  
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Сабақ 35  Test  

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH? 
a   Can you...?   Yes (•) 

 say where you live and what you do □ name three relatives 
1
 say who they are and what they 

do 

b Ask your partner five questions. Are you similar? 

What 
Where 

like 

read do 

live        speak 

watch play 

work 

 

Тарау 4 Food 

Сабақ 36 

Shopping lists 

Food around the world Phrases: 

Regan Ronayne and Craig Caven and their 

children, Andrea(5) and Ryan(3) live in 

California. They are a typical American 

family. Rega and Craig both work and they 

don’t usually have time to cook, so they like 

convenience book. The children love hot dogs, 

cereal and cola. They eat at fast food 

restaurants once a week. 

To eat  a lot of fish 

To eat  fresh fruit 

To have a ration book 

To eat at fast food restaurants 

Do not have time to cook 

To have dinner together 

 

 

 

4 Food. Shopping lists 

Exercise 1.Students, look at the painting and the photos. Your task is to match eight words 

from the box to the things in the pictures. 

 

Apples  beef  bread  butter  cheese  cherries  chicken  eggs  milk  potatoes  rice sugar  tea  

trout  watermelon 

 

Exercise 2.In pairs, find the meanings of the other words. Then complete the table below with 

all the food words you know.  

MEAT/FISH DAIRY 

 

FRUIT 

 

DRINKS 

 

OTHER 

 

        water  

 

Exercise 2b.Where do you buy food? How do you pay for it? 

 

Exercise 3. Match the pictures below with the words from the box. Ask and answer the 

questions  

 

 

 

1 Which pictures show cash? When do you use cash/credit cards/ 

cheques? 

What magazines 

What sports 

What food 
What music What languages 

What TV 

programmes 
What magazines do you read? 

coin        note         cheque         receipt          credit card 
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2   How much money do you have in your wallet? How much does this 

book cost? How much does your journey to school cost? I’ve got three euros fifty in my 

wallet. 

 

4.1 Shopping lists  

   

 

 

 

Vocabulary / food and drink 

 

Exercise 1. Look at the at photo and find these things. 

 

orange juice  cereal   bananas  carrots  cola  minced beef   [A]   water   

 

Exercise 2a. Read the text quickly and tick () the countries it talks about.  

Japan       Britain        Spain     Cuba        Russia         United States  

 

Reading 

Food around the world 

Regan Ronayne and Craig Caven and their children, Andrea (5) and Ryan (3), live in California. 

They are a typical American family. Regan and Craig both workand they don't usually have time to 

cook, so they like convenience food. The children love hot dogs, cereal and cola. They eat at fast 

food restaurants once a week. 

 

The Ukitas live in Tokyo, Japan. Kazuo Ukita lives with his wife, Sayo, and his daughters Mio 

(17) and Maya (14). He works in a bookshop. Sayo cooks breakfast before Kazuo leaves for work at 

7.00 a.m. They have dinner together at home in  

the evenings. They eat a lot of fish and rice. Sayo cooks all the meals for her family. 

 

Ramon Costa, his wife Sandra and their children, Lisandra (16) and Favia (6), live in Havana. 

Cuba is a tropical country so they eat a lot of fresh fruit - pineapples, watermelons, bananas, and 

papayas. Families in Cuba have ration books. These show how much food the family can buy every 

month. 

Exercise 2b. Read the text again and tick () the correct answers. 

 

Which family... Ronayne Ukita    Costa 

1. eats a lot of fish? …….     …..        …. 

2. eats fresh fruit? ……     ….         …. 

3. has a ration book? ……     ….         …. 

4. eats at fast food   

restaurants? ….     …..        ….   

5. doesn't have time   

to cook? ….    …..         …. 

6. has dinner together? ….. …..         ….. 

Grammar :  countable and uncountable nouns  

Exercise 3a. Look at the picture and answer the questions. 

1 Can you count the eggs? 

2 Can you count the cereal? 

3 Which is uncountable, eggs or cereal? 
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Exercise 3b.Here is the Ronayne family shopping list. Answer the questions. 

1 Choose the correct alternatives. 

a The red words are countable/ uncountable nouns.                      

 b The blue words are countable/ uncountable nouns. 

 c Uncountable nouns do not have singular /plural forms. 

2 How do we measure uncountable nouns? 

12 hot dogs 

450g cereal 

12 eggs 

4 litres  milk 

2 litres  orange juice  

18 bananas 

1 pizza 

675minced beef 

 

Exercise 3c.Write the headings in the Active grammar box. 

Uncountable nouns                                                 Countable nouns 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Countable and uncountable nouns; How much? How many? 

Countable nouns are things that we can count. 

They have singular and plural forms and we can use numbers in front of them. 

one banana three bananas twenty-five bananas Use How many ...?to ask questions about the 

number of countable nouns. 

How many bananas do you buy every week? 

Uncountable nouns are things we can't count. They do not have plural forms and we cannot use 

numbers in front of them. 

Use How much...? to ask questions about the quantity of uncountable nouns. 

How much water do you drink every day? 

Show the quantity (how much/many) of countable and uncountable nouns by using another noun 

(e.g. a bag) or a measurement (e.g. kilos) + of in front of the noun. 

A bag of bananas. Half a kilo of bananas. 

A glass of water. A litre of water. 

 

Exercise 4a. Here are the shopping lists for the Costa and Ukita families. Write the food 

words in the table. 

Costa 

1  pineapple 

4kg bread  

1kg pasta 

2watermelons  

3papayas  

Active grammar 

1 …………………………. 

· They have singular and plural forms. 
· We can use numbers in front of them. 

2 ……………………………… 

· They do not have plural forms. 
· We cannot use numbers in front of them.  
· We often use quantity words (e.g. / itres, kilos) + of in front of 
them. 
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500g coffee 

12 bananas 

750g cereal  

Ukita 

5kg rice 

4 litres milk 

2 pizzas 

2kg tuna 

12 eggs 

300g beef 

1kg tomatoes 

2 litres cola 

 

COUNTABLE                                           UNCOUNTABLE 

                    Pineapple                                              Bread 

 

Exercise 4b. Answer the questions, then complete the Active grammar box. 

1 How much coffee does the Costa family buy each week? 

2 How many pineapples do they buy? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a/an, some and any 

Singular countable nouns 

Use a/an before singular countable nouns when there is only one of the noun. Use a/an in 

positive and negative statements and in questions. 

+We have a car. 

-We don't have a car.  

?Do you have a car? 

Plural countable nouns 

Use some and any to talk about a number of something, when we don't know how many, or the 

number isn't important. We usually use some in positive statements, and any in negative statements 

and questions. Use some and any with plural countable nouns. 

We have some magazines.  

We don't have any magazines.  

Do you have any magazines? 

Uncountable nouns 

We also use some and any with uncountable nouns. 

+We have some cheese.  

-We don't have any cheese.  

?Do you have any cheese? 

 

Exercise 5a. Complete the dialogues in pairs using the words and phrases from the box..  

 

 

 

 

 

Active grammar 

We use How ……………………….. with countable nouns. 

We use How………………………… with uncountable nouns. 

 

 

            2kg     coffee           much         tomatoes           many    six 
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A: How (1) ……………..rice do you buy each week?  

B: I usually buy (2)……………of rice. 

A: And how many (3)……………….do you eat? 

B: About (4)……………….. 

A: How much (5)………………do you buy? 

B: I buy about 250g of coffee. 

A: How (6)……………….pineapples do you get? 

B: Oh, only one. 

 

Exercise 5b. Recording 4.1 Listen and check your answers. 

Exercise 6. Play recording 4.2. Listen and complete the quantities.  

6 litres water 

1 ……………milk  

2 ………..rice  

3 ………bananas 

4 …………..coffee 

5 …………….cheese 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 7. Ask questions about your partner's weekly shopping. Make notes and tell the 

class. 

A:How much rice do you buy? 

B:500 grammes./1 don't buy rice. 

 

 

Regan Ronayne and Craig Caven and their children live in California. They are typical 

American family. Regan and Craig both work and they don’t usually have time to cook, so they 

like convenience food. The children love hot dogs, cereal and cola. They eat at fast food 

restaurants once a week. 

The Ukitas live in Tokyo, Japan. Kazuo Ukita lives with his wife Sayo and his daughters Mio 

and Maya. He works in a book shop. Sayo cooks breakfast before Kazuo leaves for work at 7.00 

a.m. They have dinner at home together in the evenings. They eat a lot of rice and fish. 

Ramon Costa and his wife Sandra live in Havana. Cuba is a tropical country so they eat a lot 

of fresh fruit – pineapples, papayas, watermelons and bananas. Families in Cuba have ration 

books. 

 

-Hi. What can I get you today? 

-Hi. I’d like a cheese sandwich, please. 

-Anything to drink? 

-Yes, I’d like an orange juice, please. 

-Anything else? 

-No, thank you. How much is that? 

-That’s $10. 

-Can I pay by credit card? 

-Yes, please. 

How to say quantities and numbers 

Number : Quantity 

201 two hundred and one                                                   : /itres 0) 

450 four hundred and fifty                                                     : grammes (g) 

675 six hundred and seventy-five                                           : kilos (kg) 

1.5 one point five/one and a half : 
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-Here you are. Thank you. 

-Thank you. Good bye. 

Countable and uncountable nouns 

Саналатын зат есім деп санауға келетін зат есімдерді айтамыз. Саналатын зат есімдер 

көпше түрде қолданыла алады. Санауға келетін зат есімдердің алдында белгісіздік a,an 

артикльдері және the белгілік артиклі қолданылады. Біз келесі сөйлемдерде саналатын зат 

есімдердің астын сызып қойдық.     

Мысалы: A bus is at the bus stop. Автобус аялдамада тұр.  

Do you have an umbrella? Сенде қолшатыр бар ма? 

Here are two books. Міне екі кітаптар. 

Twenty students are present. Жмырма студент қатысып отыр.  

Ағылшын тілінде саналмайтын зат есімдер де бар. Олардың алдында a,an артикльдері 

қолданылмайды. Санауға келмейтін зат есімдерге төмендегілер жатады:  

a) абстрактік зат есімдер: beauty, love, happiness және т.б. 

 

b) сұйықтар, және азыққа қолданылатын заттар: 

- milk, water, tea, coffee, wine, 

lemonade, oil, petrol және т.б. 

- chocolate, butter, cheese, meat, salt, 

pepper, bacon, bread, honey, jam және 

т.б. 

c) тілдер атаулары: English, German, Spanish және т.б. 

d) материалдар: gold, iron, silver, wood, paper және 

т.б. 

e)басқалар hair, money, news, snow, furniture, 

weather, advice және т.б. 

Саналмайтын зат есімдермен етістік жекеше түрде қолданылады.  

Мысалы: Love is a wonderful feeling. Махаббат – керемет сезім.  

Butter tastes good. Дәмге жағымды май.  

 

 

 

 

Сабақ 37 

Trash tales 

Containers: Diet: 1. I’m always hungry. I eat  three 

good meals a day but then  I want crisps and 

biscuits too. Of course, now I’m quite fat1 Can 

you help me? 

2.I know I have an unhealthy diet. I work 

about ten hours a day and I get home late, so I 

don’t have time to cook and I eat convenience 

food. What can I do? 

A bag 

A bottle of wine 

A box of biscuits 

A can of fish 

A carton of milk 

A packet of crisps 

4.2 Trash tales. 

Vocabulary  containers 

 

Exercise 1a.Look at the advert and discuss the questions in pairs.  

1 What is the TV programme 

 about? 

2 Who introduces the 

 programme? 

3 Which food in the bins is healthy (good for you)? Which food is unhealthy 

 (bad for you)? 
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Exercise 1b.  Find examples of these containers in the bins. Use a dictionary to help you. 

 

 

 

Listening 

 

Exercise 2a. Play recording 4.3. Listen to the first part of the TV programme. Write A or B 

by the correct bin.  

 

Exercise 2b.Listen again. Write the names of food and drink in the correct column. 

 

HEALTHY FOOD                                                  UNHEALTHY FOOD 

vegetables                                                                             crisps 

pasta                                                                                    burgers                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

Person to person 

 

Exercise 3.Discuss the three questions in pairs. 

1 Do you agree with Laurence about the diets of the two families? 

2 What other food is healthy / unhealthy, do you think? 

3 Tell your partner about your diet. 

 

Grammar :  a/an, some and any 

 

Exercise 4. Look at these sentences. Complete the Active grammar boxwith  a/an, some or any. 

Active grammar  

Noun            Singular countable      Plural countable             Uncountable 

+                    …………………..          ……………                   ………….. 

-                  a/an                            any                              any 

?                            a/an                       ……………                      any 

 

We have some cans... We have a bottle ... 

Do they eat any vegetables or any fruit? They eat some pasta ... 

 

Exercise 5a.Complete the gaps with a/an, some or any in pairs. 

We don't have anypotatoes. 

1 I want………….potatoes and _ carrots, please. 

2 Can I have _ apple now? 

3 Can I have _ bottle of water, please? 

4 I have _ fruit here - do you want _ banana? 

5We don't eat…………………..meat. 

 

 

Exercise 5b.Correct the underlined mistakes in this paragraph. 

I like Italian food. Every Thursday evening we cook a casta with any minced beef and a 

tomatoes. We have some bottle of water 

 with meal. We eat a lot of meat, but we don't eat some chicken - we I like chicken. We also 

 eat any vegetables every day. 

 

  

    bag    bottle     box     can    carton     packet 
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Pronunciation 

 

Exercise 6a.listen to the vowel sounds in these words. Can you hear the difference? 

[u]                                                   [r] 

pasta                                              some 

 

Exercise 6b.Listen.Underline the [u] and [r]sounds. Then repeat the sentences. 

1 He has lunch on Sundays in his club. 

2 My family travels by taxi, but my young cousin takes  the bus. 

3 . Anne and Sally have butter on their pasta. 

 

Vocabulary  adjectives 

 

Exercise 7a.Match the pictures to the adjectives. 

happy …….. hungry ……….. tired ………… unhealthy ………… 

healthy ………… thirsty ………… unhappy ……….. fit ………………. 

 

Exercise 7b.Which adjectives have a positive meaning? Which have a negative meaning? 

 

Reading 

 

A) Dear Laurence 

I'm always hungry. I eat three good meals a day but then I want crisps and biscuits too. Of 

course, now I'm quite fatl Can you help me? 

Lois 

B) Dear Laurence 

I know I have an unhealthy diet. I work about ten hours a day and I get home late, so I don't have 

time to cook and I eat convenience food. What can I do? 

James  

C) Dear Laurence 

I try- to eat a good diet - I eat pasta and vegetables, and I don't eat any meat, fish or cheese - but 

I'm'always tired. What's wrong with my diet? 

Karin 

 

Exercise 8a.Laurence also writes about diet in a magazine. Read the letters 

 above and match them to the problems. 

1 He/She doesn't have time to cook. 

2 He/She eats a lot. 

3 He/She feels tired all the time. 

 

 

Exercise 8b.Read Laurence's answer to one letter. 

1 Which letter does it answer? 

2 How does he start his answer? 3 How does he make the two suggestions? 

 

Dear……………….. 

It's horrible when you feel tired all the time. You need some meat, fish or cheese 

in your diet - they give you energy. Also, why don't you take some exercise? That gives you 

energy too. How about a walk every evening after work? I hope that helps. 

Laurence 
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Writing 

 

Exercise 9a.Read the other two letters again and look at Laurence's notes. Which notes are for 

which letter? 

1. Salads are quick  and healthy letter B 

2.  eat fruit, not crisps and biscuits 

3. go to the doctor 

4.  don't work  ten hours a day 

5. some food is quick to cook, e.g. fresh pasta 

6. eat only small meals 

 

Exercise 9b. Make more suggestions for the writers of the two letters.  

 

Exercise 9c.  In pairs, write an answer to one of the other letters.  

1 Think of two or three suggestions.  

2 Start the letter, write your suggestions and finish the letter.  

3 Give your letter to another pair to correct and improve it.  

 

 

Some, any қолдануы 

Санауға келмейтін зат есімдердің алдында some “аздаған” сөздері қолданылады. 

Some және де саналатын көпше түрдегі  зат есімдермен “бірнеше” деген мағынада 

қолданылады.  

Мысал

ы: 

Some milk (“a milk” емес.) Аздаған сүт  

Some tomatoes Бірнеше қызанақтар 

Саналмайтын зат есімдердің санын білдіру үшін, саналмайтын зат есімдердің алдында 

келесі сөздер бірге қолданылады: 

a jar of marmalade Джем банкасы 

a bottle of champagne Шампан бөтелкесі  

a piece of cake Торт тілімі  

a loaf of bread Нан бөлкесі  

A cup of tea Шынаяқ шай 

a bar of chocolate Шоколад тақталғаны  

a glass of water стақан су  

a kilo of meat килограмм ет 

a carton of milk Сүт пакеті  

a bowl of soup Сорпа мискасы  

a can of fruit juice Жеміс шырынының банкасы  (қаңылтыр) 

a jug of orange juice апельсин шырынының құмырасы 

a slice of bread Нан тілімі  

a tin of fish 

a packet of spaghetti 

 

Балық консервтердің банкісі 

Макарондардың пачкасы 

 

Object pronouns. Жіктік есімдіктері. 

Explain the theme: me (мне, меня); you (тебе, тебя); him (ему); her (ей); it (ему); us (нам); 

them (им). 

He loves her. He loves them. She loves him. They love me. 

- Do you know him well? – Сіз оны жақсы білесіз ба? – тура толықтауыш 

- Please, send him a letter. –Өтінемін, оған хат жіберінізші. – жанама толықтауыш 

- She often speaks English to him. – Ол онымен жиі ағылшынша сөйлеседі. - Whom do you 

know well here? – Мына жерде кімді жақсы білесіз? - тура толықтауыш 

- Whom does he always speak about? – Әдетте ол кім туралы айтады?  
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Бақылау сұрақтары 

1.Составить диалог «Ресторанда Fast food тағамдарына тапсырыс беру» 

2.Саналатын және саналмайтын зат есімдер. 

3. Артикльдер a/an, some, any 

4. «Healthy food» тақырыбына мәтін құрастыру. 

 

Сабақ 38                                             Ready to order? 

 

Menu of  the fast food restaurant: Regular fries- £ 

Sandwiches-  £ Large fries -£ 

Cheese- £ Small salad- £ 

Chicken salad- £ Medium salad- £ 

Tuna and mayonnaise- £ Large salad- £ 

Burgers and pizzas- £ Regular coffee- £ 

Vegetarian pizza- £ Large coffee- £ 

Chicken piece- £ Orange juice- £ 

Burger- £ Regular cola- £ 

Small mineral water- £ Large cola- £ 

Listening 

 

Exercise 1.  

1. Where is the place in the photo?  

2. Do you eat at places like these? Which places? 

 

Exercise 2a. Play recording 4.6. Listen to a dialogue in a fast food restaurant. Who orders 

these things? Write J for Jenny and S for Sam. 

Cheese sandwich  ……………….. 

Fries ……………. 

Salad………………… 

Coffee ………………… 

Water …………………… 

 

Exercise 2b Listen again and complete the bill below.  

Restaurant 

Cheese sandwich                        x1    $4.50 

Large (1) ……….                       x1    $3.00 

(2) …………….. salad               x1    $4.00 

(3) ……………coffee                x1    $2.95 

Small mineral (4) ………          x1     $2.25 

 

Total                                           $ (5) ………… 

 

Service & tax included 

 

Exercise 3a. Listen and complete number 5 in ex. 2b.  

 

Exercise 3b.Play recording 4. Listen again and answer the questions.  

1. What does Jenny really like?  

2. How does Sam ask for the price of the meal? 

3. How does Sam pay for the meal?  
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Exercise 4a. This is the menu from the fast food restaurant. Match the headings to A-C.  

Drinks       Main dishes         Side orders 

A……………………… B…………………….. C…………………….. 

Sandwiches 

Cheese                $............... 

Chicken salad     $............... 

Tuna and mayonnaise  $..... 

(choose from white or 

brown bread) 

Burger and pizzas 

Burger           $…………… 

Vegetarian pizza $……… 

Chicken piece    $.............. 

Regular fries    $................. 

Large fries       $................ 

Small salad      $................. 

Medium salad  $................ 

Large salad      $................ 

Regular coffee  $................. 

Large coffee    $.................. 

Orange juice      $................ 

Regular cola       $............... 

Large cola          $............... 

Small mineral water  $........ 

Large mineral water  $........ 

Exercise 4b. 
Work in pairs.  

Student A: turn to page 125.  

Student B: ask your partner questions to complete the menu. 

How much is a burger?  

 

Grammar object pronouns 

Exercise 5a.Play recording 4.8 Listen  and complete the sentences. 

1. OK. A large cup of coffee for …………._ and a small glass of mineral water for …….  . 

2. No, that's not for ……………. 

3.  Two vegetarian pizzas? I really like ………..!  

4.  A medium salad for ………….., sir. 

5.  Oh no, the salad's for ……………...   . 

 

Exercise 5b. Ss turn to the tapescript on page 153 and complete the Active grammar box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 6.  
Tell the waitress. Complete the sentences with object pronouns. 

you: 'It isn't for me.' 

1 your boyfriend: 'It isn't for ……...' 

2 your mother: 'It isn't for …………..' 

3 you and your friend: 'It isn't for …………….' 

4 your brother and sister: 'It isn't for …………….' 

 

Exercise 7a. (Elicit ways of ordering food in a restaurant. Ask Ss how they would get a 

waiter's attention in a restaurant. Establish how to do it in an English-speaking country (arm 

raised or a nod, not clicking fingers or calling 'Waiter'). 

 a Match 1-7 to a-g.   

 1 What a much is that? 

Subject pronouns                             Object pronouns 

I                                                                                         me 

He                                                                        . 

She                                                                       

It                                                                                         it 

We                                                                         

You                                                                        

They                                                                       
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 2 I'd like b pay by credit card? 

 3 Jenny, what would c can I get you today? 

 4 Do you d a cheese sandwich, 

 5 Sam, do  please. 

 6 How e have salads? 

 7 Can I f you like? 

   g you want some 

    
juice? 

 

Exercise 7b. Look at the tapescripts on page 153 and check your answers. Then complete the 

sentences in the How to box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 7c. Use some of the words from Ex. 7a to complete this dialogue. 

A: Hello, what………….I get you today? 

B: …………..like a vegetarian burger, please.  

A: Any side orders? 

B: ……………..you have salads? 

A: No, we don't. Do you ……………fries? 

B: OK. Small fries. 

A: Anything to drink? 

B: Yes, I'd ………… an orange juice, please. A: OK. 

B: How …………….is that? 

A: That's €10.95. 

B: …………..I pay by credit card? 

 

Speaking 

Exercise 8.  Work in groups of three. Use the menu in Ex. 4a. 

 

Student A: you are a waiter/waitress. Take the customers' order. 

Students Band C: you are customers at the restaurant. Look at the menu, choose the things 

you want and order a meal. 

 

Лексикалық минимумUnit 4: 

Dishes: Fruit and 

vegetables: 

Burger Apple 

Fries Banana 

Pizza Carrot 

Salad Papaya 

Sandwich Potato 

Meat and fish: Tomato 

(minced) beef (water) melon 

Chicken Dairy: 

Lamb Butter 

trout Cheese 

How to order in a fast food restaurant 

Ask questions              …………………..you have salads? 

Say what : I’d …………….a cheese 
you want : sandwich, please. 
Ask about prices : How…………….is that? 
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tuna Cream 

Drinks Ice cream 

Coffee milk 

Cola Other: 

Fruit/orange juice Biscuits 

Tea (white/brown0 

bread 

milk Cereal 

water crisps 

Money eggs 

Cheque mayonnaise 

Coin pasta 

Credit card rice 

note sugar 

receipt  

Activities for physical and emotional states 

Fit, happy/unhappy, healthy/unhealthy, hungry, thirsty, tired 

My 

food 

I have usually meals four times a day. They are breakfast, lunch at the 

University (rare), dinner and supper. 

Dinner is the substantial meal of a day. It consists of 3 courses. We 

can’t imagine our dinner without a plate of soup. The second course is 

meat and fish with potatoes, macaronis, with vegetable salad, for dessert 

we eat a glass of juice, compote or tea. Potatoes, pancakes, cereals are 

usually cooked in my family as for me I can prepare a fried egg or a 

scrambled egg, make  tea. 

I am busy and spend much time at the University. Sometimes I eat here 

in the canteen or a snack bar cafe and restaurants offer a choice between 

the a la carte menu and the set menu or fixed-price menu. 

Foods may be useful or unhealthy. High fat food, sweets are bad for 

our teeth, make us fat. Juice, fruit and vegetables, meat gives my energy, 

contain a lot of vitamins. 

In order to stay healthy it’s important to have a balanced diet - in other 

words, food that contains something from each of the three main groups 

of food. These groups are protein, fat and carbohydrates. 

English people have four meals: they are breakfast, lunch, tea, and 

dinner. In the morning they have breakfast. At 12 o’clock they lunch. 

Between 16 to 17 they have tea. In the evening they have dinner. 

Dinner is the most substantial meal of a day. Fish and chips is a 

popular traditional British dish: fish deep-fried in batter, served with 

chips. On Christmas they usually eat roast turkey and Christmas pudding. 

Well-educated people pay a lot of attention to good table manners. 

They are: 

1. You should sit up straight. 

2. You shouldn’t eat with your fingers. 

3. You shouldn’t put your elbows on the table. 

4. You shouldn’t put your dirty knife, spoon and fork on your plate. 

5. You shouldn’t talk with your mouth full. 

6. You shouldn’t lick your fingers. 
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7. If you are very hungry, you shouldn’t rush to your food. 

8. You shouldn’t put more than one piece of bread or cake on your 

plate. 

9. You should say "Thank you" after the meal. 

I want my food would be well prepared taste, full of protein, vitamins, 

minerals and I am against drinking alcohol, smoking and taking drugs. I 

amforhealthhabits. 

 

Dialogue: 

-Hi. What can I get you today? 

-Hi. I’d like a cheese sandwich, please. 

-Anything to drink? 

-Yes, I’d like an orange juice, please. 

-Anything else? 

-No, thank you. How much is that? 

-That’s $10. 

-Can I pay by credit card? 

-Yes, please. 

-Here you are. Thank you. 

-Thank you. Good bye. 

Countable and uncountable nouns 

Саналатын зат есім деп санауға келетін зат есімдерді айтамыз. Саналатын зат есімдер 

көпше түрде қолданыла алады. Санауға келетін зат есімдердің алдында белгісіздік a,an 

артикльдері және the белгілік артиклі қолданылады. Біз келесі сөйлемдерде саналатын зат 

есімдердің астын сызып қойдық.     

Мысалы: A bus is at the bus stop. Автобус аялдамада тұр.  

Do you have an umbrella? Сенде қолшатыр бар ма? 

Here are two books. Міне екі кітаптар. 

Twenty students are present. Жмырма студент қатысып отыр.  

Ағылшын тілінде саналмайтын зат есімдер де бар. Олардың алдында a,an артикльдері 

қолданылмайды. Санауға келмейтін зат есімдерге төмендегілер жатады:  

a) абстрактік зат есімдер: beauty, love, happiness және т.б. 

 

b) сұйықтар, және азыққа қолданылатын заттар: 

- milk, water, tea, coffee, wine, 

lemonade, oil, petrol және т.б. 

- chocolate, butter, cheese, meat, salt, 

pepper, bacon, bread, honey, jam және 

т.б. 

c) тілдер атаулары: English, German, Spanish және т.б. 

d) материалдар: gold, iron, silver, wood, paper және 

т.б. 

e)басқалар hair, money, news, snow, furniture, 

weather, advice және т.б. 

Саналмайтын зат есімдермен етістік жекеше түрде қолданылады.  

Мысалы: Love is a wonderful feeling. Махаббат – керемет сезім.  

Butter tastes good. Дәмге жағымды май.  

 

 

Some, any қолдануы 

Санауға келмейтін зат есімдердің алдында some “аздаған” сөздері қолданылады. 

Some және де саналатын көпше түрдегі  зат есімдермен “бірнеше” деген мағынада 

қолданылады.  
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Мысал

ы: 

Some milk (“a milk” емес.) Аздаған сүт  

Some tomatoes Бірнеше қызанақтар 

Саналмайтын зат есімдердің санын білдіру үшін, саналмайтын зат есімдердің алдында 

келесі сөздер бірге қолданылады: 

a jar of marmalade Джем банкасы 

a bottle of champagne Шампан бөтелкесі  

a piece of cake Торт тілімі  

a loaf of bread Нан бөлкесі  

A cup of tea Шынаяқ шай 

a bar of chocolate Шоколад тақталғаны  

a glass of water стақан су  

a kilo of meat килограмм ет 

a carton of milk Сүт пакеті  

a bowl of soup Сорпа мискасы  

a can of fruit juice Жеміс шырынының банкасы  (қаңылтыр) 

a jug of orange juice апельсин шырынының құмырасы 

a slice of bread Нан тілімі  

a tin of fish 

a packet of spaghetti 

 

Балық консервтердің банкісі 

Макарондардың пачкасы 

 

Object pronouns. Жіктік есімдіктері. 

Explain the theme: me (мне, меня); you (тебе, тебя); him (ему); her (ей); it (ему); us (нам); 

them (им). 

He loves her. He loves them. She loves him. They love me. 

- Do you know him well? – Сіз оны жақсы білесіз ба? – тура толықтауыш 

- Please, send him a letter. –Өтінемін, оған хат жіберінізші. – жанама толықтауыш 

- She often speaks English to him. – Ол онымен жиі ағылшынша сөйлеседі. - Whom do you 

know well here? – Мына жерде кімді жақсы білесіз? - тура толықтауыш 

- Whom does he always speak about? – Әдетте ол кім туралы айтады?  

Сабақ 39 

Қайталау сабақ 

 

1 How often do you do exercise? 

a Every day. 

b Quite often. 

c Hardly ever / Never. 

 

2 Do you do a martial art, e.g. karate, tai chi? 

a Yes, often. 

b Yes, sometimes.. 

c No, never. 

 

3 How many portions of fruit and vegetables do you eat a day? 

a Seven portions a day.  

b Five portions a day. 

c Less than five portions a day. 

 

4 How often do you eat meat? 

a Every day. 

b Three times a week. 

c Hardlv ever / never. 
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5 How often do you eat fish?  
a Three times a week. 

b Once a week. 

c Hardly ever / Never. 

 

6 How often do you drink alcohol? 

a Often. 

b Sometimes. 

c Hardly ever / Never.  

 

7 Do you smoke? 

a Yes. 

b Sometimes. 

c Never. 

 

8 How often do you meet your friends? 

 a Every day. 

b Once or twice a week. 

c Once a month. 

 

9 How often do you meditate? 

a Every day. 

b Sometimes. 

c Hardly ever / Never.  

 

10 How often are you in a hurry? 

a Always. 

b Sometimes. 

c Hardly ever / Never. 

4 курс 

Тарау 1. Home 

Сабақ 40                                                       Sail away 

Phrases: For sale advertisement: 

110 apartments You are interested 

in a town house. 

Here are the 

questions which you 

can ask:  

1. how big? 

2. how many 

rooms? 

3. what rooms? 

4. garden/terrace? 

5. where? 

6. price? 

Beautiful country 

cottage: 

-120 square metres 

-three bedrooms, 

two bathrooms 

-living room, 

dining room 

-kitchen/breakfast 

room 

-two large gardens, 

front and back 

-two km from the 

village with shops 

€ 240,000 

Six restaurants 

Two swimming pools 

Two gyms 

A large  living room 

A dining room 

A garden 

A private terrace 

5 Home  

1a. Which rooms from the box can you see in the photos?  

 

 

 

Bathroom      bedroom          dining room          garden             garage           kitchen        

living room  
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1b. Play recording 5.1. Where can you do these activities? Match these places in the box to 

the activities. Then listen and check.  

Sunbathe    You can sunbathe in the garden.  

1. Cook      2. Sleep       3. Have a shower       4. Put your car        5. Eat        6. Watch TV           

2a. Play recording 5.2. Tick () the landscapes in the photos. Listen and check.  

A beach ………..        mountains……………….  A river……………….  A 

forest…………………. A city……………………… 

 a lake ……………………. A desert ………………………. The sea……………………… 

2b. Which other words for landscapes do you know? Make a list.  

2c. Answer the questions.  

1. What is in the north of your country? (the centre/the south/the west/the east) 

2. What can you see from your living room window? (bedroom window/kitchen window) 

3 play a game in groups. Think of a country and describe its landscape. Can other students 

guess the country?  

This country has beaches in the north. It has a big city in the east, mountains in the south and 

a famous forest in the south-west.  

Reading 

1 What kind of home do you live in? Do you like your home? Why/Why not? 

2 a Look at the text quickly and answer the questions. 

1 Where is this text from? 

2 What is unusual about the homes in the text? 

b Read the text. Mark true (T) or false (F). 

1 The ship has: 

a 110 apartments. ……….  

b six restaurants. ………..  

c two swimming pools. ………….. 

 d two gyms. …………… 

2 The apartments have: 

a a large living room. ………………. 

 b a dining room. ……………. 

 c a garden. ……………. 

d a private terrace. ……………….. 

The World of ResidenSea 

Own a private luxury home ... at sea! 

There are 110 luxury apartments on our ship The World, but that's not all! There are four 

restaurants, two swimming pools and a gym. There are 

shops, but there aren't any factories or cars, so there's no city stress. All our apartments have a 

large living room (with dining area) and two or 

three bedrooms. Each bedroom has a private bathroom and there's a cooker, a fridge, a 

dishwasher and a microwave in each well-equipped kitchen. Of course, there isn't a garden but 

each apartment has a private terrace. All the living rooms have modem TV, DVD and CD 

players. Choose from four different styles for your sofas, chairs, beds and other furniture, and 

make your apartment on the ship a very comfortable home. 

Vocabulary    equipment and furniture 

3 a Look at the floor plan. Label the rooms and the furniture. 

Write the headings in the table. Then write two or three more things by each heading. 

 

 

 

1 rooms kitchen 

furniture kitchen equipment    rooms     living room equipment ship's facilities 
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2  cupboard 

3  fridge 

4  TV 

5 
swimming 

pools 

 

Lifelong learning  

Personalise it! 

When you want to learn new words, it is useful to write them in a personal sentence. 

fridge - My fridge is very old - it's useless!  

cupboard -I have a big cupboard in my bedroom. 

 

Grammar there is/ there are 

4 Complete the Active grammar box with ‘s, is, isn’t, are or aren’t. 

Active grammar 

              Singular                                                                              Plural  

+ There’s a gym.                        There ……………….. 110 apartments.  

(There is) 

- There ………….. a garden.                         There ……………any cars.  

? ……………………there a bookshop?         …………………….there any music shops?  

Yes, there is.                                                Yes, there ……………….. 

No, there…………….                           No, there aren’t. 

5 Look at the text and the floor plan again. Complete the sentences with ‘s, is, are, isn’t or 

aren’t.  

1 There …………..some shops on the ship, but there ……………any cars.  

2  ……………there  any factories? No, there ……………..  .  

3  There ………………….a terrace in each apartment.  

4  ………………there a dining room? No, there …………….. .  

6a. Look at ex.2b. Make sentences.  

There are 110 luxury apartments on the ship. There aren’t six restaurants.  

6b. Ask and answer about the floor plan.  

A: Is there a bath in the apartment?  

B: There’s a bath in bedroom one, but there isn’t a bath in bedroom two.  

7 Tell your partner about your home.  

There are three bedrooms in my apartment but there’s only one bathroom.  

Listening  

8a. Play recording 5.3. Jon Nott wants to buy an apartment on the ship. Listen and answer the 

questions.  

1. What is John interested in?  

2. Are there two-bedroom or three-bedroom apartments for sale?  

3. What is the price of an apartment with two bedrooms? 

4. Does Jon think the apartment is expensive?  

5. Do you think he has the money for the apartment?  

8b. Listen again. Number Jon’s questions in the correct order. Then answer them.  

1. How many bathrooms are there?  ……………… 

2. Can I ask you some questions?       ……………. 

3. How much space is there?     ………………. 

4. Are there any apartments for sale now? …………….. 

5. How much does the apartment cost?  ………………… 

6. How many bedrooms are there?  …………………….. 

Speaking 
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9 Work in pairs.  

Student A: read the information below.  

Student B: look at the information on page 126.  

Student A 

You are interested in a town house. Student B has the details. Ask questions to find out these 

things about the house:  

1. How big?  

2. How many rooms?  

3. What rooms?  

4. Garden/terrace?  

5. Where?  

6. Price?  

Do you want to buy the house?  

Now answer Student B’s questions about the house below.  

For Sale 

Beautiful country cottage 

 120 square metres 

 Three bedrooms, two bathrooms 

 Living room, dining room 

 Kitchen/breakfast room 

 Two large gardens, front and back 

 Two kilometers from village with shops 

                   €240,000 

 

Сабақ 41                                         To have and have not 

Dialogues: A: What about furniture?  

P: I’ve got a coffee table, and there are two 

chairs. And I’ve got a beautiful sofa-I love that 

sofa, I use it all the time-I eat meals there 

because I haven’t got a dining table! 

A: Is there A TV? 

P: Yes, of course. And I’ve got a music 

system. 

A: Have you got a computer? 

P: Yes, I’ve got a laptop computer-I use the 

Internet a lot. 

A: And have you got a mobile phone? 

P: Yes, I have. 

Amanda: So, where do you live, Pete? 

Have you got your own house? 

Pete: No, I haven’t. I’ve got a modern 

studio apartment in the centre of town. 

A: Has it got a garden? 

P: No, it hasn’t got a garden, but it’s got a 

small terrace. 

A: Is there a kitchen in the apartment? 

P: No, there isn’t but there is a kitchen area 

with a fridge, a cooker and a sink. But I 

haven’t got a microwave. 

5.2 To have and have not 

Vocabulary  possessions 

Exercise 1a. In pairs, look at the four rooms. Which room(s) do you like? Why? 

Exercise 1b. What’s in the pictures? You have three minutes. Make a list of all the things you 

can see.  

Tables, cooker, mobile phone 

Exercise1c. Close your books. In pairs, try to remember the things in the pictures.  

There’s a sofa in every room. There’s a plant in one room… 

Listening 

Exercise2a. Play recording 5.4.Amanda Myers asks Pete Morgan some questions. Listen. 

Which pictures shows Pete’s flat? 

Exercise2b. Listen again. Tick () the things Pete has got and cross (X) the things he hasn’t 

got.  
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Studio apartment………… house…………. garden………….. terrace………….. 

fridge………….. cooker…………… sink…………… microwave ………….. coffee table 

…………. chairs ………….. sofa…………….. dining table ……….. TV …………. Music 

system ……….. laptop computer ………… mobile phone ……………. 

Grammar  have got 

Exercise3a. Play recording 5.5. Listen to the first part of the dialogue again and complete 

the gaps.  

Amanda: Have you ………your own house? 

Pete: No, I ……………….  . I ……………….got a modern studio apartment in the centre of 

town.  

Amanda: ………………it got a garden? 

Pete: No, it ………………got a garden, but it ………got a small terrace. 

Exercise3b. Complete the Active grammar box. 

Active grammar 

+"I/We/You/They  ………………..                            got 

He/She/It              ‘s 

- …………..                haven’t                              got 

He/She/It                ………………. 

? ……………………. I/we/you/they                        got? 

…………………….   he/she/it  

Yes,                        I/we/you/they                have. 

No,                        

Yes,                           he/she/it                    has. 

No,                                                              hasn’t 

 

Exercise4 a. Find the false sentences and correct them. He's got a house. X He hasn't got a 

house. 

1 He's got an apartment in the centre of town.  

2 It hasn't got a kitchen. 

3 He's got a laptop computer. 

4 He hasn't got a dining table. 

S He hasn't got any chairs. 

6 He's got a garden. 

Exercise4b.  Make questions from the prompts and write true short answers. 

London/five airports? 

Has London got five airports? Yes, it has. 

1 your town/a theatre? 

2 your parents/a car? 

3 you/a computer? 

4 your teacher/any pens? 

Exercise5 a. Play recording 5.6.  Listen to the underlined sounds. Which sound is different? 

He's got a laptop, a cat and a watch. 

Exercise5b. Play recording 5.7.Listen and tick () the word you hear. 

 1 hot ……. hat……….. 

 2 on ……… an………. 

 3 top …….. tap……….. 

 4 pocket ……… packet …………. 

Speaking 

Exercise6. Work in pairs to describe rooms. 

Student A: choose one of the rooms from Ex. 1 but don't tell your partner. Talk about your 

room. Use there is/are and have got. 

Student B: listen to your partner. Ask questions. Which room is it? 
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Exercise7 a. Make a list of your family members and important personal possessions. Use the 

ideas in the box. 

Family: husband, two children 

Accomodation: two-bedroom apartment 

Furniture: desk 

Electrical equipment: CD player 

Pets: cat 

Transport:bicycle 

Other: Swiss watch 

Exercise7b. In pairs, find four things that ... your partner has got but you haven't got.  

1_           2_             3_              4_             

· you've got but your partner hasn't got.  

1_          2 _          3_             4_ 

A:Have you got a car? 

B:No, I haven't but /'ve got a motorbike. 

Writing 

Exercise8 .Write a paragraph about where your partner 

lives and the things he/she has and hasn't got. Use the How to box to help you. 

Mariela lives in a house with a garden. She's got two sisters. She's got a computer and a 

printer but she hasn't got a mobile phone. 

 

How to add information  
Use and to join similar sentences or parts of sentences. 
He's got a mobile phone. He's got a TV. = He's got a mobile phone and a TV. 
Use but to give different/contrasting information. 
I've got a house. I haven't got a car. = I've got a house but I haven't got a car. 
 

 

Сабақ 42                                              World class 

Email 

Hi Fran, 

Thanks for your email. I’m so glad that you 

want to come to Australia. It’s a very 

interesting country, with lots to see. I come 

from Sydney, in the east of Australia. There 

are a lot of big cities in the east. But  now I live 

in Perth, in the west. Perth is also a big city 

with lots of shops, and it’s got  some lovely 

squares. 

The Great Barrier Reef is in the north of the 

country and there are some very nice beaches 

there. There are deserts in the centre and in the 

east there are some long, wide rivers and 

famous beaches. We’ve also got mountains in 

the south. You see, Australia is very good for 

holidays. I hope you can come this year! 

Best wishes. 

 Monica. 

5.3 World class 

Listening 

Exercise 1a. Your task is to read the list of places and match these places to the photos. You 

don't need one word (There is one extra word). 

Mountain …… desert …… forest …… city ……   river …… lake …… 

Exercise 1b. Work with a partner. In which countries are the places in the photos? 

Exercise 2. Recording 5.8 once. Listen to five people talking about their homes and check 

your answers to Ex. la and Ex. 1b. 

 

Exercise 3a. Listen again. Make notes about the places in the table. And try to listen for the 

adjective as well.  
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PLACE LANDSCAPE WHICH PART? 

1 Spain   

2  south 

3 Beautiful lakes  

4Kefallonia   

5  west 

Exercise 3b. Make sentences about the places with There's or There are.  

For example: There's a famous desert in the south of Spain. 

 

Grammar I modifiers 

Teacher: recording 5.9. Listen and comple1 the sentences with quite, really, very or not very. 

1 It's ……………hot and dry. 

2 The south is …………cold.  

3 It's ……………popular now with people from other countries. 

4 It's ……….busy and noisy, and it's …………….friendly. 

 

Exercise 4b. Write the correct modifier next to the thermometer. 

 

Exercise5.Make sentences.  

Russia/big           Russia is very big. 

1 New Zealand/big 

2 Mount Everest/high 

3 The Pyrenees/high 

4 Mexico City/busy 

5 Canada/cold 

6 Britain/cold 

 

Vocabulary  adjectives to describe places  

  

Exercise 6a. Which adjectives can we use with desert? Look at the word map and add two 

adjectives from the box.  

 

Hot  

 

…… 

         . ……… 

Exercise 6b. Make word maps for mountain, island, forest, beach and city.  

 

Pronunciation 

Exercise 7a. recording 5.10. Listen and answer the questions.  

River    desert 

1 How many syllables do the words have? 

2 Is the second syllable strong or weak? 

 

Lifelong learning 

 

Use your dictionary to find how many syllables there are in a word. Two: moun∙tain 

Three: mic∙ro∙wave 

 

Exercise 7b. Recording 5.11. Look at the words in the box. Mark the syllables and underline 

the strong syllable. Riv/er     des/ert 

 

desert Beautiful   busy    cold   dry   famous      

green   high     hot         huge    noisy         

popular 

Centre        island            Japan           Poland        China  
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Exercise 7c. Listen and check your answers. 

 

Speaking 

Exercise 8a. Write answers to these questions. Use the How to box to help you. 

1. Where do you live?  

2. What kind of landscape is there in your country? Where is it?  

3. Which parts of your country do you like/ not like? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 8b. In pairs use your answers to describe you live and your country. Then describe a 

friend lives, or another country. 

 

Writing 

Exercise 9a. Read the email and answer the questions.  

Are there mountains in Australia?  

Yes, there are. They’re in the south. 

1 What is there in the north of Australia? 

2 Where are the deserts in Australia? 

3 Is there a big city in the west? 

4 Where are the famous beaches? 

 

Hi Fran 

Thanks for your email. I’m so glad that you want to come to Australia. It is a very interesting 

country, with lots to see.  

I come from Sydney, in the east of Australia. There are a lot of big Cities In the east. But now 

I live in Perth, in the west. Perth is also a big city with lots of shops, and it's got some lovely 

squares. The Great Barrier Reef is in the north of the country and there are some very nice 

beaches there. There are deserts in the centre and in the east there are some long, wide rivers and 

famous beaches. We've also got mountains in the south. You see, Australia is very good for 

holidays. 

I hope you this year!  

Best wishes  

Monica 

 

Exercise 9b. Match these expressions from the email to their purpose.  

1 Hi Fran                                               a opening sentence 

2 Thanks for your email.                                             B closing sentence  

3 I hope you can come this year!                                C starting the email (greeting) 

4 Best wishes                                                               D ending the email 

 

Exercise 10. Write an email to a friend about your country.  

1 Look at your answers to ex. 8a. Which information do you want to put in the email? 

2 Use and and but to join sentences.  

3 In groups, read each other’s emails. Add to the information if possible. 

 

 

How to describe where you live 
Say where you live          I’m from ……….. I live in ………………… 
Describe the landscape    There are ………… in the south/north of  
Give your opinion           I like/ don’t like ……….because 
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Лексикалық минимумUnit 5: 

Types of home: Rooms and parts of a house 

House, apartment, studio, cottage, town 

house 

Bathroom, bedroom, dining room, garden, 

garage, hall, living room, roof terrace, terrace 

Furniture Equipment and possessions 

Armchair, bed, bookshelves, chair, coffee 

table, cupboard, desk, dining chairs/ table, 

sofa, table 

Answering machine, bath, CD player, 

coffee machine, cooker, dishwasher, DVD 

player, fridge, microwave, MP3player, music  

system, shower, sink, toilet, vacuum cleaner, 

video, washing machine 

THERE IS | THERE ARE айналымдары  

 

1.  There is (are) айналымының қолдануы 
 

Бар; орналасқан; жатыр 

деген мағынада 

қолданылады.  

Стандартты сөйлем  
THERE IS 

айналымымен сөйлемдер. 

Бастауыш a(an) 

артиклімен, және some, any, 

many, much және т.б.  

(сирек қолданылады)  

A lamp is on the table.  

(қандай да бір ) шам 

үстелдің үстінде.  

There is a lamp on the 

table.  

Үстелдің үстінде шам 

бар.  

Бастауыш the 

артиклімен немесе this, that, 

these, those, my, his және т.б.  

The lamp is on the table.  

Шам үстелдің үстінде.  
(қолданылмайды)  

 

2. there is (are) айналымымен сөз тәртібі:   

There  
Бастауыш  

to be  
Етістік  

Бастауыш 

мағынасындағы тура 

толықтауыш  

Орын немесе 

уақыт 

пысықтауыштары  

There is a telephone in that room. 

Анау бөлмеде телефон бар.  

Болымды сөйлем  
 

Сұраулы сөйлем  
 

Болымсыз сөйлем  

There are chairs in this 

room.  

Are there any chairs in 

this room?  
There aren`t any (are 

no) chairs in this room. 

Бұл бөлмеде 

орындықтар бар.   

Бұл бөлмеде 

орындықтар бар ма?   

Бұл бөлмеде 

орындықтар жоқ.  

 

Grammar / modifiers. Explain modifiers: put them before adjectives: very hot, quite busy. 

Really hot, very cold, quite popular, very busy, very friendly. 

Very=really   quite= not very 

 

have got құрылымы (American English) 

+ ‘ve got (have got) ‘s got (has got) 

- haven’t got hasn’t got 

? Have … got? 

Yes, we have. 

No, I haven’t. 

Has… got? 

Yes, he has. 

No, he hasn’t. 
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                                                       арау 6 City life 

Сабақ 43                                            Changes: 

Changes: 

I live quite near the building. Some of my 

family worked in it-they produced electrical 

equipment, but that was a long time ago. It’s 

funny to think that my family worked there and 

now I do my shopping in the same building 

It’s in a wonderful location, right in the 

centre. I like the fact that doctors and nurses 

lived and worked in the building; they looked 

after sick people and poor people, but now 

people come and look at the pictures and other 

works of art here. I visited it when I was in 

Madrid last month-it’s got Picasso’s Guernica 

in it- my favourite painting. 

6 City life. 6.1. Changes.  

 

Exercise1a. Look at the photos. Which places in the box can you see?  

 

 

 

Answers: A cafe, square, bank     C art gallery     D library    B train station 

 

Exercise 1b. Play recording 6.1. listen to the words from exercise 1a. How many sylalables 

does each word or phrase have? practice saying the words.  

Art/gal/le/ry – 4         bank – 1  

 

Exercise 1с. In pairs, Ss ask and answer about what people can do in the various places. An 

example is given. 

 

A: What can you do in a shop?  

B: You can buy books in a shop.  

 

Exercise  2a.Play recording 6.2. Listen and complete the direction.  

 

Turn left at the bookshop. 

1. …………..straight on to the post office.  

2. The bank is …………….the right.  

3. …………right at the church.  

4. ………………..along the road next to the park.  

5. The school is on the ……………..   .  

 

 

Exercise  2b. match the directions to the diagrams.  

 

Reading 

 

Exercise  1a . What are the buildings in the photos? Read the text and check your answers.  

Changing buildings 

You live in an apartment now, but was it an apartment  fifty year ago? Maybe it wasn’t an 

apartment, but a school or a factory… 

 

The HOOVER Building in London is a famous building from the 1930s . It was the the main 

office and factory of the Hoover Company. It is now a supermarket. 

art gallery, bank, bar, bookshop, café, church, cinema, factory, hospital, library, 

museum, newsagent’s, phone shop, police station, post office, restaurant, school, 

square, supermarket, train station. 
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The Reina Sofia building was a hospital . It is now one of Madrid’s main museums and art 

galleries.  

The Musee d’Orsay in Paris was a train station in the early twentieth century. It is now an art 

gallery.  

The Smolny Institute in St Petersburg is now the office of the Governor of the city. Zit was a 

school for rich girls in the nineteenth century. The offices were classrooms.     

 

Exercise 1b. Match the buildings with now and in the past.  

                                                      Now                                                        In the past 

1 The HOOVer Building            an office                                                     a hospital 

2 The Musee  d'Orsay                a supermarket                                          a train station 

3 The Reina Sofia                     an art gallery                                                  a school 

4 The Smolny Institute             a museum and art gallery                                a factory 

 

 

Grammar  past of to be 

 

Exercise 2.  Choose the correct words in the rules in the Active grammar box, then 

complete the table in the Active grammar box. 

 

 

 

  

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 3. Make two true sentences about each building.  

The Hoover Building was a factory. It is now a supermarket. 

 

Person to person 

 

Exercise4.  Where were you at these times? Ask and answer. 

 

 

 

 

A:Where were you six hours ago? 

B:I was at home. 

A:Were you in the living room? 

B:No, I wasn't. I was in bed. 

Listening 

Exercise5a. Recording 6.3. Listen to four speakers. Which of the buildings in the photos 

does each speaker talk about? 

Speaker 1…………………… 

Speaker 2 ………………….. 

Speaker 3 …………………… 

Active grammar 

We use is and are with now/the past.  

We use was and were with now/the past. 

                           I/He/She/lt                                 We/ You / They 

+                            was                                          ………….. 

-                         ……….                                          weren’t 

?                        …….I/he/she/it                     Were we/ you / they? 

                  Yes, I/he/she/it was.                 Yes, we/you/they …….. . 

                          No, I/he/she/it …….. .                 No, we/ you / they weren’t. 

ten minutes ago     an hour ago    six hours ago     yesterday at midday      at eight o'clock 

last night                      last Sunday afternoon                               last Saturday evening 
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Speaker 4……………………… 

 

Exercise5b. Look at this summary and find one new piece of information about each 

building.  

The Hoover Building was a factory and offices: some people (1)………… in the factory. 

They produced electrical equipment. Other people worked in the offices. 

Doctors and nurses lived and worked in the San Carlos Hospital. They (2) …………..after 

sick people. The museum now has Picasso's Guernica. 

Young women studied in the school. It (3)……………..into Lenin's main offices when he (4) 

…………..to come here in 1917, and he planned the Revolution here. 

The Musee d'Orsay was a train station. It (5) ……………. in 1900 but it (6)……………… in 

1937. The museum opened in 1986. and France's Impressionist collection(7) ………. there. 

 

GrammarPast Simple of regular verbs (positive) 

 

Exercise6a.  Find the Past Simple of these verbs in the summary in Ex. 5b. 

live_                work_                    study_                   plan_                             open_ 

 

Exercise6b. Match the verbs in Ex. 6a with these Past Simple endings. Then check in the 

Reference on page 63. 

1 + -ed                        2 -y+ -ied                          3 + n + -ed                                          4 + -d 

 

Exercise6c. Complete gaps 1-7 in Ex. 5b with suitable verbs. Listen again to check. 

 

Exercise 7.  Make sentences in the Past Simple from the prompts. 

 

Doctors/work/in the San Carlos hospital  

Doctors worked in the San Carlos hospital. 

 

1 The Hoover Factory/produce/vacuum cleaners  

2 Alicia/study/at the Sorbonne 

3 My brother/start/a new job yesterday 

4 My mother/marry/my father in 1977 

5 That church/change/to apartments in 2002 

 

Pronunciation 

 

Exercise8 a. Recording 6.4.Listen to the Past Simple endings of these verbs. Are they all the 

same? 

 /t/                                   /d/                                                       /id/ 

   worked                           opened                                                   decided 

 

Exercise8b.  Recording 6.5. Listen and write the verbs in the correct column. Then repeat 

them.  

visited   finished   lived   changed   started   looked   produced   planned     studied 

/t/ /d/ /id/ 

worked 

 

opened 

 

decided 

 

Exercise8c. Read a sentence from Ex. 7. Your partner listens and checks your pronunciation. 
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Speaking 

Exercise9. Use the verbs from this lesson to make notes about your past. Tell your partner 

about your past.  

When I was a child, we lived in Biarritz, but we moved in 1990 to Marseille. 

 

Lesson 2 Missing 

Phrases: 

To call at the post-office 

To go to the bar 

To help smb 

To collect smb 

To disappear 

To get lost 

To get money 

To have money  

6.2. Missing! 

Reading 

Exercise 1.  Read the text and answer the questions. 

 

1 How many hours was Robin Andrews away from home?  

2 What does missing mean?  

3 Why is Robin confused? 

Сабақ  44  

Missing 

Reading 

Exercise 1.  Read the text and answer the questions. 

 

1 How many hours was Robin Andrews away from home?  

2 What does missing mean?  

3 Why is Robin confused? 

 

Man goes missing for 16 hours 

Robin Andrews, 24, of Loxton Close, Shelton, was missing for sixteen hours lastTuesday. Mr 

Andrews disappeared at 2.30 in the afternoon when he walked out of the house to get some 

things in the village. In the village centre, three kilometres from his home, Mr Andrews collected 

some money from the cash point and called at the post office, but he doesn't remember anything 

after that. Mr Andrews is very confused, 'I wanted to go to the bar but something strange 

happened: It seems that Mr Andrews arrived in Marbury, eight kilometres from Shelton, where 

... 

Exercise2 a. Recording 6.6.Listen to an interview with Robin and answer the questions. 

1 Where was Robin the next morning? 

2 Who helped him? 

3 Who collected him? 

 

Exercise2b. There are some mistakes in the interviewer's notes for her article. Listen and 

correct the underlined phrases. 

 

1 Robin disappeared at 2.30.  

2 He walked three kilo metres to the village. 

3 He called at the post office. 

 4 He wanted to go to the bar.  
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5 A young man helped him. 

6 His mother collected him. 

 

Vocabulary  prepositions of place 

 

Exercise3a. Listen to the dialogue again. Tick () the phrases you hear. 

in the bank …. 

next to the supermarket …. 

at the phone shop …. 

to the Internet cafe … 

in front of a library … 

on the ground … 

behind the police station … 

at the bus station … 

under the bridge … 

between the trees … 

 

Exercise3b.Recording 6.7.  Listen to the phrases in Ex. 3a and repeat them. 

Lifelong learning 

Words and pictures 

Pictures can sometimes help you to learn words, like the diagrams of prepositions below. 

Exercise 4.  Write the correct preposition under the diagrams. 

Grammar Past simple: questions 

 

Exercise5. Read the questions in the Active grammar box and complete the rule. Choose the 

correct words. 

 

Exercise6 a. Complete the questions from the interview with did or a question word. Then 

match the question to the answers. Check your answers in the tapescript on page 154. 

1 _ you get the money? 

 2 _ did you go then? 

3 _ you have any money with you? 

4 So_did you do? 

a No, I didn't, not then. 

b Yes, I did. 

c I wanted to go to the Internet cafe ... 

d I asked the old man for  directions to the police station. 

 

Exercise 6b. Write questions for the sentences in Ex. 2b. Use these question words.  

What time? How many? Where? Who? 

What time did Robin disappear? 

 

Exercise7a. What happened to Robin? Tell your partner your story and decide which ending 

you like best. 

Student A: look at page 126.  

Student B: look at page 129. 

 

Exercise 7b.Recording 6.8. Listen. Which story is correct? 

 

 

You can ask only ten yes/no questions. 

yesterday        last night      last weekend         on their last holiday 
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A:Did you watch TV last night? 

B:No, I didn't. 

 

Listening 

 

Exercise 9a.Recording 6.9.  Listen. Follow the directions on the map. Write the letters of 

these places. 

post office _ bookshop _ police station _ 

 

Exercise 9b. Listen again and complete the expressions in the How to box. (You can check in 

the tapescript on  

Exercise10. Work in pairs. Use the map. Ask for and give directions.  

from                                  to 
 the bank the bridge 

 the police station the bus station 

 the library the cinema 

 the hospital the art gallery 

 

Exercise11. Write two or three sentences to answer your friend's question. 

Can you email me directions from the station or bus stop to your house? Thanks, and see you 

on Saturday. 

Сабақ 45                                              Getting around 

 

Places in a town: 

Art gallery, department store, pharmacy 

Bank, factory, phone shop, bar, police station 

Bookshop, hospital, post office, bridge 

Internet café, restaurant, bus station, library 

School, café, museum, square, cashpoint 

Newsagent’s, supermarket, church, office 

Train station, tram, cinema, park 

Forms of transport: 

Bicycle, boat, bus, car, motorbike, ship, taxi, train, tram, water bus 

 

Changing buildings 

You live  in an apartment., but was it an apartment fifty years ago? Maybe it wasn’t an 

apartment, but a school or a factory… 

The Hoover Building in London is a famous building from the 1930s. It was the main office 

and factory of the Hoover Company. It is now a supermarket. 

The Reina Sofia building was a hospital. It is now one of Madrid’s main museums and art 

galleries. 

The Musee d’Orsay in Paris was a train station in the early twentieth century. It is now an art 

gallery. 

The Smolny Institute in St Petersburg is now the office of the Governor of the city. It was a 

school for rich girls in the nineteenth century. The offices were classrooms. 

 

-Excuse me, can you help me? 

-Yes, please. 

- Can you tell me the way to the bank? 

- Oh, it’s near here. Turn left at the school it’s on the right. 

-Thank you very much. 
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-Not at all. 

 

-Do you know the way to art gallery? 

-Go straight on Mill Street, turn right it’s on the left near the supermarket. 

-Thank you.  

-You are welcome! 

 

Past form of to be 

to be етістігі өткен шақта жекеше және көпше түрде әр түрлі формада тұрады:  

 

I  was   You  were  He, she, it was          We were           You were            They were 

Сұраулы сөйлемде to be бастауыштын немесе есімдіктін алдына шығады.  

Was she at home?   Were they at school? 

 

Болымсыз сөйлемдерде to be етістіктерінен кейін болымсыз not демеулігі тұрады.  

We were not workers we were students. 

 

 

Past Simple of regular verbs. 

Past Simple белгілі бір уақытта өткен шақта болған іс – әрекетте қолданылады. 

Regular verbs: 

Affirmative 

form 

Negative 

form 

Interrogative 

Form 

Positive 

answer 

Negative 

answer 

I worked I did not 

work 

Did I work? Yes, I did No, I didn’t 

He worked He did 

not work 

Did he work? Yes, he  

did 

No, he 

didn’t 

She worked She did 

not work 

Did she work? Yes, she 

did 

No, she 

didn’t 

It worked It did not 

work 

Did it work? Yes, it did No, it didn’t 

We worked We did 

not work 

Did we work? Yes, we 

did  

No, we 

didn’t 

You worked You did 

not work 

Did you work? Yes, you 

did 

No, you 

didn’t 

They worked They did 

not work 

Did they work? Yes, they 

did 

No, they 

didn’t 

 

Word order in special questions: 

3. Special word 2. Auxiliary verb (did)3.Subject 4. Verb in present form 5. Other members 

of the sentence.  

Example:                   What did he play yesterday? 

 

Сөйлемде өткен шақты көрсететін төмендегі уақыт пысықтауыштары арқылы  

қолданылады: 

last - (week, month, year, morning), the other day, yesterday.; (week, month, years) ago. 

 

Сабақ 46  Test 

 

a     
5
-
24

    Listen. Circle a or b. 

1 a   My mother is a writer. 

b   My mother was a writer. 
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2 a   We book tickets on the Internet. 

b We booked tickets on the Internet. 

3 a Where do you study English? b Where did you study English? 

4 a We meet every week, b We met every week. 

5 a They have a lot of money, b They had a lot of money. 

b    5.25   Listen. Circle a or b. 

1 a   He was born in France. 

b He was born in Argentina. 

2 a She bought some expensive shoes, b She bought some cheap shoes. 

3 a He didn't think the film was very good, b He thought the film was very good. 

4 a They went out on Saturday night, b They went out on Friday night. 

5 a She got up at 7.00. b She got up at 7.30. 

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH? 
a   Can you...?   Yes (•) 

j say where and when you were born □ say five things you did yesterday morning U say five 

things you did last weekend 

b  In pairs, choose three questions and ask a partner. Ask for more information. 

When was the last time you...? 

• saw a film in the cinema 

• bought flowers for somebody 

• went to a party 

• sent a text message 

• went away for the weekend 

• spent a lot of money 

Раздел 3 People 

 

 

Сабақ 47                                      The girl from 

 

Лексикалық  минимум Unit 7: 

Describing  words: Height-tall, short 

Adjectives:Body-slim, fat Age-middle-aged, young, old 

Face-pretty, handsome, ugly Personality-nice, horrible, friendly, shy 

Skin-dark, fair, tanned Nouns: 

Hair-dark fair, bald, short glasses 

 beard 

 

Informal letter describing family members. 

Dear Carol 

Thanks for your letter about my old friends in New Zealand! 

Everything is fine here. I arrived in Rio a month ago to start my course. Then I moved in with 

my host family. The family is very nice. Mr and Mrs Silva are middle-aged and very friendly. 

They’ve got three children. Tina is my age, she’s got dark hair and she’s pretty. She’s tall like 

me. Joao is the middle one; he’s fifteen. He is quite short and he is very tanned. Carlos is the 

young one, he is a bit fat. He is lovely, he laughs all the time. 

Every morning I go to college. The classes are tiring. I usually go to the beach in the evening. 

The beach here is beautiful and water is warm. There is a really handsome man on the beach. He 

watches me every day. I think he’s nice but I’m quite shy so I don’t look at him! 

Write to me soon and tell me all your news. 

Love, Marrianne. 
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Оne/ones есімдіктері 

Бір сөйлемде зат есімдердің қайталануын болдырмау үшін қолданылады.  

One – жекеше. Do you want the black pen or the blue one? 

Ones – көпше.  Did you buy the brown shoes or the black ones? 

 

 

Сабақ  48                                  Birthday puzzle 

Listening 

1a. Jane Birch has a lot of friends. Match their names to the photos.  

Mrs Clark wears glasses.         ………………. 

Davy has got brown hair.      ………………… 

Tara is quite tall .           ……………………. 

Mr Clark’s got a grey beard.   ………………….. 

Gordon is bald.                ………………………. 

1b. Add information to the descriptions in ex.1a. Then make guesses about each person’s job.  

Mrs Clark’s got grey hair. I think she’s retired.  

2a. Jane has got some presents for her friends. Match the words to the things in the picture.  

Clock …………..  electric drill ……… wrapping paper ……………. Diary ………….. 

trainers A   handbag ………… 

Umbrella………………. 

2b. Who are the presents for? Discuss. Give reasons for your answers.  

I think the handbag is for Tara because …………. 

2c. Play recording 7.3. Jane went to work this morning. Her husband, Mike, phoned and 

asked her about the presents. Listen and check your answers to Ex. 2b.  

Grammar   possessive pronouns 

3a. look at these examples. Choose the correct meaning (a-d) for the underlined words.  

a. Our umbrella 

b. Belong to Davy. 

c. Davy’s trainers 

d. Belongs to us 

1. A: The trainers. Are they Davy’s?  

B: Yes, the trainers are his.  

2. A: There’s an umbrella on the table.  

B: It’s ours 

 

4 Rewrite the sentences. Use a possessive pronoun (and a verb if necessary) to replace the 

phrases in italics.  

These aren’t my CDs, they belong to Jane.  

These aren’t my CDs, they’re hers.  

1. Excuse me. Is this your bag?  

2. Use the blue pen; the red one belongs to me.  

3. Is this Maria’s watch? 

4. The house next to the church belonged to them.  

5. Are these sandwiches for us?  

6. That wasn’t her phone number, it was Jone’s. 

7. They weren’t our dogs, they were Bob and Jo’s.  

8. Does this belong to your brother? 

Pronunciation 

5a. Play recording 7.4. Listen to the th sound / h / in the word birthday. Is it the same as the 

sound in brother or bathroom?  

5b. Play recording 7.5. Listen and circle the words you hear.  

1. A) sick            b) thick 
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2. A) sink            b) think 

3. A) free            b) three 

4. A) first            b) thirst 

5. A) tree            b) three 

5c. Play recording 7.6. Listen. Do you hear the sound / h /?  Tick () for yes, cross (X) for no. 

Listen and repeat.  

1 ………. 2 …………..  3……………  4……………. 5 …………….  6 …………..   7 

……………… 8 ………………. 

Vocabulary        ordinal numbers/months 

6a. When are Jane’s friends’ birthdays? Look at the tapescript on page 155.  

Gordon the third of next month  

Davy ………………………..                          Tara…………………… 

 6b. Write the numbers from ex.6a on the red lines then complete the table.  

1 6 11 20 

2  second 7 12 22  twenty-second 

3 8  eighth 13 30 

4  fourth 9 14  fourteenth 31 

5 10 15  

6c. Play recording 7.7. Listen and check your answers. Then repeat. 

7 Choose the correct words.  

1. My birthday is on the first/one of May. 

2. Our new house has got three/third bedrooms.  

3. America’s Independence Day is on the four/fourth of July. 

4. This is my three/third holiday this year! 

5. It’s Lucy’s nine/ninth birthday on Saturday. 

8a. Find the names of two months in Ex.7.  

8b. Number the months 1-12 in the correct order.  

1 January              

June  

September 

July 

April 

October 

December 

August 

May 

February 

November 

March 

8c. In pairs, answer the questions. 

When is your birthday? 

What dates are holidays in your country? 

9a. Talk to your classmates. Find a student/students with: 

1. A birthday in the same month as yours. 

2. The first and last birthdays of the year. 

3. A birthday this month. 

4. A birthday next month. 

5. A birthday last month. 

 

9b. Write the names of all the students in your class, in order of their birthdays. 
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Сабақ 49                                     Finders keepers 

Past Simple бұрыс етістіктермен:  speak-spoke, be-was/were, come-came, go-went 

Irregular verbs: 

Affirmative 

form 

Negative 

form 

Interrogative 

Form 

Positive 

answer 

Negative 

answer 

I did I did not 

do 

Did I do? Yes, I did No, I 

didn’t 

He did He did not 

do 

Did he do? Yes, he  

did 

No, he 

didn’t 

She did She did 

not do 

Did she do? Yes, she 

did 

No, she 

didn’t 

It did It did not 

do 

Did it do? Yes, it did No, it 

didn’t 

We did We did 

not do 

Did we do? Yes, we 

did  

No, we 

didn’t 

You worked You did 

not do 

Did you do? Yes, you 

did 

No, you 

didn’t 

They did They did 

not do 

Did they do? Yes, they 

did 

No, they 

didn’t 

 

Word order in special questions: 

1. Special word 2. Auxiliary verb (did)3.Subject 4. Verb in present form 5. Other members 

of the sentence.  

Example:                   What did he play yesterday? 

Сұраулы сөйлем бұрыс және дұрыс етістіктерде Did көмекші етістіктері арқылы 

жасалады.  

Did you come? Did he go? 

Болымсыз түрі did+not (didn’t) арқылы  I didn’t speak loudly. 

 

 

Ordinal numerals (реттік сан есімдер) 

Реттік сан есімдер (ORDINAL NUMERALS) 

1. Реттік сан есімдер, бірінші үш сан есімерді есептемегенде (first, second, third), 

есептік сан есімнен құрылады, оларға –th жұрнағы жалғанады, сонымен қатар реттік сан 

есімнің алдына белгілі артикль қойылады:   

four -(the) fourth төртінші  

seven -(the) seventh жетінші 

eighteen -(the) eighteenth он сегізінші 

Бұл ережеге бағынбайтын сан есімдер: one, two, three: 

one -(the) first [fe:st] бірінші 

two -(the) second ['sekond] екінші 

three -(the) third үшінші 

Реттік сан есімді құру үшін five, eight, nine, twelve есептік сан есімдеріне –th жұрнағы 

жалғанғанда, түбір сан есім формасы өзгереді.  Мысалы:  

five -(the) fifth бесінші  

eight -(the) eighth сегізінші  

nine -(the) ninth тоғызыншы 

twelve -(the) twelfth он екінші  

-ty жұрнағына аяқталған есептік сан есім, реттік сан есімдерін  құрғанда соңғы -у  -ie 

жұрнағына өзгереді: 

twenty -(the) twentieth жиырмасыншы 

forty -(the) fortieth қырықыншы 
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Күрделі сан есімдерде соңғы сөз реттік сан есімнің жұрнағын жалғайды.  

(the) forty-eighth  қырық сегізінші  

 (the) fifty-third   елу үшінші  

 

Реттік сан есім бастауышпен жүрсеб онда ретік сан есімнің алдында белгілік артиклі 

қолданылады. 

The first mention of Moscow was in 1147. 

 

Бөлмелердің, үйлердің, трамвайдың, автобустардың, троллейбустардың, бөлімдердің, 

параграфтардың, киімдердің, аяқ-киімдердің өлшемдері реттік сан есімдерімен емес, 

есептік сан есімдермен қолдануы мүмкін. Бірақ артикль the қолданылмайды, ал сан есім 

зат есімнен кейін қолданылады.  

the sixth room - room six алтыншы бөлме – бөлме алты 

the eighteenth page - page eighteen он сегізінші бет  - бет он сегіз  

 

Тарау 8   Day to day 

Сабақ 50                                Clothes for all seasons  

Лексикалық минимум  

Clothes Clothes adjectives 

Belt, coat, dress, gloves, hat, jacket, jeans, 

pullover, scarf, shirt, shoes, shorts, skirt, suit, 

tie, top, trainers, trousers, T-shirt 

Casual, comfortable, formal, heavy, 

informal, light, loose, smart, thick, tight, 

warm 

The weather 

Good weather: Bad weather: 

It’s sunny. It’s hot. It’s warm. It’s raining. It’s snowing. It’s cold. It’s 

cloudy. It’s windy. It’s foggy. 

 

What to wear? 

We usually go to the Caribbean with our three young children in December. It’s always really 

cold when we leave home, it’s cool on the plane, but hot and sunny when we arrive – it’s really 

difficult with children! So, what clothes can we all wear? 

I work for an international bank and I wear a suit and tie all the time for work. I often travel 

for business and I am never comfortable on the plane in my formal clothes. Can you suggest 

anything? 

I’m 22. I love casual clothes and I usually wear trainers, a T-shirt and jeans. I hardly ever 

wear skirts or shoes. And I hate dresses! We sometimes go to formal dinner parties and my 

boyfriend says I don’t look smart. But I don’t want to look middle-aged! So how can I wear 

casual clothes and be smart? 

The weather can affect our mood and health. For example, when weather changes from sunny 

weather to rain we can get headaches. When it rains the whole body can ache. In winter people 

become depressed because of short days and long nights. 

 

Present Simple: Жиілік үстеулері 

Ағылшын тілінде жиілік үстеулері «қалай жиі» сұрағына жауап береді.  Мысалы: often 

– жиі, always – әрқашан, once – бір күні, never – ешқашан, again – қайтадан, seldom – 

сирек, frequently – жиі, и т.п. 

Мысалы: 

I have seen him only once. 

Мен оны тек бір күні көрдім.  

 

He called again this morning. 

Ол қайтадан таңертен қоңырау шалды. 
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We must always help each other. 

Біз әрқашан бір-бірімізге көмектесуіміз қажет. 

 

Exercise3a. Listen to the dialogue again. Tick () the phrases you hear. 

in the bank …. 

next to the supermarket …. 

 at the phone shop …. 

to the Internet cafe … 

in front of a library … 

on the ground … 

behind the police station … 

at the bus station … 

 under the bridge … 

 between the trees … 

 

Reading  

Exercise 1.  Discuss.  

1. What type of clothes do you like? 

2. Do you wear different clothes at different times/places? 

3. Do you ever have problems with clothes?  

Exercise 2a.  Read the text quickly and match the letters (1-3) to the answers (A-C).  

What to wear? 

Alison Bering answers all your clothes questions.  

1. Dear Alison 

Can you give us some advice?  We usually go to the Caribbean with our three young children 

in December. It’s always really cold when we leave home, it’s cool on the plane, but hot and 

sunny when we arrive – it’s really difficult with children! So, what clothes can we all wear?  

Mr and Mrs Jackson  

 

2. Dear Alison 

I work for an international bank and I wear a suit and tie all the time for work. I often travel 

for business and I am never comfortable on the plane in my formal clothes. Can you suggest 

anything?  

Geoffrey W.  

3. Dear Alison 

I’m 22. I love casual clothes and I usually wear trainers, a T-shirt and jeans. I hardly ever 

wear skirts or shoes. And I hate dresses! We sometimes go to formal dinner parties and my 

boyfriend says  I don’t  look smart. But I don’t want to look middle-aged! So how can I wear 

casual clothes and be smart?  

Sindy L.  

Buy a “suit carrier” – that’s a special bag for suits. You can take it on the plane. Put some 

comfortable loose clothes in the bag (for example, cotton trousers and a light wool pullover). At 

the airport, go to the toilet, take off your suit and change into the loose clothin 

 

When you arrive you can change back into your suit.  

A. Casual clothes can be smart! Try black or white jeans, a nice white top and a smart jacket, 

but not trainers! Buy some smart shoes and a matching belt.  

B. My answer is simple – layers! You and your children can put on extra clothes when you 

are cold, and take them off when you are hot! For example, you can wear a T-shirt, a cotton shirt 

or top, a light pullover and a coat. Put sunglasses, scarves and gloves in your bags.  
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Exercise 2b.  Read the letters again and find the names of the writers.  

Has a boyfriend       Sindy 

1. Travels in the winter       ………………….. 

2. Sometimes goes to dinner parties     ……………………. 

3. Works for a bank           ………………………… 

 

4. Loves casual clothes               ………………………. 

5. Doesn’t feel comfortable on a plane ……………………….  

 

Vocabulary      clothes  

Exercise 3a.  Find words in the text with opposite meanings.  

Hot                cold 

1. Uncomfortable        ………………….. 

2. Informal                ………………………… 

3. Put on                    ……………………… 

 

Exercise 3b.  Find these words in the text and match them to the meanings.  

1. Cotton                        a when things go together 

2. Wool                          b one thing on top of another thing  

3. Matching                    c fabric made from a plant       

4. Layers                        d fabric made from animal hair 

 

Exercise 4. Look at the picture on page 77 and write all the clothes words A-P.  

A=shirt 

 

Grammar I Present Simple; adverbs of frequency 

5    Find the adverbs of frequency below in the letters. Write them in the correct place in the 

Active grammar box. Then choose the correct words to complete the rules. 
Active grammar 

Frequen

cy 

Adverbs Letter I Letter 

2 

Letter 

3 100% always is 

alwavs 

  

1
s
 usually usuallv 

ao 

  

* often    

* sometime

s 

   

* hardly 

ever 

   

0% never    

We put adverbs of frequency before/after the verb to be. We put adverbs of frequency before/after 

other verbs. 

 

6    Choose the correct adverb then rewrite the sentences. 

We go to the cinema twice a week. We often go to the cinema.            

1 We go to the cinema once a month. 

2 He doesn't drink coffee. 

3 He drinks coffee with every meal. 

4 I take the dog for a walk six days a week. 

5 I see my parents once a year. 

 

a) often / b) sometimes 

a) sometimes b) always 

a) hardly ever b) never 

a) usually b) always 

a) always b) usually 

a) hardly ever b) sometimes 

 

 

 

7 a Read the information about David and write one sentence with each adverb in the box. David 
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always wears a watch. 

I wear a watch every year. 

I don’ t smoke. 

I eat pasta once or twice a month. 

I see my brother twice a year. 

I Wear a suit from Monday to Friday.  

I qo to the qym three times a week. 

 

usually  often   sometimes hardly ever  never  always 

 

b Write true sentences about your life with suitable adverbs. 

I always have a sandwich for lunch. 

 

Person to person 

8 Ask and answer. 

1 What do you usually wear... 

• to work?   • at home? 

• at the weekend? 

• on holiday? 

 

2 Where do you buy clothes? How often? 

3 What's your favourite... 

• clothes shop? 

• type of clothes? 

Writing 

9 a  Look at letter 1 on page76. Underline the phrases Mr and Mrs Jackson use to request advice 

from Alison. 

 

b  You and your partner work for the same company. Write a request to your partner. Then write an 

answer to his/her request. 

Student A: look at page 127. Student B: look at page 130. 

 

 

Сабақ 51                                       We’re watching you! 

To cycle in the gym Adverbs: 

To talk Carefully 

To dig in the garden Happily 

To prepare dinner Healthily 

To look for Quietly 

To cry well 

To shout Loudly 

To rest fast 

To dig up flowers  

To ride  

8.2 We’re watching you! 

Listening 

Exercise 1 Where are the people in the picture?  

1. What are the people on the TV screens? 

2. Do you like this type of programme? 

 

Exercise 2a Play recording 8.2. listen and match the person to the screen.  
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Adam and Rosa ……….  Gara …………….  Erica ………….  Gary ……………  

Greg…………. Jason …………. 

 

Exercise 2b 2b. Write the correct names. Then listen again to check.  

1. ………..is cycling in the gym.  

2. …………are talking. 

3. ……….is digging in the garden. 

4. ………….is preparing dinner. 

5. …………is looking for something. 

6. …………..is crying. 

Grammar         Present Continuous.  

Exercise 3a ► Ss look at the sentences in Ex. 2b and then complete the Active grammar box.  

     She isn’t shouting.  

Are they talking?  

Is she resting?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 3b complete the rules. 

1. We use the Present Continuous when we talk about activities that:  

a) Happened yesterday/in the past 

b) Are happening now. 

c) Happen every day. 

 

Exercise 3C Look at ex. 2b. Write the -ing form. 

 Look-looking 

1. Ride-riding 

2. Plan-planning 

3. Talk –  

4. Cycle- 

5. Dig- 

6. Cry- 

7. Prepare- 

 

Exercise 4a write sentences about the people in the house Greg/shout   Greg is shouting. 

1. Greg/not prepare breakfast  Greg isn’t … 

2. Cara/not sleep 

3. Jason/dig up flowers 

4. Erica/not jog 

5. Erica/sing 

6. Adam and Rosa/not write 

Exercise 4b in pairs describe a screen, but don’t name the person Your partner guesses the 

name.  

Exercise 5Look at the underlined words in the sentences in the Active grammar box7 

Complete the rule.  

 

Active grammar 

+                                                                         -                                                             ?        

I’m cycling.                                           I’m not cycling.                                      Am I cycling? 

He/She/It’ …..digging.                    He/She/It ………digging.                  ……….he/she/it digging?  

You/We/They’……shouting.       You/We/They  aren’t shouting.       ………you/we/they shouting? 

             I am                                                                 I’m not. 

    Yes, He/she/it is.                                           No, he/she/it ………. .                                           

            We/you/they …….. .                                     we/you/they aren’t. 
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Exercise 6 choose the correct explanation for each adverb. She’s cycling fast. 

A) She’s cycling at 25 kilometres per hour.  

B) She’s cycling at 5 kilometres per hour.  

1. They’re talking quietly.  

A) We can hear them.  

B) We can’t hear them.  

2. He’s looking very carefully.  

A) He’s looking in every place.  

B) He isn’t looking in many places.  

 

Exercise 7 complete the sentences with these adverbs.  

 

 

 

1. You need to eat ………….to keep fit.  

2. I couldn’t hear him because he spoke very ……………   . 

3. To get a job as a holiday rep. you need to speak English…………….  .  

4. Maria’s singing ………………  . Is she having a good day?  

5. Write your essays ……………… - I don’t want to see any mistakes.  

 

Pronunciation 

Exercise 8a► Play recording 8.3.listen to the sentences. Underline the strong syllables. 

Then listen again and repeat.  

She’s cycling fast.  

1. They’re talking quietly.  

2. He’s looking very carefully.  

3. You’re speaking loudly.  

4. We’re living healthily.  

 

Exercise Play a mime game. One student mimes an activity from the box at the bottom 

of the page. The other students guess the activity.  
A: Are you digging?  

B: Yes, I am. 

A: You’re digging fast. 

B: That’s right.  

 

Speaking: 

Exercise 9 In pairs, write the missing names on the pictures.  

Student A: look at the picture on page 127.  

Student B: look at the picture on page 130.  

 

 

 

 

Active grammar  

She’s cycling fast. They’re talking quietly. He’s looking very 

carefully.  

1. Adverbs of manner give information about the person 

doing the activity/the activity.  

2.  They go before/after the verb. 

Carefully        happily        healthily       quietly          well 
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Сабақ 52                                       Under the weather 

It’s foggy Tide-tiredness 

IT’s warm Happy-happiness 

It’s sunny Fit-fitness 

It’s windy Sick-sickness 

It’s snowing Bald-baldness 

It’s cold Crazy-craziness 

It’s raining  

It’s cloudy  

It’s hot  

8.3 Under the weather 

Grammar Present Simple and present Continuous 

Can do take part in a factual conversation on a simple topic 

Vocabulary/ the weather 

1a match the symbols on the map to the weather descriptions. 

1. It’s foggy.   ………..B………….. 

2. It’s warm.   ……………………… 

3. It’s sunny.  ……………………… 

4. It’s windy.   …………………….. 

5. It’s snowing.  ……………………. 

6. It’s cold.      ………………………… 

7. It’s raining.  ……………………….. 

8. It’s cloudy.   ……………………….. 

1b 8.4 Listen and check your answers.  

1c Listen again and complete. 

It’s snowing in Sweden. It’s (1) ……………………in the east of the UK, and it’s (2) 

…………………heavily in the north of Germany. It’s quite (3) ………………….today in 

Poland and it’s very (4) ……………….in France. It’s very (5)……………..in the south of Spain 

and it’s (6) ……………..in Greece. Finally, it’s very (7) …………..in northern Italy. 

Pronunciation 

2a 8.5 Listen to these words. Is the vowel sound the same in all four? 

Cold         hot                    foggy             snowing       

2b 8.6 Listen and write the words in the correct column.  

              / m / hot                / әq / cold  

  

2c 8.7 Listen and underline two / m / sounds and two / әq / sounds in each sentence. Then 

repeat the sentences. 

1. It often snows a lot in Poland. 

2. The doctor told me not to get cold. 

3. She wears tops and coats in orange and gold. 

Reading  

3a Look at the website. Complete the title. 

Your health and the …………………. 

Last week we asked for examples of health problems in good or bad weather. We had 

hundreds of emails! Here are a few. 

Your article was very interesting. I always get headaches when the weather changes from 

sunny weather to rain. My head isn’t hurting now because it’s summer and the sun is shining. 

Pablo, Argentina 

 

I live in Wales and it often rains here. My whole body aches sometimes when it rains – my 

legs, my arms. I’m aching badly at the moment because it’s raining heavily today.  
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Miriam, Wales  

 

The weather also affects our moods. In Norway a lot of people get depressed in the winter 

because it stays cold and dark all the time, especially in the north. We’re all feeling depressed at 

the moment – it’s November and there’s another three months of darkness.  

Lars, Norway 

 

3b Read the text. Complete the table.  

Person/Country Type of weather Health problem 

 Change from sunny 

weather to rain 

 

Miriam/Wales   

  Feeling depressed 

4 Match the words to their meanings.  

1. Ache                                                  a change, make different 

2. Heavily                                              b sad and unhappy 

3. Affect                                                c a lot 

4. Mood                                                d when there is no light 

5. Depressed                                        e hurt/feel bad 

6. Darkness                                          f our feelings at one time 

Lifelong learning  

Nouns and adjectives 

You can often work out the meaning of a word from its parts, e.g. darkness is the noun from 

dark. A lot of nouns from adjectives end in –ness. 

 

5 Which adjectives do these nouns come from? 

1. Tiredness  …………………………… 

2. Happiness …………………………… 

3. Fitness ………………………………… 

4. Sickness ……………………………… 

5. Baldness ………………………………….. 

6. Craziness …………………………………. 

Speaking  

6a 8.8 Listen to two people talking about the weather. Complete the expressions.  

How to take part in a conversation. 

Giving your opinion                                  I ……………………that it’s the temperature. 

Agreeing                                                    Yes, I ………………. .  

Disagreeing                                                I’m not …………………. . 

6b Look at the tapescript on page 156 and find more expressions for the How to box. 

6c Work with a partner. Have a conversation about the weather.  

How do you feel about the weather in your country? Does the weather affect your health? 

Grammar / Present Simple / Continuous 

7a Look at the text again. Underline the verbs in the Present Continuous and circle the verbs 

in the Present Simple.  

7b Complete the rules in the Active grammar box.  

Active grammar 

1. Use this tense for actions happening now.  

2. Use this tense for actions that happen often, every year, etc.  

Present Simple and present Continuous 

Use the Present Simple to talk about routines: what we do every day/ year, and to talk about 

facts. 
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8 Choose the correct form of the verbs. 

1. At the moment I work / am working in Paris. 

2. We never take / are taking the bus to work.  

3. I always carry/ am carrying my umbrella in winter. 

4. Kevin doesn’t wear / isn’t wearing jeans today. 

5. We study / are studying a new tense in the English class. 

6. My parents don’t drink / aren’t drinking coffee after 6.00p.m. 

9 a. Write what the people usually do and what they are doing today.  

1. Peter – drive / sunbathe 

Peter usually drives a bus. Today he is sunbathing. 

2. Laura – walk to work / drive her new car 

3. Sally – clean the house / play football 

4. Anna – wear jeans / wear a dress 

9b Check your answers in pairs. Ask questions about the activities.  

A: Is Laura walking to work today? 

B: No, she isn’t. She’s driving her new car. 

Лексикалық минимум Unit 8: 

Clothes Clothes adjectives 

Belt, coat, dress, gloves, hat, jacket, jeans, 

pullover, scarf, shirt, shoes, shorts, skirt, suit, 

tie, top, trainers, trousers, T-shirt 

Casual, comfortable, formal, heavy, 

informal, light, loose, smart, thick, tight, 

warm 

The weather 

Good weather: Bad weather: 

It’s sunny. It’s hot. It’s warm. It’s raining. It’s snowing. It’s cold. It’s 

cloudy. It’s windy. It’s foggy. 

Present Continuous (созылыңқы осы шақ). 

Present Continuous қолданылады: 

1. Present Continuous дәл осы уақыттағы созылыңқы, аяқталмаған  іс әрекетті 

білдіреді.Сөйлемде негізінен келесі үстеулер кездеседі: now, at present, at the moment және 

т.б.: 

 He is reading a book. She is typing a letter. 

2. Аяқталмаған іс-әрекеттің созылыңқылығы сөйлеуші айтып тұрған, дәл осы сәтке 

қатыссыз екендігін көрсетуде қолданылады.  He is writing a new play.  

Сөйлеу кезіне дейін жоспарланған, жақында іске асатын оқиғаны білдіруде 

қолданылады: They are going to the theatre tonight   

Present Continuous   осы шақтағы to be етістігі мен осы шақтағы көсемше (причастие) 

арқылы құрылады : 

Continuous тобында қолданылмайтын етістіктерді есте сақтаңыздар: to be, know, 

understand, think, recognize, want, like, see, hear, feel have. Олар Present Simple шағында 

қолданылады . 

Affirmative 

form 

Negative 

form 

Interrogative 

form 

Positive 

answer 

Negative 

answer 

I am working I am not 

working 

 Am  I working Yes, I am No, I am 

not 

He is working He is  not 

working 

 Is he working Yes, he is No, he is 

not 

She is working She is  not 

working 

 Is she  working She is No, she is 

not 

It is working It is not 

working 

 Is it working Yes, it is No, it is 

not 

We are working We are not  Are we working Yes, we No, we are 
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working are not 

You are 

working 

You are not 

working 

 Are you 

working 

Yes, you 

are 

No, you 

are not 

They are 

working 

They are  

not working 

 Are they 

working 

Yes, they 

are 

No, they 

are not 

Сөйлемде негізінен келесі үстеулер кездеседі:: now, at his moment, at the given moment. 

 

Тарау 9 Culture 

Сабақ 53                                              Making news 

What’s  in the news today? News media: 

How did you get the news stories? Newspaper 

How do you usually get the news? The radio 

Adjectives: The TV 

Fast Teletext 

Easy The Internet 

Detailed Text messages 

Cheap  

New  

exciting  

versatile  

Exercise la. Ss look at the jumbled letters and reorder them to match the four pictures. 

1. SCIUM………………      ……… 

2. MILF………………..       ……… 

3. RETHEAT…………..       ……… 

4. ANIGNIPT…………..      ……… 

 

Exercise 1b Look at the words and phrases in the box. In pairs , name one example of each of 

the art forms in the box. E.g. ballet - Swan Lake; cartoon -the Simpsons, etc. 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 2a► complete the word map. use the words from Exs. 1a. compare answers with a 

partner. 

 

Exercise 2b  Play recording 9.1. listen and compare their word map to that of the two people 

on the recording. 

 

 

 

                                             ……….      ………..      

                                                                                          Dance               ballet 

 

 

Exercise 2cthink of more words to add to the word map. (E.g. architecture, modern dance, 

etc.) 

 

Exercise 3work in groups and answer the questions. What or who is your favourite:  

 Film? 

 Poem? 

 Book? 

Ballet   cartoon    classical music     comedy          dance     horror    literature modern art      

novels    opera      plays    painting       poetry   rock music   sculpture 

The Arts theatre painting 

literature 
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 Painting? 

 Play? 

 Opera or ballet? 

 Group or singer? 

 Classical composer? 

 

Reading 

Exercise 1a Discuss  

1. What is the news today? 

2. How did you get the news stories? 

3. How do you usually get the news? 

 

Exercise 1b ► look at the list of news sources in Ex. 2a and match the words to the pictures. 

Check answers in pairs, then as a whole class. 

 

Vocabulary     news media  

Exercise 2aLook at the text and tick  the correct adjectives in the table.  

 fast easy detail

ed 

cheap new exciti

ng 

versat

ile 

Newspap

ers 

 

       

The 

radio 

 

       

The TV 

 

       

Teletext 

 

       

The 

Internet 

 

       

Text 

messages 

       

How do you get yours? 

We all like to know what’s in the news – world news, local news, sport news – and today 

there are many different ways of finding out about recent events. How do people choose, and 

what do they like about the different methods? 

Newspapers – still the old favourite. Millions of people read newspapers because they’re 

cheap, detailed and also versatile – you can read them at home, at work or on the train.  

The radio – people listen to the radio because it’s easy. You can listen in the car, when you’re 

working or in bed, but some people think the radio is old-fashioned.  

The TV – almost everyone watches TV and a lot of people get the news from it. It’s 

interesting and exciting, because it’s visual. There are lots of different news programmes to suit 

all types of people.  

Teletext – this is a fast way of getting the news, but it doesn’t give you a lot of detail.  

The Internet – many people now use the Internet. It’s detailed and it’s very fast: news stories 

appear when they happen; but it can be expensive.  

Text messaging – this way of getting news is popular because it’s fast and very new. 

Messages arrive on your mobile phone, so you get the news immediately, but it is expensive.  
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Exercise 2b read the text again. Find the advantages and disadvantages mentioned about the 

different news sources. 

Exercise 2Сdiscuss the opinions in the text. 

Grammar   comparison of adjectives  

Exercise 3a Play recording 9.2. listen and write the correct news source in the space 

provided. 

1. …………………are cheaper than the Internet. 

2. …………………is faster than TV. 

3. …………………is more detailed than teletext.  

4. …………………is more exciting than newspapers. 

5. …………………is easier than newspapers. 

6. …………………is better than the radio. 

Exercise 3b► complete the Active grammar box.  

Active grammar 

 Adjective                                 Comparative 

Fast                                             faster than 

Cheap                                          ……………. 

Easy                                            ………………. 

Detailed                                    …………………. 

Exciting                                      ………………. 

Good                                       ………………………  

Bad                                            worse than 

Write suitable comparative adjectives next to the rules. 

1. Add –er to adjectives with one syllable only: faster 

2. With adjectives that end in –y, remove the –y and add –ier: ……………………………… 

3. With longer adjectives, we use more before the adjective: 

……………………………………. 

4. Some adjectives have irregular comparatives: …………………………………….. 

 

Exercise 4 complete the sentences by using the correct comparative form of the adjective and 

another news source.  

TV news is …………(exciting) 

more exciting than newspapers.  

1. Teletext is……..(immediate) 

2. Newspapers are ………….(detailed) 

3. Text messaging is …………(modern) 

4. The radio is ………….(good) 

 

Exercise 5 Write comparative sentences about the pictures.  

1. Newspapers are usually more serious than magazines.  

 

Pronunciation 

 

Exercise 6a ► Play recording 9.3. listen to the phrases and underline the /ә/ sounds. practise 

saying the phrases. 

Easier than           

1. faster than  

2. colder than    

3. healthier than 

 

Exercise 6bwrite the comparing sentences and practise saying them with a partner. 1 

Iceland/Egypt/cold.   2 Spanish/English/easy.  3 Fruit/chocolate/healthy 
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4 A Ferrari/ a Fiat/ fast. 

 

Writing and speaking 

Exercise 7a complete the table  

 I like… I don’t like 

TV programmes The Simpsons Friends 

Newspapers   

Film stars   

Books   

Types of food   

holidays   

Exercise 7bwrite sentences comparing the things in the table. Give reasons.  

Exercise 7c. compare sentences in pairs. 

 

Exercise 8In groups, compare what you like.  

A: I like “The Simpsons”. 

B: I don’t like. I like “The Sopranos” because it’s more exciting than “The Simpsons”.  

 

Сабақ  54  Movie magic 

An action/adventure The best film in the last 10 years 

A cartoon The scariest film 

A comedy The most exciting film 

A horror  film The biggest surprise 

A love story The most interesting foreign language film 

A musical The most unusual film 

A science fiction The most violent film 

A thriller The freshest musical for  a long time 

Worse than all the other films The best mixture of action and comedy 

Better than all other films It had the best acting 

 

9.2 Movie magic. 

Vocabulary:films 

1a Match the films in the photos to the types of film in the box. 

An action/adventure film, a cartoon, a comedy, a horror film, a love story, a musical, a 

science fiction film, a thriller 

A=……………..             B= ……………..             C =  ……………               

D=………………… 

1b Think of one film from each type. 

“The Matrix” is a science fiction film. 

1c Which of the types of film are/can be … 

 Sad?       

 Exciting? 

 Violent? 

 Clever? 

 Funny? 

 Scary? 

 Romantic? 

 Happy? 

 Interesting? 

2 What types of films do you like/not like? Why? Use the adjectives in ex.1c and others. 
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I don’t like horror films because they are usually scary and violent. 

Listening 

3 Play recording 9.4. Listen to an interview and match the films with the opinions.  

American Beauty             Gladiator                 The Six Sense          All about my Mother         

Pulp Fiction        Chicago 

1. The best film in the last ten years 

2. The scariest film 

3. The most exciting film 

4. The biggest surprise 

5. The most interesting foreign language film 

6. The most unusual film 

7. The most violent film 

8. The freshest musical for a long time 

9. The best mixture of action and comedy 

10. It had the best acting 

Grammar :superlatives 

4a Look at this sentence. Choose description 1, 2 or 3. 

It was the best film in the last ten years. 

It was… 

1. Better than some of the other films. 

2. Better than all the other films. 

3. Worse than all the other films. 

4b Complete with superlative adjectives from ex.3. Then choose the correct words to make 

the rules. 

Active grammar 

Adjective Superlative 

Bad The worst 

Big The biggest 

Exciting  

Fresh  

Scary  

Good  

Interesting  

Unusual  

Violent  

To make the superlative, we add –est/-er to one-syllable adjectives and we put more/most 

before longer adjectives. 

See Reference page 93. 

Comparison of adjectives  

Use comparative adjectives to compare two or more things.  

This house is bigger than my old house.  

The blue shoes are more expensive than the black ones.  

This is how we form comparative adjectives:  

Regular one-syllable adjectives:  

Old  older, cheap  cheaper, thick  thicker 

Longer adjectives:  

Interesting  more interesting                    comfortable      more comfortable 

Two-syllable adjectives that end in –y:  

Funny  funnier  

Irregular adjectives:  

Good   better, bad worse 
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Use than to introduce the second noun in a comparative sentence. 

This book is more interesting than his first book.  

 

Superlative adjectives 

Use superlative adjectives to compare one thing with all the others in a group.  

This house is the biggest in the street.  

The blue shoes are the most expensive.  

This is how we form superlative adjectives:  

Regular one-syllable adjectives:  

old          oldest, cheap            cheapest, thick          thickest 

Longer adjectives:  

Interesting               most interesting 

Comfortable            most comfortable 

Two-syllable adjectives that end in –y:  

Funny           funniest 

Irregular adjectives:  

Good           best, bad           worst 

We usually use the before a superlative:  

This is the most interesting book about mountain-climbing in the library.  

Spelling rules  

 Add –r/-st to adjectives that end in –e,  

Nice            nicer/nicest, large             larger/largest 

 With adjectives that end in consonant + -y, remove –y and add –ier/-iest, 

Busy            busier/busiest, heavy            heavier/heaviest 

 With adjectives that end in a short vowel + consonant, repeat the consonant and 

add –er/-est,  

 Thin            thinner/thinnest, big           bigger/biggest 

5 Write superlative sentences. 

High-Everest / mountain 

Everest is the highest mountain. 

1 large-Asia / continent 

2 deep-the Pacific / ocean 

3 busy-Heathrow/ international airport 

4 comfortable-a Rolls-Royce/car 

Reading and speaking. 

6a Read the movie quiz. Complete the questions with the adjectives in the superlative form. 

What do you know about movies? 

Questions 1-6 are movie facts. 

Questions 7-9 show the critics’ choices. 

1. What is the most expensive film ever made? (expensive) 

2. What was……………………. Film with sound? (early) 

3. Which film lasts ……………………time? (long) 

4. What is ………………… cartoon? (successful) 

5. Who is …………………………..film star? (rich) 

6. Who is ………………………….Oscar winner? (young) 

7. What is ………………….love story? (romantic) 

8. What is ……………………horror film? (scary) 

9. Who is ………………………villain in a film? (bad) 

6b Do the quiz in groups of three. Each student has three answers. Discuss the questions and 

match the answers. 

Student A: your answers are below. 

Answer:Student APsycho        Tatum O’Neal         Finding Nemo 
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Student B: turn to page 127. 

Student C: turn to page 130. 

See page 127 for answers. 

Person to person. 

7 Discuss. 

1. How many films in the quiz do you know? 

2. What do you think is: 

 The best film ever? 

 The most exciting action film? 

 The most romantic love story? 

 The funniest comedy? 

 The scariest horror film? 

 The most boring film? 

3. Who is the best film star at the moment? 

Writing  

8a. Read this film and do the tasks.  

In my opinion, the best film of the last ten years was “LA Confidential”, from 1997. It’s a 

thriller. It stars Russel Crowe, Guy Pearce, Kim Basinger and Kevin Spacey.  The film is set in 

Los Angeles in the 1950s, and it’s about problems in the police department. It’s very exciting 

and the acting is excellent. Go and see it! 

1 Find the sentences/phrases that give information about the following:  

 The stars ……………….. 

 The writer’s choice of film…………… 

 The story of the film……………….. 

 The film’s location……………. 

 A recommendation……………… 

 The type of film………………. 

 What the writer thinks is good about the film……………… 

2 Number the information in the order it appears in the review.  

8b. In pairs, write a short film review.  

1. Choose a film you like from the last ten years.  

2. Make notes about the actors, the story and the location of the film.  

3. Decide why you like the film.  

4. Write a short review together. 

 

Сабақ 55                                  Is it art? 

 

Grammar: prefer + noun/-ing form; will for spontaneous decisions and offers 

Can do: talk about personal preferences 

 

Reading  

 

Exercise 1. Look at the postcards and discuss.  

1. What can you see?  

2. Are these things “art”, do you think?  

 

Exercise 2a. Read the article quickly. Match it to one of the pictures.  
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For many people modern art is a mystery and difficult to understand: abstract paintings; 

sharks in glass boxes and enormous steel angels. What do these works mean? Are they really art?  

One modern artist is different. Most people understand and enjoy his work. He is the 

American artist Christo. He wraps buildings and geographical features in fabric. One of his 

famous works is the Reichstag in Berlin. He wrapped it in white fabric for fourteen days in 1995.  

We see everyday things in a new way in his work. And perhaps that is the greatest aim of 

modern art.  

Exercise 2b. Read the text again and answer the questions.  

1. Why is modern art a mystery?  

2. What is Christo’s nationality? 

3. What is the main aim of modern art?  

 

Exercise 2c. Find some words in the text that you don’t understand. Use a dictionary to find 

the meanings and explain them to your partner.  

 

Listening 

 

Exercise 3a. Play recording 9.5. Listen to Jenny and Serge. Match the artists to the 

postcards.  

Christo ….D……     Damien Hirst ……….       Antony Gormley ……………     

  Kazimir Malevich…………Claude Monet……………. 

 

Exercise 3b. Listen again. What do they like? Write J or S. Then match the types of art to 

some of the postcards. 

1. Sculpture……………. 

2. Impressionist paintings………….. 

3. Modern art…………….. 

4. Abstract paintings……………….. 

 

Grammar:prefer 

 

Exercise 4. Play recording 9.5. Listen to the dialogue again and complete the Active 

grammar box by choosing the correct statements. Then choose the correct word in italics to 

complete the examples.  

Active grammar 

1. After prefer we can use:  

a) A noun. 

b) The infinitive of a verb (e.g.buy). 

c) The –ing form (e.g. buying). 

2. We use prefer for something we like:  

a) More than another thing.  

b) The same as another thing. 

I prefer Malevich than/to Monet. 

I prefer buying/buy postcards.  

Prefer 

Use the verb prefer to talk about something we like more than another thing or things.  

She likes coffee but she really loves tea.= She prefers tea (to coffee).  

 

Use prefer with a noun (e.g. tea) or the –ing form of another verb.  

I prefer tea to coffee. I prefer drinking tea.  

 

Use to, not than, to introduce a preference.  
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She prefers Mozart to Beethoven. 

 

Exercise 5a. Which do you prefer? Ask and answer.  

1. Go to restaurants/eat at home? 

2. Watch videos/go to the cinema? 

3. Dogs/cats? 

4. Read books/listen to music?  

A:Do you prefer going to restaurants to eating at home?  

B:No, I prefer eating at home.  

 

Exercise 5b. Look at the tapescript on page 157 and complete the How to box.  

How to talk about preferences 

Say you like one thing more than another thing 

I………..modern art……….than traditional paintings.                                                                                               

I………Malevich to Monet. 

Person to person 

 

Exercise 6a. Discuss.  

1. Do you agree with Jenny and Serge? 

2. Which postcards do you prefer? Why? 

I like …more than…..because… 

 

Exercise 6b. Talk to your classmates and find out how many students prefer:  

1. Visiting museums to going to concerts.  

2. Cold weather to hot weather.  

3. Romantic films to action films.  

4. Modern art to traditional art. 

5. City holidays to beach holidays.  

Do you prefer visiting museums to going to concerts?  

 

Grammar:will for spontaneous decisions and offers. 

 

Exercise 7a. Play recording 9.6. Jenny and Serge are in London. Listen and tick () two 

places they plan to visit.  

Tate Britain …………        Tate Modern …………        Hayward Gallery ……….  

Exercise 7b. Listen again. Complete the phrases in the Active grammar box, then choose the 

correct words to complete the rule.  

Active grammar 

Jenny:I’ll get the………..  .  

Jenny:I’ll look at the ………….   . 

Serge:Right. We’ll go there after…………………    . 

We use will for decisions and offers that we make before/at the time of speaking. In 

conversation and informal writing we use the short form ‘ll. 

Will for spontaneous decisions and offers 

 

We use will+infinitive when we decide to do something or make an offer to do something at 

the same time as we are speaking. The action we are talking about usually happens in the 

immediate or near future.  

A:John. There’s somebody knocking on our door.  

B:OK. I’ll answer it. 

 

In spoken English we use the contraction ‘ll, not will.  
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A:Can somebody help me with these bags? 

B:We’ll do it. 

 

Exercise 8. Look at the pictures and make offers. Use words and phrases from the box.  

Open   carry     find    look after     answer      phone         ambulance    door      mother       

baby 

Pronunciation  

 

Exercise 9a. Play recording 9.7. Listen does the voice go up (     ) or down (      ) at the end?  

1. Any ideas?                 2. Is it near? 

 

Exercise 9b. Play recording 9.8. Listen and write (     )or (      ), then repeat.  

1. Is it expensive? 

2. It’s expensive.  

3. Is it interesting?  

4. It’s boring. 

5. Are we late? 

6. Does she know? 

 

Exercise 10a. Make questions. Practice them in pairs.  

1. Expensive    Is it expensive?  

2. He knows     Does he know? 

3. Cheap 

4. New 

5. She smokes 

6. They work 

 

Exercise 10b. Now write short dialogues with the questions.  

 

ЛексическийминимумUnit 9 

The arts Literature: novels, plays, poetry 

Fine arts: painting ( 

modern/impressionist/traditional/ abstract 

art) 

Film genres: an action.adventure film, a 

cartoon, a comedy, a horror film, a love story, 

a musical, a science fiction film, a thriller 

sculpture  

Performance arts: ballet, classical/ rock 

music, dance, film/cinema, opera, theatre 

 

How do you get news? 

We all like to know what is in the news – world news, local news, sports news – and today 

there are many different ways of finding out about recent events. How do people choose, and 

what do they like about the different methods? 

Newspapers – still the old favourite. Millions of people read newspapers because they are 

cheap, detailed and also versatile – you can read them at home, at work or on the train. 

The radio – people listen to the radio because it’s easy. You can listen in the car, when you 

are working or in bed, but some people think the radio is old-fashioned. 

The TV – almost everyone watches TV and a lot of people get the news from it. It’s 

interesting and exciting, because it’s visual. There are lots of different news programmes to suit 

all types of people. 

Teletext – this is a fast way of getting the news, but it doesn’t give you a lot of detail. 

The internet – many people now use the Internet. It’s detailed and it’s very fast: news stories 

appear when they happen; but it can be very expensive. 
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Text messaging – this way of getting news is popular because it’s fast and very new. 

Messages arrive on your mobile phone, so you get the news immediately, but it is expensive.   

Is it art? 

For many people modern art is a mystery and difficult to understand: abstract paintings; 

sharks in glass boxes and enormous steel angels. What do these works mean? Are they really art? 

One modern artist is different. Most people understand and enjoy his work. He is the 

American artist Christo. He wraps buildings and geographical features in fabric. One of his most 

famous works is the Reichstag in Berlin. He wrapped it in white fabric for fourteen days in 1995. 

We see everyday things in a new way in his work. And perhaps that is the greatest aim of 

modern art. 

 

Comparison of adjectives 

      Сын есімдердің ағылшын тілінде екі шырайы бар: жай шырай (The Positive Degrеe) 

салыстырмалы  (The Comparative Degree) және күшейтпелі (The Superlative Degree). 

    Бір буыннан және бірнеше буындардан тұратын, -у, -er, -ow, -le аяқталатын сын 

есімдерге   -еr [э] жұрнағы жалғануы арқылы салыстырмалы  сын есімнің шырайларын 

құрады.Сын есімнің күшейтпелі шырайы  -est [ist] жұрнағының жалғануы арқылы 

құрылады. Сын есімнің күшейтпелі шырайы  үнемі белгілі артикльмен қолданылады. 

Мысалы: 

Жұрнақ арқылы сын есім шырайларының жасалу жолдары 

Жай шырай    Салыстырмалы 

шырай 

Күшейтпелі шырай 

small кішкентай smaller кішірек smallest ең кішкентай 

easy жеңіл easier жеңілірек easiest ең жеңіл 

 

Құрылу кезіндегі орфографиялық өзгерістер 

-ER және –EST жұрнақтары арқылы жасалған сын есім шырайлары 

№ 

р/н 
Ереже  Мысал  

1 Егерде болымды сөйлемде сын есім мен 

үстеулер оқылмайтын –e әрпімен аяқталса, онда-er 

және  

-est жалғанғанда  –e түсіп қалады.  

 

large үлкен — 

larger үлкенірек — 

largest ең үлкен 

2 Егерде сын есім мен үстеулер дауыссыз әріппен 

аяқталса, және оның алдында дауысты дыбыс 

тұрса, онда соңғы әріп еселенеді.  

Hot ыстық — 

hotter ыстығырақ— 

hottest ең ыстық   

3 Егерде сын есім мен үстеулер –y әрпіне 

аяқталса, және оның алдында дауыссыз әріп тұрса, 

онда соңғы әріп -y   -i- әріпіне өзгереді.  

busy— 

busier— 

busiest — 

4 Егерде сын есім немесе үстеу –y әрпіне аяқталса, 

және оның алдында дауысты әріп тұрса, онда -y 

өзгермейді.  

grey сұр — 

greyer сұрырақ — 

greyest ең сұр 

Бірнеше буындардан тұратын сын есімнің салыстырмалы шырайында және үстеулердің  

алдына  mоrе және күшейтпелі шырайда most қойылады. Күшейтпелі шырайда  the 

артиклі қойылады. 
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MORE және MOST арқылы жасалған салыстырмалы шырай. 

Жай шырай    Салыстырмалы 

шырай 

Күшейтпелі шырай 

interesting қызықты more interesting 

қызығырақ 

most interesting 

ең қызық 

easily жеңіл  more easily жеңілірек most easily ең жеңіл 

active белсенді  more active 

белсендірек 

most active 

ең белсенді 

Ағылшын тілінде ережеге бағынбайтын бірнеше сын есімдер мен үстеулер  бар, олар: 

Ережеге бағынбайтын сын есімнің шырайлары. 

Жай шырай    Салыстырмалы шырай Күшейтпелі шырай 

good жақсы 

well жақсы 
better жақсырақ 

 

best ең жақсы 

 

bad жаман 

badly* жаман 
worse жаманырақ 

 

worst ең жаман 

 

little кішкентай 

little аз 
less азырақ 

 

least ең аз 

 

many көп 

much көп 
more көбірек 

 

most ең көп 

 

far алыс  

 

far алыс 

farther алысырақ 

(ара қашықтық бойынша), 

further алысырақ  (уақыт 

бойынша) 

farthest ең алыс 

(ара қашықтық бойынша), 

furthest ең алыс  

(уақыт бойынша) 

prefer to құрылымы 

Use prefer after: a) a noun                                               I prefer coffee to tea 

                           b) the infinitive of a verb                      I prefer watch videos 

                           c)  the –ing form                                   I prefer eating at home 

Спонтандық шешім және ұсыныс қабылдағанда will қолданамыз. We use will for offers 

and decisions that we make before/at the time of speaking. In conversation and informal writing 

we use the short form ‘ll.           

I’ll look at the …  I’ll get the… 

 

Сабақ 56               Test  

 

Тарау 10 Journeys 

Сабақ 57                                             Experiences 

The Countryside today: The Holiday show 

Horse-riding and hiking are pleasant 

country activities that many people enjoy. But 

for farmers they can have negative results 

Jason  Morris joins a young British family 

for an action adventure holiday in Australia. 

After  a long-haul flight of 22 hours they are 

ready  for the experience of a lifetime. 
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Extreme sports Challenge 

This weekLiam  and Terri go bungee jumping for the first time. There’s only one problem.-

Terri is afraid of heights. 

10 Journeys.  

1 Match the photos to the captions.  

1. A businessman commuting to a meeting.  

2. Rush hour traffic in Delhi.  

3. Cycling to the office.  

4. Commuting from the suburbs into Tokyo. 

Answers:  1C         2A        3D    4B 

Teacher:  Which commuter has the most pleasant journey do you think?  

2 Find these forms of transport in the photos.  

 

 

 

3 Match the words to the meanings.  

1. Commuting             a full of people 

2. Suburbs                 b travelling to work every day 

3. Park       c the busiest time of day 

4. Rush hour          d cars moving on a road 

5. Crowded                 e leave a car somewhere 

6. Traffic          f places around a city where people live 

4 Put the words from the box into the correct column. (Some words can go in more than 

one column.)  

 

 

 

Air Rail Road 

airport   

10.1 Experiences.  

Present perfect (been with ever/never): I/you/we/they 

Can do talk about personal experiences 

Reading and listening 

1a Read the text and find a word or phrase to describe the activity in each photo.  

19.10 The Countryside Today 

Horse-riding and hiking are pleasant country activities that many people enjoy. But for 

farmers they can have negative results.  

19.30 The Holiday Show 

Jason Morris joins a young British family for an action adventure holiday in Australia. After a 

long-haul flight of 22 hours they are ready for the experience of a lifetime.  

20.25 Extreme Sports Challenge  

This week Liam and Terri go bungee jumping for the first time. There’s only one problem – 

Terri is afraid of heights! 

1b. Which do you think is the most exciting activity?  

 

2a. Play recording 10.1. listen to an extract from one of the programmes. Which programme is 

it?  

2b. Read this extract from the TV programme. Is the plane journey Derek’s first long-haul 

flight? 

Derek: I’ve never been on a long-haul flight before so it’s my first time.  

 

Car         plane         motorbike       underground train     bus           bicycle 

Airport    car   drive          flight       garage         journey       park          passenger    

plane       platform    station       ticket      traffic          train  
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2c. Listen again. Do they plan to do these things for the first time in Australia? Or is it their 

second time? Write 1
st
 or 2

nd
 in the table.  

 Moira Derek  Todd Alicia 

Long-haul 

flight 

2nd 1
st
   

Visit Australia     

Horse-riding     

Hiking     

Bungee 

jumping 

    

Grammar  Present Perfect (been with ever/never)  

3a. Read the extracts from the TV programme and answer the questions below.  

a. I’ve never been on a long-haul flight before. 

b. Have you ever been to Australia?  

c. We’ve all been hiking.  

d. We went horse-riding when we were in Scotland two years ago.  

1. Which extract refers to a particular time in the past? When?  

2. Which extracts do not refer to a particular time in the past?  

3. Which tense do we use when we do not refer to a particular time in the past?  

3b. Listen again or read the tapescript on page 158 and complete the Active grammar box. 

Then choose the correct words to complete the rules.  

Active grammar 

+ subject +’ve (or have) + past participle  

We’ve ………to America.  

- subject + haven’t  (or have not) + past participle 

We ……………   ………………bungee jumping.  

Subject + ‘ve (or have) + never + past participle  

I’ ………………..never …………..on a long-haul flight before.  

? Have+subject (+ever) + past participle 

Have …………….ever…………..to Australia? 

Yes, I/we/you/they have 

No, I/we/you/they……………..   .  

1. We use the Present Perfect with ever to ask about an activity at any time up to now/a 

particular time in the past.  

2. been is a past tense/past participle.  

 

4a. Complete the questions and answers.  

1 A: Have you ……..been to New York?  

B: Yes, I …………..     .  

2 A: …………….your mother ever been to the opera?  

B: No, she ………………..  .  

3 A: Have you ever …………….to Canada?  

B: Yes, we ……………….last summer, it was great!  

4b. Find the mistakes and correct them using the Present Perfect.  

Have you ever go to England? Been 

1. I was never been bungee jumping.  

2. They never been to Scotland.  

3. Have you ever went to a classical concert?  

4. Has you ever been on an adventure holiday?  

Pronunciation 
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5a. Play recording 10.2. Listen to this extract from the TV programme. Are the vowel sounds 

in the underlined words /i/ or /i: /?  

1. But have you ever been to Australia?  

2. No, we’ve never been there.  

5b. Play recording 10.3. There are four /i/ sounds in each of these sentences. Listen and 

underline the sounds. Practice the sentences.  

1. Have you ever been to the cinema in Italy?  

2. I’ve never been on a ship with him.  

3. Has she ever been to dinner in Finland?  

4. We’ve never been to Paris in spring.  

6 Write questions with ever about the pictures in Ex. 1. Then ask and answer.  

Have you ever been bungee jumping? Have you ever been hiking?  

Speaking 

7 Work in groups of three.  

Student A: look at page 128.  

Student B: look at page 130.  

Student C: look at this page.  

Student C 

Ask your partners questions with have you ever been to …? If they answer Yes, find out when 

and where he/she did the activity, and if he/she liked it.  

 An IMAX cinema? 

 A bullfight?  

 A rock concert?  

 A wedding?  

 A theme park? 

 A circus?  

A: Have you ever been to an IMAX cinema?  

B: Yes, I have. I went last week.  

A: Did you like it?  

 

Сабақ 58  Holiday heaven 

Holiday postcard 

Dear Karen, 

Well, we’ve arrived at Seagaia, and it’s amazing! We’re  staying in a nice little Japanese 

apartment. The weather has been wonderful so I’ve spent hours at the Ocean Dome-the water’s 

lovely! Ives en  the golf courses but I haven’t played any golf. Patrick  has had  a great time in 

the sea. He has been surfing, sailing and swimming. Melanie loves animals, so she’s visited the 

zoo and she’s  taken a horse-riding lesson. Well, it’s time for dinner. See you soon. Love Lara. 

 

10.2 Holiday heaven 

Vocabulary 

Teacher: Exercise 1a. Match symbols to the holidays in the box.  

 

 

 

 

A=a beach holiday 

 

Exercise 1b. Have you been on these types of holiday? Where? When? What did you do?  

 

Reading 

Activity     beach   cultural        sightseeing      water sports    winter sports    
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Exercise 2a. Read the text. What can you do at Seagaia?  

 

Have you ever sunbathed on a rainy day? No? 

Well, at Phoenix Seagaia, you can! 

Seagaia is a luxurious holiday resort on Japan’s Pacific coast. The Ocean Dome is the largest 

indoor artificial beach and sea. The water is warm, clean and safe, and the roof of the Dome 

opens when it’s sunny, but closes in bad weather.  

But Seagaia isn’t only the Ocean Dome.  

There’s a lot more here:  

 Stay in a first-class hotel, a comfortable cottage or a traditional Japanese apartment 

 Play golf at our world-class courses 

 Surf and sail in the Pacific Ocean 

 Improve your tennis, horse-riding and golf at our exclusive clubs 

 Visit the wonderful zoo, theme park and gardens.  

 For the holiday of a lifetime, choose Phoenix Seagaia! 

 

Exercise 2b. Match the adjectives to their meanings.  

1. Luxurious            a the best of its type 

2. Artificial              b not real  

3. First-class             c very good 

4. Exclusive             d very comfortable and beautiful  

5. Wonderful            e expensive, for a few people 

                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Exercise 3a.                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
read the text again and write questions for answers 1-5.  

1. A luxurious resort    What is Seagaia?  

2. In Japan  

3. An indoor beach and sea 

4. In hotels, cottages or apartments 

5. The zoo, theme park and gardens 

 

Exercise 3b. What do you think of Seagaia? Does this type of holiday interest you? 

Why/Why not?  

Grammar         Present Perfect 

Exercise 4a. Read the postcard. Who is it from? Where is she at the time of writing?  

Dear Karen  

1. Well, we’ve arrived at Seagaia, and it’s amazing! We are staying in a nice little Japanese 

apartment.  

2. The weather has been wonderful so I’ve spent hours at the Ocean Dome – the water’s 

lovely. I’ve seen the golf courses but I haven’t played any golf.  

3. Patrick has had a great time in the sea. He has been surfing, sailing and swimming. 

Melanie loves animals, so she’s visited the zoo and she’s taken a horse-riding lesson.  

4. Well, it’s time for dinner. See you soon.  

Love Lara  

 

Exercise 4b. underline all the Present Perfect verbs in the postcard  and add them to the table.  

Regular verb Irregular verb 

Have arrived Has been 

Exercise 5. choose the correct words to complete the sentences in the Active grammar box.  
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Exercise 6. Complete the text with the Present Perfect of the verbs in brackets.  

We have arrived (arrive0 at our hotel. It’s got a fantastic swimming pool and Leon and I (1) 

……….(go) swimming. Zosia and Basia (2) ………….(not spend) any time in the sea because 

they noticed the tennis court-they (3) ………..(play) three games of tennis so far! I (4) 

……..(also spend) an hour in the beauty salon – so relaxing. Leon (5)…….(visit) the town and 

he (6)…….(see) some lovely things but he (7)……..(not take) any photos – he forgot his 

camera! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 7. Copy the table in the Lifelong learning box. Add the irregular past participles 

from ex. 4b, and these:  

Buy          eat         get              write       

 

Pronunciation 

 

Exercise 8a Play recording 10.4. Listen to these long and short vowels, then repeat the words.  

 

Long Short 

/g:/ parked 

/I:/  seen 

/n:/  bought 

/u/ had 

/i/ written 

/m/ got 

 

Exercise 8b Listen. Underline the word you hear.  

1) Have                half  

2) Feet                  fit 

3) Short                shop 

4) Park                 pack 

5) Bald                 bad 

6) Sleep                slip 

 

Speaking and writing 

 

Exercise 9 ► Ss work in pairs. They imagine they are on a weekend break. Note: It is Sunday 

so the weekend is not over yet. Ss decide on the details of the weekend by answering the four 

questions. They note down their answers. 

1. Where are you?  

2. Where are you staying?  

3. What has the weather been like?  

4. What have you done?  

 

Exercise 10a  Answer the questions about Lara’s postcard.  

1. Which tense does the writer use to describe what she has done? 

2. Which paragraph:  

 Describes the writer’s activities?  

 Describes her family’s activities? 

Lifelong learning 

Record past participles 

Make a table of irregular past participles. 

Verb                                                         Past participle 

Be                                 been 

Go                                                                     gone 

Do                                                                     done 
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 Gives a reason for ending the postcard?   

 Describes the apartment? 

 

Exercise 10b Write a postcard.  Use your notes from ex.9.  

 

Сабақ  59                                       Cycle city 

City profiles 

Fatima  da Costa  lives in Patriarca, a suburb  in the east of Sao Paulo, Brazil. She works in 

the centre of the city, near PracaRepublica. Every day Fatima  takes an underground  train to 

work in the morning and back home in the evening. She thinks travelling  on the Sao Paulo 

underground system –the Metro-is quick and convenient. But  the trains are very crowded in the 

rush hour and she often can’t find a seat. 

Jan van Looy works in the main train station in Amsterdam. He works for the Dutch Railways 

but he doesn’t catch a train to work. He cycles from his home in the suburb of Sloterdijk. 

Cycling is very popular in Amsterdam because the city is flat and the distances are not very 

great. Jan cycles to work because it is very cheap, but it is  quite slow and it’s horrible when it 

rains! 

10.3 Cycle city 

City Profiles 

This week we look at commuters around the world… 

Fatima da Costa lives in Patriarca, a suburb in the east of Sao Paulo, Brazil. She works in the 

centre of the city, near Praca Republica. Every day Fatima takes an underground train to work in 

the morning and back home in the evening. She thinks travelling on the Sao Paulo underground 

system – the Metro – is quick and convenient. But the trains are very crowded in the rush hour 

and she often can’t find seat.  

Jan van Looy works in the main train station in Amsterdam. He works for the Dutch Railways 

but he doesn’t catch a train to work. He cycles from his home in the suburb of Sloterdijk. 

Cycling is very popular in Amsterdam because the city is flat and the distances are not very 

great. Jan cycles to work because it is very cheap, but it’s quite slow and it’s horrible when it 

rains! 

Reading and listening 

Exercise 1. Look at photo A. What can you see? Have you been in this situation? When? 

Where?  

Exercise 2a. Read the text quickly and match it to two of the photos A-E. 

Exercise 2b. Read the text again and complete the table for Fatima and Jan.  

Name  Fatima Jan  Julia Billy 

Picture     

City     

Form of 

transport 

  rollerblading  

Advantages Quick,    

Disadvantages  Slow,   

Exercise 3. Play recording 10.6. Listen to Julia and Billy and complete the table.  

Person to person 

Exercise 4. Discuss. Use your own opinions and the information in the table in ex.2b.  

1. Which form of transport is:  

 The safest? 

 The cheapest? 

 The most comfortable? 

 The most expensive? 

 The most convenient? 
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 The fastest? 

2. Which form of commuting is best? Why? 

Grammar   -ing form as noun 

Exercise 5. Look at the examples of the –ing form in the Active grammar box.  Then find and 

underline two examples in the text. Choose the correct words to complete the sentences in the 

box.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 6. Make sentences from the prompts.  

Park/impossible/in central London 

Parking is impossible in central London. 

1 Eat/vegetables/good for your health 

2 cycle/popular/in Amsterdam 

3 wait/for a bus/boring 

4 live/in a big city/exciting 

5 take/taxis/expensive 

Listening 

: Exercise 7a. Play recording 10.7. Billy wants to take his family on holiday. Listen and 

answer the questions.  

1 Which country does Billy want to go to? 

2 When does he want to leave? 

3 How much does it cost? 

Exercise 7b. Match words 1-7 to the meaning a-g.  

 

1 destination                                      a go and come back 

2 one-way                                           b more comfortable but expensive seats 

3 return                                               c the place you want to go to  

4 economy class                                 d when you leave 

5 business class                                   e no stops on the journey 

6 departure                                          f the journey to your destination only  

7 direct                                                 g the cheapest seats 

Exercise 7c. Read the tapescript on page 158 and complete the How to box.  

How to book a travel ticket 

Make enquiries              Do you sell airline ……………….for new Zealand? 

Give details                     I’d like to …………..on Friday the 5
th

 of the next month. 

                                          We ………..to come back one month later. 

Ask for more information   What …………..does the flight leave London? 

                                                 Is it a ………..flight? 

Ask about prices         How ………….much is that? 

Ask for tickets      I’d like ………………tickets, please.  

 

Exercise 8. Use words from ex.7b. and 7 c to complete the dialogue.  

A: Do you sell airline (1)……………..for Mexico? I’d (2) …………to go to Cancun on  

Wednesday the 12
th

.  

B: One way or (3)………………….? 

Active grammar 

Rollerblading is a bit dangerous when you cross busy 

roads.  

Commuting is really difficult in London.  

1. Swimming is/are my favourite sport. 

2. Parking/Park isn’t easy in the centre of big cities.   
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A: One way. And I’d like to fly business (4)……………….. . 

B: OK. We have flights with United Airlines.  

A: (5) ………………..much is that flight? 

B: It’s €800. 

A: Is it a (6) ………….flight? 

B: No, it stops in Miami.  

Exercise 9. Work in pairs.  

Student A: you are a travel agent. Turn to page 128.  

Student B: you want to book a flight. Look at this information then telephone the travel agent 

(your partner). Which airline do you choose? 

You want to fly from Paris to Miami with a friend. You want to leave next Wednesday and 

return two weeks later. You can afford a maximum of €1,000. 

Phone the travel agent, get information about flights, dates and prices, then book your tickets.  

 

ЛексическийминимумUnit 10: 

Types of holiday Travel: 

Activity holiday, beach  holiday, cultural 

holiday, sightseeing holiday, water sports 

holiday, winter sports  holiday 

Commuting, departure, journey, one-way 

/return ticket, passenger 

Railway: Flying: 

Train, platform, station, underground 

(metro) 

Airport, flight, long-haul flight, direct flight, 

economy class/ business class 

Car: Other: 

Drive, garage, park, traffic Cycling, rollerblading 

Hotels: Facilities: 

Rooms: single, double, twin, suite Reception, restaurant, shops, beauty salon, 

gym, sauna, swimming pool, tennis, golf. 

Holiday heaven 

Have you ever sunbathed on a rainy day? No? 

Well, at Phoenix Seagaia, you can!  

Seagaia is a luxurious holiday resort on Japan’s Pacific coast. The Ocean Dome is the largest 

indoor artificial beach and sea. The water is warm, clean and safe, and the roof of the Dome 

opens when it’s sunny, but closes in bad weather. 

But Seagaia isn’t only the Ocean Dome. There you can stay in a first-class hotel or a 

comfortable cottage; play golf at world-class courses; improve your tennis, horse-riding and golf 

at exclusive clubs; visit the wonderful zoo, theme park and gardens. 

Booking a travel ticket 

-Do you sell airline ticket for Mexico? 

-Yes, of course. 

-I’d like to go to Cancun on Wednesday the 12
th

. 

-One way or return? 

-One way. And I’d like to fly business class. 

-OK. We have flights with United Airlines. 

-How much is that flight? 

-It’s $ 500. 

-Is it a long-haul flight? 

-No, it stops in Miami. 

Present Perfect 
Present Perfect өткенде орындалған, бірақ осы шақта нәтижесі бар аяқталған іс әрекетті 

білдіреді.  

Құрылуы: have+ Participle II- regular verb+ed, irregular verb-the 3 form 
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Affirmative 

form 

Negative 

form 

Interrogative 

form 

Positive 

answer 

Negative 

answer 

I have written I have  not 

written 

Have I written? Yes, I 

have 

No, I have 

not 

He has written He has  not 

written 

Has He written? Yes, He 

has 

No, He has 

not 

She has written She has not 

written 

Has she written? Yes, she 

has 

No, she has 

not 

It has written It has not 

written 

Has it written? Yes, it has No, it has 

not 

We have written We have  

not written 

Have we 

written? 

Yeas, we 

have 

No, we 

have not 

You have 

written 

You have 

not written 

Have you 

written? 

Yes, you 

have 

No, you 

have not 

They have 

written 

They have 

not written 

Have they 

written? 

Yes, they 

have 

No, they 

have not 

Present Perfect шағына тиісілі үстеулерді есте сақтаңыздар: already, not yet, just, 

ever, never- сөйлемде бастауыштан кейін қолданылады. I have just done my work. 

Салыстырыңыздар:  

I have bought a book today( this week, this month)- аяқталмаған уақыт - Present 

Perfect 

I bought a book yesterday( last week, last month) аяқталған уақыт -Past Simple 

Келесі сөйлемдерді есте сақтаңыздар:  

I have been to France. 

Have you ever been to France? 

I haven’t seen you for ages? 

I haven’t met him for a long time/ 

I haven’t been to Moscow since last year/ 

Grammar / -ing form as noun:  

We sometimes use –ing form of a verb as a subject of a sentence. Use singular verbs with –

ing verb subjects. 

 Flying is expensive. Parking is really difficult in Madrid 

 

Сабақ 60 Test 

VOCABULARY 

a  prepositions 
Complete the sentences with for, in, to, or with. Look –at  the board. 

1 Wait ____ me. 

2 Romeo falls ____ love ___ Juliet. 

3 I can't find my keys. Can you look __ them? 

4 I don't like talking ____ shop assistants. 

 

b verb phrases 
Match the verbs and phrases. _read__ a newspaper 

draw       get       go       play       ride run       take       tell       turn on       use 

----the TV 

 _ a horse 

 - ________ me the  secret 

             -chess 

-photos 

-a computer 

-married 
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-a marathon 

__ out together 

 __________ a picture 

GRAMMAR 
Circle the correct sentence, a or b. (a) Hi. I'm Susanna, b Hi. I Susanna. 

1 a  I can play the piano. 

b I can to play the piano. 

2 a Do you can come tonight? 0 

b Can you come tonight? 

3 a I hate do housework. 

b I hate doing housework. 

4 a  Do you like swimming? 

b Do you like swimming? 

5 What do you think of this programme? 

a  I like. 

b  I like it. 

 

Сабақ 61 Қайталау сабақ 

Listen. Circle a or b. 

1 a  You can park here. b You can't park here. 

2 a   Is the house theirs? b  Is the house there? 

3 a   Can you turn on the TV? b Can you turn off the TV? 

4 a  She doesn't like him. b She doesn't like them. 

5 a  Whose is it? b Who is it? 

b     4-18    Listen. Circle a or b. 

1 a  I like it. 

b Yes, it's new. 

2 a No, thanks. You can drive, b No, I don't. I prefer cycling. 

3 a No, it's no-smoking. 

b No, thanks, I don't smoke. 

4 a   Yes, please. 

b Yes, but not very well. 

5 a  No, I think he's a terrible actor. 

b  No, I think she's a terrible actress. 

 

CAN YOU SAY THIS? 
a   Can you...?   Yes (•) 

□ say two things you can do well and two things 

you can't do U say two things you love doing and two things you hate doing 

b Complete these questions to interview your partner. Try to think of interesting questions. 

Complete with a verb 
What time do you ____ ? 

Do you like ____ ? 

How often do you ___ ? 

Where do you ____ ? 

Can you ? 

Complete with a noun (or the name of a person, programme, etc.) 

What kind of _     _ do you like? 

What do you think of         ? 

What's your favourite ____? 

Who's your favourite ___ ? 

c   Interview your partner. Then change roles. 
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